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INTRODUCTION

James Wickersham, an Alaskan pioneer, left a lasting legacy through his judicial/political accomplishments, writings, and the diversity of Alaska resource material in his private papers, photographs and collection of published works.

Born August 24, 1857 in Patoka, Illinois, Wickersham became a lawyer admitted to the Illinois Bar in 1880. Wickersham left Illinois, venturing west to become a probate judge for Pierce County in Tacoma, Washington. He next served as Tacoma City attorney from 1892-1898 and was a member of the Washington State House of Representatives from 1898-1900.

Appointed as a U.S. District Judge for Alaska's new third Judicial District at Eagle, Wickersham came to Alaska in 1900. He served as a judge for a district stretching from Eagle to Valdez, Prince William Sound and the upper Yukon Valley north to the Arctic Ocean. Wickersham also sat as a substitute judge in both the First (Juneau) and Second (St. Michael, later Nome) Judicial Districts. Ernest Gruening wrote of Wickersham:

"He proved to be an able and upright Judge who combined integrity with legal scholarship. When the corrupt Federal Judge of the Second Division, Arthur H. Noyes, had been removed for malfeasance after a brazen conspiracy to defraud the first successful gold miners in the Nome area of their claims, Wickersham was sent in from the Third Division to clean up the mess. Judge Wickersham promptly restored faith and confidence in the judicial system." (Box 46, Folder 17).

In 1907 his judgeship ended when he failed to receive U.S. Senate confirmation for this office. A major contribution to this judicial era was Wickersham's compilation of a multi-volume set of judicial opinions from Alaska published as ALASKA LAW REPORTS. His early experiences in interior Alaska are recorded in his book, OLD YUKON: TALES, TRAILS AND TRIALS.

In 1908 Wickersham opened a law firm in Alaska, but soon declared himself a candidate for "Delegate in Congress from Alaska." A Republican, he was elected delegate, beginning service in 1909. His political battles included several contested elections, but he served nearly six full terms from 1909 into 1921 and a seventh term from 1931-1933.

Wickersham married twice. He married Debbie Bell in 1880 and they had three sons; two died in their youth. Darrell, their surviving son, was a U.S. Naval Academy graduate. Debbie died in 1926 after years of poor health. At age seventy, Wickersham married Grace Vrooman Bishop, a widowed schoolteacher. After their marriage, they lived in Washington, D.C. for Wickersham's last term as delegate. Upon return to Alaska, they spent the rest of their lives in Juneau where Wickersham continued his law practice.

Until his death on October 24, 1939, Wickersham continued to develop his extensive library of Pacific Northwest and Alaska publications. In 1927 he published A BIBLIOGRAPHY OF ALASKAN LITERATURE, 1724-1924, which had spurred his collection development activity.

The State of Alaska is now the custodian of Wickersham's Juneau home, library and personal papers. The Territory of Alaska purchased Wickersham's Alaska library in 1941 which became part of the holdings of the Alaska Historical Library. His personal papers and other materials remained in the Wickersham home and later were inherited by Ruth Allman, the niece of Grace Wickersham. In 1984 the State purchased the Wickersham home, personal papers and other materials. The Alaska Division of Parks and Outdoor Recreation, Department of Natural Resources manages the home. It is now designated as the Wickersham State Historic Site.

Wickersham's personal papers, photographs and some published works were transferred from the Wickersham State Historic Site to the Alaska Historical Library for preservation and use as a research collection. The collection of nearly 1900 photographs includes views from all areas of Alaska. There is an album of the Klondike gold rush era, Dawson, and an album documenting the Yukon River prospecting trip of 1882-1883 by the Schieffelin[Schieffelin] party. Most of the photographs have been copied on microfiche for sharing this collection. An index to major subjects, geographic areas and people/portraits augments the descriptive listing of the photographs. The scope and content note with the preliminary inventory to the Wickersham family papers provides an assessment of the diaries, correspondence, business records, writings, etc.
The Wickersham State Historic Site Collection in the Alaska Historical Library is designated as PCA 277 for photographs and Ms 107 for the personal papers of the Wickersham family. The cooperative efforts of the Alaska Division of Parks and Outdoor Recreation and the Alaska Division of State Libraries have enabled the state to make available this unique Alaska resource. Initial work on the Wickersham photograph listing was started by Stephanie Schaefer and completed by Marilyn Kwock. Les Wessling, a library volunteer, devoted many hours to developing several indexes to the photograph collection. Terry Rader from the Alaska Division of Parks and Outdoor Recreation assisted with some processing of the manuscript collection and sorting publications. John Kinney, State Archivist, provided some temporary storage and consultation on the collection. An inventory of the publications acquired at the Wickersham State Historic Site has yet to be prepared.

Phyllis DeMuth, Librarian
Alaska Historical Library

Linda Kruger, Manager
Wickersham State Historic Site
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COLLECTION NOTE

The collection includes photographs collected by Wickersham and some that were taken by him. These photographs were compiled in numbered albums with a broad subject area designation. Album No. 3 was not received in the collection acquired by the state. Loose photographs were gathered together in album/box file 18.

This collection has been copied on microfiche with the exception of some stereopticon views, several family photos and Wickersham's Mount McKinley expedition photos in album 18. These photos were received after the microfiche project was completed. The microfiche for this collection (PCA 277) are part of A GUIDE TO HISTORICAL PHOTOGRAPHS IN THE ALASKA STATE LIBRARY, placed in many Alaska libraries. The microfiche are also available through inter-library loan. Negatives have been made for some photos in the collection and reproductions can be purchased for educational purposes.

While indexes have now been prepared to assist the researcher, the following is a list of the broad title/subject assigned the albums by Wickersham.

**Album**

1. Skagway, Yukon River, Dawson - 1897-1900, dance hall girls. (210 photos)
3. No album with this number.
4. Eagle to Fairbanks. (157 photos)
5. Indian Totems. Potlatch - Chief Lincoln Totem. (94 photos)
7. Valdez, 1903-1907. (200 photos)
8. Unalaska[a] to Cordova. (142 photos)
9. Nome - 1900, Unalaska. Eskimo, dogs, walrus, etc. (132 photos)
11. Fairbanks. (175 photos)
12. Iditarod, Alaska, 1911. (86 photos)
13. [Southeast Alaskan Indians.] (50 photos)
14. Valdez. (57 photos)
15. Nome. (51 photos)
17. [Schiefflin [Schieffelin] Brothers Yukon River prospecting trip, 1882-1883.] (45 photos)
18. [Some Non-Alaska views.] (33 photos)

**Contents:**

- Tacoma and Washington (Ter.)
- Southeast Alaska
- Annapolis, Maryland buildings
- Washington Indian views
- List of paintings by Paul Kane and 1854 Indian paintings

19. [Alaska/family photos] ( photos not on microfiche)
20. Miscellaneous Views
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21. [House of Wickersham / family photos (24 photos)]
22. [House of Wickersham views.] (33 photos)
23. [Prints from negatives and glass plates] (36 photos – not all printed)
**Microfiche Guide**

The microfiche of the Wickersham photographs show only the album numbers. Each photograph later received a print number. This full identification number is next to each photo in the descriptive listing. It is also the number needed for ordering reproductions.

The following is a cross-reference guide showing the identification numbers of photographs that can be found on each microfiche.

PCA 277 (28 microfiche)

*Microfiche*
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PCA 277: Wickersham State Historic Site Collection of Alaska Photographs, 1882-1930s

This introduction is not in original guide – added later???

PCA
277

WICKERSHAM STATE HISTORIC SITE COLLECTION

Introduction

In 1984 the State of Alaska purchased the House of Wickersham and its contents in Juneau. The Alaska Division of Parks and Outdoor Recreation manages the Wickersham State Historic Site. The site includes exhibits recognizing the role Judge James Wickersham played in early Alaska and the significance of his personal collection. Restoration of the home in which he spent his latter years is underway.

Photographs, manuscripts and various published works from the Wickersham State Historic Site were transferred to the Alaska Historical Library for preservation and use as a research collection. Plans for filming material to share this significant Alaska resource are in progress.

This photograph collection includes the following albums:
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WICKERSHAM STATE HISTORIC SITE

1-1. Yukon dog team freighting through canyon. Alaska. c. 1897 [two dog teams, group of men and packed sleds]. Winter & Pond (no. 320)


1-3. Broadway, Skagway, Alaska. Photo made at midnight [street scene]. Case & Draper (no. 444)

1-4. [Skagway. View of harbor, docked ships and town in far background.] Larss & Duclos (no. 2121)

1-5. Public school, Skagway, Alaska [large group of children and teachers in front of building]. Case & Draper (no. 709)


1-7. For Packtrain Only. Skagway Trail, Sept. 6, 1898 [narrow footbridge crossing rapids].

1-8. [House and flower garden.]


1-10. Dyea, Alaska [view of town with river in foreground]. E. A. Hegg (no. 2101)

1-11. 'Canyon,' Dyea Trail. c. 1898 [tent campsites alongside of trail packed with supply wagons]. E. A. Hegg. (signed by Larss & Duclos) (no. 2109)


1-15. Narrows between Lake Bennett and Tagish, c. 1898 [sailboats on water; logs in foreground]. E. A. Hegg. (signed by Larss & Duclos) (no. 2155)

1-16. Canyon and White Hors (sic) Rapids Tramway [nine men standing with horse-pulled tramcart loaded with gear and two canoes]. Larss & Duclos (no. 2160)

1-17. White Horse Rapids [three men in boat on rapids]. E. A. Hegg. (signed by Larss & Duclos) (no. 2164)

1-18. Klondikers camping at Lake Bennett. June 1st, 1898 [bird's eye view showing tents and boats along shorelines]. E. A. Hegg (no. 230)

1-19. Scene from Lake Bennett during rush of 1898. En route to Klondyke Gold Fields [overall view. Boats lined up along shore, tents in background]. M. H. Craig (no. 600)

1-20. Boat landing below White Horse Rapids. c. 1898 [boats along steep bank]. Hegg. (signed by Larss & Duclos) (no. 2166)

1-21. Looking up the Fifty Mile River from the head of Miles Canyon, c. 1898 [boats and rafts along shore in foreground]. Hegg. (signed by Larss & Duclos) (no. 2151)
1-22. [Middle Le Barge Roadhouse behind people and horses; winter view.]

1-23. Thirty Mile River [men and native children in foreground; riverboat GOLD STAR in background]. E. A. Hegg (no. 2182)


1-25. Near Pennington on Lake Bennett, W.P.&Y.R. [view of lake and railroad tracks running along the shore]. Case & Draper (no. 377)

1-26. Looking down from Squaw Slide, Dyea Trail [line of men packing up snowy slope] E. A. Hegg (no. 2102)

1-27. Looking up the summit of White Pass , c. 1898 [distant view of men and horses pulling sleds up left slope]. E. A. Hegg (signed by Larss & Duclos) (no. 2130)

1-28. Why can't we play in "Uncle Sam's" yard? Skagway, Alaska, July 4, 1908 [men, women and children in front of Elk's Hall with signs seeking home rule for Alaska].

1-29. Skagway, Alaska. May 31st, 1905 [bird's eye view]. Case & Draper


1-32. Squaw Rapids, between Miles Canyon and White Horse Rapids, c. 1898 [boats and raft on river]. E. A. Hegg. (signed by Larss & Duclos) (no. 2159)

1-33. Landing at the head of Miles Canyon, c. 1898 [Canyon Hotel and Saloon and Canyon White Horse Rapids Tramway Co. buildings on shore across water]. E. A. Hegg (no. 2167)

1-34. Lake Lindeman, June 1st, 1898 [view of tent city and lake]. E. A. Hegg. (signed by Larss & Duclos) (no. 2118)

1-35. One Mile River, between Lindeman and Bennett, c. 1898 [two men in boat going through rapids]. E. A. Hegg. (signed by Larss & Duclos) (no. 2115)


1-37. Marsh Lake, c. 1898 [sailboats on lake]. E. A. Hegg. (signed by Larss & Duclos) (no. 2170)


1-39. Stewart City, Y. T. [log cabins on riverbank]. E. A. Hegg (no. 2186)

1-40. Portage between Lake Lindeman and Bennett, c. 1898 [men and horses packing supplies along shore; tents and cabin in background]. E. A. Hegg. (signed by Larss & Duclos) (no. 2140)

1-41. Lake Bennett, B. C. [view of tent city and men building boats by stream]. E. A. Hegg. (signed by Larss & Duclos) (no. 2144)

1-42. Miles Canyon Tram. First rude railway in Alaska [men and horses with carts on log rails]. Adams & Larkin

1-43. From Inspiration (sic) Point. W.P.&Y.R. [view of railroad tracks and mountains]. Case & Draper (no. 331)

1-44. Lake Bennett, B. C., c. 1898 [view of tent city with lake and mountain in background]. Larss & Duclos (no. 2384) Hegg (no. 695)
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1-45. Boat building at Lake Bennett. E. A. Hegg. (signed by Larss & Duclos) (no. 2383)


1-47-48. [Newspaper clippings: "Both Credited with First Discovery of Gold in Yukon"; "Pictures of Pioneers at Dawson in Gold Rush Days," THE ALASKA WEEKLY, August 17, 1934, with members of Y.O.O.P. identified.]


1-50. [Group portrait of 8 unidentified men.]

1-51. Grand Forks [large group on porch of The Dewey]. Hegg

1-52. 391 on the list, bound for Cape Nome. Dawson, Y.T., Sep. 22nd, '99 [large crowd boarding steamer MONARCH]. Larss & Duclos (no. 2506)


1-54. Front St., Dawson, Y.T. E. A. Hegg (no. 2306)


1-56. Dawson City water works during the winter of 1900. Dawson water wagons [five men with dogsleds. Ford's Club Bath & Gymnasium and Larss & Duclos office in background]. Larss & Duclos (no. 2593)

1-57. Front St., Dawson, Y.T., Aug. 1899 [street scene with two dog carts]. Larss & Duclos (no. 2419)

1-58. Front St., Dawson City, 1898 [street scene; Hegg Photos and Views on left]. E. A. Hegg. (signed by Larss & Duclos) (no. 2402)

1-59. Dawson City looking up the Yukon showing mouth of the Klondyke River [overview]. L. E. Robertson

1-60. Downing's stage leaving Dawson with court officials for Eagle, Alaska. Mch. 20, 1904 [winter scene; horse-drawn sleigh in front of The Regina Hotel]. L. E. Robertson

1-61. Dr. Alfred Thompson, M.D. from Dawson [head and shoulder portrait, right profile].

1-62. Head and shoulder portrait of unidentified man in clerical garb.

1-63. Pioneers of Klondyke, Y.T. Chris Sonnichson and family, Dawson, 1898. Larss & Duclos (no. 2325)

1-64. B. S. Downing's stage bound for Eagle with mail and passengers. Mch. 20th, 1904 [winter view; horse drawn sleigh at base of cliff carrying Ben Downing, Leroy Tozier, Tom McGowan, Judge Harlan, Harry Cohen, Judge Wickersham]. L. E. Robertson

1-65. Chief [Issac?] and his son, 1899 [full length portrait]. Larss & Duclos (no. 2471)

1-66. Squaws and their papooses at Dawson [three native women seated on logs]. Larss & Duclos
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1-67. Famous 13 Gold Run, Rutledge and Davis Mine. 1901 [miner and man in suit with pan at wooden flume]. Larss & Duclos
1-68. Gathering of A.F.&A.M. at the foot of a mountain near Lake Bennett, B.C., en route to Dawson, Y.T., May 28th, 1898 [large group of men and two dog teams]. Larss & Duclos (no. 2139)
1-69. [Old gold miner holding pan, standing by rocker; sluice in background.] Wolfe
1-70. Col. McCook [head and shoulder portrait, right profile].
1-71. Dawson City, Aug. '97 [overall view of city with river in background]. E. A. Hegg. (signed by Larss & Duclos) (no. 2625)
1-72. N.W.M.P. Barrack, Dawson City, '98 [stockade around log buildings]. Larss & Duclos (no. 2582)
1-73. First landing at Klondyke City [tented boats moored on steep river bank]. E. A. Hegg (no. 2282)
1-74. Dawson City looking south, showing hospital buildings. 1897-98. E. A. Hegg (no. 2281)
1-75. Dawson City, N.W.T. [overview of city along river]. E. A. Hegg. (signed by Larss & Duclos) (no. 2414)
1-76. Bird's eye view of N.W.M.P. Square, Oct. 2nd, 1900. Larss & Duclos (no. 2202)
1-77. Dawson from Midnight Dome looking south. Larss & Duclos (no. 2205-1/2)
1-78. Arrival of SEATTLE No. 1 at Dawson City, N.W.T. Photographed at midnight. c. 1898 E. A. Hegg. (signed by Larss & Duclos) (no. 2431)
1-79. Street scene in Dawson, Y.T., 1898 [large crowd around two men pulling laden cart out of the mud]. Larss & Duclos (no. 2494)
1-80. Main St. looking north, Dawson City, N.W.T. c. 1898. E. A. Hegg (no. 2271)
1-81. Front St., Dawson City [filled with loaded wagons; steamers to left]. E. A. Hegg (no. 2305)
1-83. Mouth of Hunker [men and dog on footbridge over boats in creek; man on mule to left by log cabin]. E. A. Hegg
1-84. Dog pack train in route (sic) to the mines [crossing narrow footbridge in front of cabin]. E. A. Hegg
1-85. Front St., Dawson, Y.T., 1898 [crowd walking away]. Larss & Duclos (no. 2273)
1-86. 2nd Ave., Dawson, Y.T., '99 [street scene; group of loaded mules in foreground]. Larss & Duclos (no. 2468)
1-87. Second Street, Dawson, Y.T. [street scene; Bank of British North America to left]. Larss & Duclos Succrs to Hegg (no. 2414)
1-88. Second Ave., Dawson, Y.T., 1890 [flooded street scene]. Larss & Duclos (no. 2298)
1-89. Front St., Dawson City [crowded street scene; two burros advertising Hegg's New Gallery (sic)]. E. A. Hegg. (signed by Larss & Duclos) (no. 2405)
1-90. Front St., Dawson City, N.W.T. [Y.T.] c. 1898 [Street scene; tents along left side]. E. A. Hegg. (signed by Larss & Duclos) (no. 2290)
1-91. Front St., Dawson, Y.T. [overview of street; dogteam hauling sled of ice down center of street]. E. A. Hegg (no. 2267)


1-93. Front St., Dawson, Y.T., '99 [overview of street. Yukon Hotel among buildings on right]. Larss & Duclos (no. 2418)

1-94. Front Ave. (sic), Dawson, Y.T., Aug. 1899 [overview of street]. Larss & Duclos (no. 2403)

1-95. The Guion and Miller dog team just in from the Rockies loaded with caribou. Jan. 31, 1901 [winter street scene; two dog teams and group of men in front of Martony Hotel, Aurora No. 2]. Larss & Duclos (no. 2647-1/2)

1-96. Front Street, Dawson, Y.T. [winter view]. Larss & Duclos (no. 2308)

1-97. St. Mary's Catholic Church, Dawson, Y.T. [with hospital and presbytery on either side]. Larss & Duclos (no. 2460)


1-99. Looking up Eldorado from #10 [overview of rock dumps and log cabins in snowy valley].

1-100. The ruins of the Bank of British North America, April 26th, '99, Dawson, Y.T. [crowd of people gathered in front of smoking lot]. Larss & Duclos (no. 2212)

1-101. Oshiwora, or "White Chapel" of Dawson; midnight hour, 1899 [view down lane between small cabins; several women in doorways]. Larss & Duclos (no. 2442)

1-102. Sporting on front St., Dawson, July 4th, 1900 [large crowd lining street and people on building roofs]. Larss & Duclos

1-103. [Dawson. Fair View Hotel, exterior view, with people standing on porch and balcony.] Larss & Duclos (no. 2411)

1-104. Miners mass meeting. Dawson City [large crowd gathered]. E. A. Hegg. (signed by Larss & Duclos) (no. 2262)

1-105. Klondyke Hotel, July 4th, '99 [exterior view; large crowd of men in front and on roofs of hotel and restaurant]. E. A. Hegg. (signed by Larss & Duclos) (no. 2338)

1-106. Cape Nomers embarking at Dawson, Y.T., Sep. 11th, '99 [steamboat SUSIE and large crowd on dock]. Larss & Duclos (no. 2380)


1-108. Fire department's dog team drawing chemical engine to a fire. Dawson, Aug. 1899 [street scene with dog team coming through crowd; river in background]. Larss & Duclos (no. 2422)

1-109. Front Street, Dawson, July 1899 [several groups of men and freight in street in front of Jo's Juneau Restaurant]. Larss & Duclos

1-110. Wigwam St., South Dawson, Y.T. [small wood buildings on narrow street]. Larss & Duclos (no. 2397)

1-111. A freighting outfit, Dawson, Y.T., 1900 [six horse drawn wagons outside Jas. E. Wilson, Freighter, offices]. Larss & Duclos

1-112. [Dawson. The Canadian Bank of Commerce; exterior view of log building with six men standing on front porch.] E. A. Hegg
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1-113. [Caribou Hotel, Caribou Village; exterior of 2 story log building with group of men and women gathered outside. Some are identified at the Yukon Archives.] Larss & Duclos


1-115. Same photo as PCA 277-1-103.

1-116. Good Samaritan Hospital, Dawson [exterior view]. Larss & Duclos (no. 2481)

1-117. Hauling big game from the hunting grounds in the Klondyke [winter view; two men in fur coats with loaded horse drawn sleigh]. Larss & Duclos (no. 2574)

1-118. Skookum Gulch [overview; sluices in foreground, log cabin on hill]. E. A. Hegg

1-119. No. 12 Eldorado [overview of claim; sluices and dumps in foreground]. E. A. Hegg

1-120. [Distant view of tents amidst mining operation. Orr & Tukey roadhouse sign in left foreground.]

1-121. [Distant view of tents, log buildings at base of hill.]

1-122. [Small settlement in mining area.]

1-123. [Mining operation showing tents, sluices.]

1-124. [Rails leading toward small cabin.]

1-125. [Mining area, hillside view showing flume.]

1-126. [Man, three women and boy in front of hillside mining operation.]

1-127. [Three natives carrying packs on backs with two children and dogs.]

1-128. No. 8 above looking down Bonanza, showing Grand Forks, mouth of Eldorado, Gold Hill and Big Skookum [mining operation in foreground. E. A. Hegg


1-130. [Six men and a woman on horse-drawn coach in snow, one man standing beside.] Larss & Duclos

1-131. Yukon Pioneers at Forty-Mile Post in 1893 [group portrait of 35 pioneers, some identified below photo].

1-132. J. Staley. Discovery on French Hill [five men at rock dump with equipment; cabins and hill in background]. E. A. Hegg

1-133. No. 7 below Bonanza [group of men and one woman gathered around wooden flume; mining operations on hill in background]. E. A. Hegg

1-134. No. 7 above Bonanza and Grand Forks [four men and a woman with gold pan at sluice; log cabins in background]. E. A. Hegg


1-136. No. 16 Eldorado, 1900 [group of men and woman in front of log cabin; cabins on hill in background]. Larss & Duclos

1-137. A miner and his companion crossing Bonanza [man and dog crossing stream on fallen tree. Man and horses in background]. E. A. Hegg
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1-138. Mouth of Hunker [six men and a woman in front of log buildings and tent at creek]. E. A. Hegg

1-139. Ferreing (sic) across the Klondike River [tents and cabins on far shore, people watching from both banks]. E. A. Hegg. (signed by Larss & Duclos) (no. 2272)

1-140. Mout (sic) of French Gulch [wide view of mining operation and tents]. E. A. Hegg

1-141. Grand Forks [mining operation and river in foreground].

1-142. Stampeders' consultation, 1898 [group of 8 men with backpacks on dirt road; forest and hills in background]. Larss & Duclos (no. 2561)

1-143. Dogs packing goods to the mines, 1898 [men and packdogs on boardwalk]. E. A. Hegg. (signed by Larss & Duclos) (no. 2455)

1-144. C. R. Stiltz and his husky dog team in the Klondike [harnessed to sled but no snow]. Wolfe

1-145. The pride of Klondyke, 1898 [winter scene; group with dog sled. Steep bank in background]. E. A. Hegg. (signed by Larss & Duclos) (no. 2464)

1-146. Washing. Dawson, Y. T., 1898 [three men and a woman in front of tent, scrubbing laundry].

1-147. Klondykers' frugal meal, Dawson, Y. T., '98 [interior of cabin; three men seated at table, one man in background chopping wood]. E. A. Hegg. (signed by Larss & Duclos) (no. 2641)

1-148. King Solomon Hill [view of hydraulic mining, with sluice in deep ditch].

1-149. Greek Saloon and store scene, 1900 [interior of tent store showing customers at bar/counter]. Larss & Duclos


1-151. Nelson Anderson and Sjoberg, No. 4 below Discovery Gold Stream [group of three men and three women standing beside sluice. Shaft in background]. Wolfe (no. 137)

1-152. 9 below Upper Discovery, Dominion Creek, largest nugget ever found in the Yukon. Weight - 126-60/100 ozs. [two men seated on tent step, cradling gold pan with large nugget]. Wolfe (no. 904)

1-153. Underground 2 below Discovery, Hunker Creek [group of 8 men and boy posing in front of excavation]. Wolfe

1-154. Moosehide Indian Villege (sic) [group of four native boys on frozen river bed, log cabins on far shore].

1-155. Mouth of Eldorado [wide view of settlement and mining operations].

1-156. [Distant view of mining operations on a hill].

1-157. French Hill [[distant view of mining operation and cabins on hill].

1-158. Discovery Claim - Bonanza [overall winter view].

1-159. Grand Forks, Apr. 15, '99 [view over log cabins with snowy hill in background]. Cantwell

1-160. 5th Bonanza Below [overall winter view of dumps and scattered tents and cabins].

1-161. French Hill, 1898 [overall view showing mining operations and scattered tents and cabins]. Larss & Duclos
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1-162.  Gold Hill, Dawson, Y.T.  [overall view showing mining operations and cabins].

1-163.  No. 17 Eldorado, looking up French Gulch [overall view of mining operation with sluices and dumps in foreground].  E. A. Hegg

1-164.  6 above Lowe Dominion, 1901 [group of six men around windlass].  Larss & Duclos


1-166.  15 days’ clean up by the Gold Run (Klondyke) Mining Co., Gold Run Creek, Y.T.  [close-up of two men seated on steps on either side of a trunk and 13 small sacks].  Duclos

1-167.  Supreme Court - 1912.  Judge Craig, Sr. Judge; Judge Duclos; Judge MacCauley, youngest of the three [portrait of three men from waist up, seated behind table].


1-169.  E. C. Senkler, Gold Com., Dawson [head and shoulder portrait].

1-170.  Alex McDonald, King of the Klondyke [head to waist portrait].

1-171.  Senator Lynch, Dawson miner, 1900 [3/4 length portrait, left profile].

1-172.  Edgar Mizner, married Lucille Ellroth (?), Dawson, 1900 [head to waist portrait].

1-173.  N. A. Fuller, Sitka, Dawson, Fairbanks, Juneau [3/4 length portrait].

1-174.  Alex McDonald [full length portrait].

1-175.  Alex Pantages [3/4 length portrait; died 1936].

1-176.  Bob Henderson [head and shoulders portrait].

1-177.  Bishop Bampas [head and shoulder portrait].  Duclos

1-178.  F. T. Congdon, M.P., Dawson, 1900 [formal 3/4 length portrait].


1-180.  Mother Superior Mary Zeno.  St. Mary’s Hospital, Dawson [3/4 length portrait, seated].

1-181.  Major Steele, Mounted Police, Dawson [seated; in uniform].

1-182.  All is not gold that glitters [man with shovel and goldpan standing beside creek].  Adams & Larkin

1-183.  May Stanley, Dawson dance hall girl [head and shoulder portrait; wearing large hat].

1-184.  Miss Jessie Jones in "Article 5th" as "Richelieu" [head and shoulder portrait].  Larss & Duclos


1-186.  The "Dutch Kid," Dawson dance hall [girl].  Became a nurse.  1898 [portrait].

1-187.  Lucy Lovell, Dawson dance hall [girl].  Died in Arizona later with consumption [full length portrait; seated on chair made of antler and horn].
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1-188. [Full length portrait of woman in oriental costume lying on fur robe.]

1-189. A "drinking bee" at White Chapel, Dawson [seven women with bottles and glasses around table set up out of doors]. Larss & Duclos

1-190. A social call on one of Dawson's fairest. Cad Wilson, Gertie (?) [Diamond Tooth Gertie Lovejoy], Dawson, 1898 [interior view; two men and two women playing cards, with black butler]. E. A. Hegg


1-192. Edith Neal [Neile]. The Oregon ?, Dawson dance hall, '98 [head and shoulder portrait. Also two obituaries from the FAIRBANKS DAILY NEWS-MINER, February 9 and 10, 1962].

1-193. The Gipsy Queen. Wife of "Curley" Monroe, Dawson - a variety singer, dancer, etc. [head and shoulder portrait].

1-194. Vivian as "Beatrice Garew," an American Citizen [full length portrait of woman in gown and holding flowery staff]. Larss & Duclos

1-195. Miss Cad Wilson [aka Mrs. Esther L. Robinson. Head to waist portrait. Also newspaper obituary, n.d.].

1-196. A Yukoner's cabin [three men sawing planks and working next to log cabin].

1-197. Fairview Hotel Kitchen. Chef and his staff [group of 11 men and one woman in kitchen].

1-198. Proprietresses of the "Jewell" [interior view; two women seated on either side of piano]. E. A. Hegg

1-199. Joint birthday of Mrs. Tozier and Miss O'Brien, May 10, 1900 [interior view; group posing at end of decorated table]. Larss & Duclos


1-201. Pioneer Saloon, Dawson, Y.T., 1900. George Butler's [interior view; men at the bar]. Larss & Duclos

1-202. The Fairview Bar, Dawson, Y.T. Tom McGowan [interior view; men at the bar drinking]. E. A. Hegg

1-203. Paying with gold dust, Fall 1899. Solly, Abe Spring [interior view of store; men gathered around counter]. Larss & Duclos

1-204. Meals $1.50, Dawson, 1899 [interior view in restaurant across counter at employees and seated customers].

1-205. Ogilvie, Grant, Lord Minto, etc. [six men standing on path; log buildings in background]. Larss & Duclos


1-207. [Group of nine men in heavy clothing, standing in front of Alaska Commercial Co. building.] Larss & Duclos (no. 2400)

1-208. A "fair" staker, 1898 [woman marking stake; flume in background].

1-209. Standard dance hall, 1900. Dawson [interior view; small group of men and women at the bar].

1-210. Mouth, Bonanza Creek [overall view; cabins and bridge in background].

1-211. Sweet Marie's birthday party, Dawson, Y.T., 1900 [interior view; group of men and women sitting around table].
2-1. James Sheakley. Governor of Alaska, August 1893 to Aug. 1897. Born April 24, 1829...[head and shoulder portrait].
2-3. Alfred P. Swineford [head and shoulder portrait].
2-4. Judge Jennings [head and shoulder portrait]. Harris & Ewing, Washington, D.C.
2-5. Gov. Strong [head to waist portrait]. Harris & Ewing, Washington, D.C.
2-6. Governor's Mansion erected 1911 [Juneau, winter view].
2-7. Juneau on Gastineaux (sic) Channel, Alaska. Douglas and Treadwell in the distance [bird's eye view. similar to PCA 2-64]. Case & Draper
2-8. [Juneau. Early waterfront at base of clearcut hills; Mt. Juneau in background].
2-10. City of Juneau from Gastineaux Channell (sic) showing smallness of townsit. c. 1907. Case & Draper (no. 161)
2-11. Juneau, Alaska - from the south showing smallnes (sic) townsit. c. 1905 [bird's eye view with Douglas Island in background]. Case & Draper (no. 160)
2-14. Another view of the Governors (sic) office [side view of building with school at left, background]. Winter & Pond
2-16. B.M. Behrends Bank. Built of Concrete in 1914...[Juneau; winter view].
2-18. First National Bank Bldg. Erected 1899...[Juneau, corner of Front and Seward Streets; automobile, left]. Winter & Pond
2-21. Showing view from Gov. property. City Administration Bldg. on the right [Juneau; view down snowy street toward channel]. Winter & Pond
2-24. [Six men in front of log cabin and tent with flock of chickens.] (no. 23941A)
2-25. [Three men standing in a lush vegetable garden at edge of forest.] (no. 23942A)
2-26. [Two men standing on large log raft at beach; water and boat in background.] (no. 84746)
2-27. [Cleared land at edge of forest.] (no. 84787?)


2-29. [Two men surveying large trees in forest.] (no. 253186)

2-30. [Neatly stacked woodpiles in forest.] (no. 84833)

2-31. [View inside forest.] (no. 70498)

2-32. [View of

2-33. 6/22/29 [aerial view of narrow body of water surrounded by snowy mountains.] (no. FS-Z24, 286?)

2-34. 6/20/29 [aerial view of narrow bay surrounded by heavily forested mountains with snowy peaks]. (no. FS-T4, 42)

2-35. 6/22/29 [aerial view over Auke Bay and islands with Mendenhall Glacier in left background]. (no. FS-Z33, 297)

2-36. FS-Y1, 6/22/29 [aerial view over town on peninsula?, wide river valley, background]. (no. 152)

2-37. GS Y-17, 7-18-29 [aerial view over 2 tidewater glaciers and mountains]. (no. 173)

2-38. GS-Y13, 7-18-29 [aerial view of wide tidewater glacier and mountains]. (no. 161?)

2-39. GS-Y20, 7-18-29 [aerial view of tidewater glacier]. (no. 189)

2-40. GSZ54, 8-2-29 [aerial view of two tidewater glaciers coming off an icefield]. (no. 328?)

2-41. Thane, Alaska, Jan. 1915 [panoramic view from water to docks and Alaska-Juneau Mine].

2-42. Sheep Creek Division. Dining Room at Beach Camp [interior of dining hall]. Winter & Pond (no. C14)


2-44. #2 Power House, Salmon Creek, 1-5-14 [two buildings]. Winter & Pond (no. ?)


2-46. Treadwell Mine. 240 stamp mill battery floor [interior of mill]. Case & Draper (no. 61)

2-47. Sheep Creek Division. Coarse Crusher Plant. 12-3-14 [close view of building with train tracks through top level]. (no. C60)

2-48. Sheep Creek Division. Railway leading to Perseverance Mine, 12-3-14 [view down tracks leading into mountain gorge]. (no. C65)

2-49. Face of Salmon Creek Dam, 8-22-14 [close view; measurements noted on photo]. Winter & Pond (no. S46)


2-51. Salmon Creek Dam. 8-22-14. Before turning in water [backside of dam]. Winter & Pond (no. S43)

2-52. Power Supply Division. Salmon Creek Dam...10-10-14 [view over dam to reservoir]. (no. S51)

2-53. Treadwell Club [building on pilings over water; railroad tracks, foreground]. Case & Draper (no. 94)
2-54. Ready Bullion - 120 stamp mill [interior view]. Case & Draper (no. 13)

2-55. [View of hydraulic mining in deep pit in mountains; 13 men near water gun.]

2-56. Tipple dumpint 40 tons ore at one revolution, Jan. 1915 [interior view of shed; spinning equipment at left; ore train, right]. (no. C77)

2-57. Perseverance Division. #13 Level looking toward Sheep Creek. 3-24-14 [interior view of mine with vertical framework, right, near train tracks]. (no. P42)


2-60. Mill and Boarding House of the Alaska Perseverance Mine.

2-61. Ready Bullion 120 stamp mill [side view of building with railroad tracks, right, on beach; Juneau in background, right].

2-62. Silver Bow placer mines. 7 in. hydraulic (sic) giant at work...[men working underneath plume of water]. Case & Draper. Dark view
2-63.  [View of Juneau waterfront at low tide; houses on pilings, right.]
2-64.  Case and Draper.  c. 1907.  [Similar to PCA 277-2-7].  (no. 162)
2-65.  [Alexander Baranof, head to waist photograph of engraving with captions in Russian.]
2-66.  The Indian River Road, Sitka, Alaska [view down muddy, rutted road through forest].
2-67.  Baronoff (sic) Castle [large wooden building on hill above white house and four men, left].
2-68.  [Long building with E.W. Merrill shop?, left.]
2-69.  Mt. Edgecumbe and Sitka, Alaska, 6-10-52 [aerial-type view].  The Photo Shop Studio (no. A195)
2-70.  FS-VII, 8-2-29 [Sitka, Alaska; distant aerial view].  (no. 113)
2-71.  Sitka.  FS-VIIIA, 8-2-29 [aerial view].  (no. 114)
2-72.  Sitka [view of waterfront from across water; tidal rocks, foreground].  Retouched
2-73.  [St. Michael's Cathedral, Sitka, Alaska.]
2-74.  Russian Block house, Sitka, Alaska [leaning door].  Case & Draper  (no. 796)
2-75.  FS-XI, 8-2-29 [aerial view of Mt. Edgecumbe].  (no. 150)
2-76.  [Scenic view of rocky islands.]  Merrill
2-77.  [Sitka waterfront from across water; rowboat behind rocks, foreground.]
2-78.  [Sitka; Crescent Beach with snowy Mt. Edgecumbe in distance.]
2-79.  [Top of rocky mountains with small lake, left.  Merrill
2-80.  [Sitka from Japonski Island.]
2-81.  [Sitka; view of military parade ground from dock; painted Tlingit canoe, left.]
2-82.  [Warehouses on pilings and buildings on beach; winter view.]
2-83.  Muir's Galcier, Alaska (sic) [close view of face at water's edge].  [I.G.] Davidson Photo, Portland, Oregon (no. 235)
2-84.  [Scenic view of spruce forest at edges of water passage. Similar to 2-90.]
2-85.  [View down a forest path.]
2-86.  [Scenic view; sunlight coming through clouds over islands.]  Merrill
2-87.  [Three Indian canoes pulled up on rocky beach near forest.] Merrill
2-88.  [Scenic view; rocky alpine ridge with icefield, top, and lake, left.] Merrill
2-89.  [Snowy Mt. Edgecumbe in distance; wave breaking on large rock, foreground.] Merrill
2-90.  Merrill [Similar to PCA 277-2-84.]
2-91.  [Identified as log cabin of E.W. Merrill.] Merrill
2-92.  F.S.-V10H, 8-3-29 [aerial view of lake with large waterfall, center.] (no. 110)
2-93.  FS-Y43F, 8/1/29 [aerial view down curving ocean shore; lake, left]. (no. 215)
2-94.  F.S.-Y45, 8/1/29 [aerial view of forest and beach with inlet and snowy peaks, background]. (no. 227)
2-95.  F.S.-V44, 8/1/29(?) [aerial view of straight beach and forest; snowy peaks in background]. (no. 218)
2-96.  GS-Y13E, 7-18-29 [aerial view over glacier fields and mountain tops.] (no. 166)
2-97.  GS-Y17C(?), 7-18-29 [aerial view of fjord and tidewater glaciers].
2-98.  FS-Z49A, 8-2-29 [aerial view of forest area between two rivers, at foot of snowy mountain.] (no. 322)
2-99.  FS-Z56A, 8-4-29(?) [aerial view over mountain top lakes in snow.] (no. 331)
2-100.  [View of snow capped Mt. Edgecumbe; water and beach, foreground.]
2-101.  [Russian blockhouse.]
2-102.  [View across forested mountaintop to snowy peaks.] Merrill
2-103.  [Group of natives in western dress; full length view.]
2-104.  [Native women seated at edge of street with wares.]
2-105.  7-16-14 [interior of machine shop.] (no. C42)
2-106.  [View across water to town built on forested hill.]
2-107.  [Snowy mountain from across water.] Blurred view
2-108.  [Steamer ANCON; side view.]
2-109.  [Distant view of steamer.] Blurred view
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2-111. Ketchikan [view across water].
2-113. Bird's-eye View of Fort Wrangel (sic), Alaska, c. 1895 [looking toward water]. Winter & Pond (no. 280)
2-114. Court House; Ketchikan, Alaska [two men standing on steps, right].
2-115. JEFFERSON [steamer; side view]. Winter & Pond
2-117. Ketchikan Saw Mill [view across water].
2-118. Thlinket (sic) Packing Co. Trap No. 6, Aug. 2, 1907 [ANNA BARRON (boat) next to log and net enclosure on water]. Case & Draper (no. 12)
2-119. Salmon in falls. Ketchikan, Alaska. (no. 2511)
2-120. Tongass Narrows from Ketchikan, Alaska [warehouses on pilings, left, and sailboat at right].
2-121. Group taken at Tonka Cannery...holding up bald-headed (sic) eagle...June 1901 [four men identified under photo].
2-122. Steamer DOLPHIN...Ketchikan, June 1901 [close view of ship at dock].
2-123. [Floating iceberg.]
2-124. [Man in boat setting net; glacier, background.]
2-125. [Icebergs in water; glacier, background.]
2-126. [Icebergs in water; snowy mountain behind.]
2-127. Ketchikan [view from water].
2-128. Ketchikan [bird's eye view of The Stedman Hotel].
2-129. View of City of Wrangell...June 1901 [waterfront from boat].
2-130. Petersburg cannery at west end of Wrangell Narrows owned by Bushman...June 2, 1901, now owned by Pacific Coast & Norway Packing Co. Faded view
2-131. The Salmon Industry of Southeastern Alaska [advertisement?; flash photo of mass of salmon].
2-132. [Interior of warehouse will stacks of cans.]
2-133. [Four Indians bringing in salmon; women cleaning fish on beach, man pitching fish from boat.]
2-134. Indian Cannery Workers [two rows of people; three men in front hold gaffs and one man holds broom].
2-136. An Indian War Canoe. Sitka, Alaska [dock and water in background]. Winter & Pond
2-137. [5 men on porch of log cabin.]
2-138. P.C. & N.P. Co. Chinese quarters at Tonka Cannery...June 1901 [low tide; two boats on beach in front].
2-139. Ketchikan [five men standing on plank walkway in front of drying nets and forest].
2-140. King Salmon, 1901 [two men with salmon hanging from pole]. Fading view
2-141. Wrangell Narrows [scenic view; snowy mountains and forest reflected in water].
2-142. Indian Cannery Workers [group in front of beached boats; two Caucasian men, standing, right].
2-143. Wash Day [two Indian girls washing clothes in forest stream].
2-144. Tonka Cannery [view from across water]. Blurred view
2-145. Sea Lions on Rocks at Cape Addington, Noyes Island, Alaska.
2-146. Tonka Cannery, 1901 [warehouse on pilings and docked boat]. Blurred view
2-147. Indian Fish Camp [man and woman seated under loaded drying rack near builgins; boat on beach, foreground]. Merrill
2-148. [Winter scene; flume along forest stream.]
2-149. Petersburg, 1908 [distant view across water].
2-150. Petersburg Cannery, 1908 [view across water; log raft, foreground].
2-151. Petersburg Sawmill, 1908 [view across curving shore to buildings and wharf].
2-152. [Warehouse on pilings and tugboat? ALICE.]
2-154. Sulzer Store, etc., 1908 [building and dock on pilings].
2-155. [Copper Mt. Mining Camp; close view of buildings with railroad tracks.]
2-156. Copper Mt. Mining Camp [overall view from water].


2-158. [Man, right, watching four children on railroad tracks in forest near buildings.]

2-159. Marble quarry [men at mining operation, in forest, right foreground; children and men near building, left].

Canned salmon ready for market, in warehouse of P.C. & N.P. Co. at Petersburg, with Mr. T. Guldbrandsen taking in the situation (nos. 160 and 161).

2-160. [Man standing in shadowy warehouse near stacks of cans.]

2-161. [Load of salmon in doorway; man at left.]

2-162. The Ship STAR OF BENGAL lying alongside the cannery dock of the Alaska Packer's Association, at Point Highfield, near Wrangell, Alaska...Sept. 15, 1908... Wickersham

2-163. [Mr. Guldbrandsen at doorway of warehouse with layer of fish on floor.]

2-164. View of Ketchikan as steamer DOLPHIN approached going to Alaska...June 1901 [waterfront on pilings from water].

2-165. [Close view of salmon hanging from cable on deck of boat; three men standing near salmon on deck, background.]

2-166. [Four men, two women and a boy on deck of ship; fragment of photo.]

2-167. Salmon stream.

2-168. Belle Isle Hot Springs [two buildings and boardwalk on forest stream].

2-169. Salmon stream, Ketchikan [view toward a dam?].

2-170. [Waterfall in forest, Ketchikan Creek?; flume above at left.]

2-171. Falls on Ketchikan Creek.

2-172. Funter Bay, showing Cannery, 1908 [view over rooftops and water to warehouses on pilings]. W.H. Case (no. ?)


2-176. [View of warehouses on pilings over water.]
4-1. [Log cabin with fence and footbridge, left; winter view.]
4-2. [Wickersham cabin, Eagle, 1900 [winter view].
4-3. [Log cabin and footbridge; winter view]
4-4. [Front of log cabin; winter view.]
4-5. [Log cabin and footbridge; summer view.] Faded view
4-6. Catholic Hospital, Father Monroe, 1900 [man standing in door of log cabin].
4-7. Eagle, 1900 [riverfront scene].
4-8. Village church [four adults and child standing by log building behind fence].
4-10. [Distant view of community on a river.] Cyanotype
4-11. 70-Mile Bar diggins (sic), 1900 [four men in parkas standing in front of low, snow covered log cabin].
4-12. E. E. Kellogg's Headquarters on 70-Mile, Alaska, 1900 [winter view; 3 men with dogsled and loaded horse-drawn sledge in front of log cabin].
4-13. Landing at Eagle, Alaska. 9:30 PM, June 1902 [panoramic view of riverboat WILL H. ISOM and barges on river].
4-14. Fort Egbert, Alaska. June 1902 [panoramic view with large mountain, left]. Evans
4-15. Eagle City looking north [panoramic view of community on river].
4-16. [Scattered buildings at foot of large mountain; winter view.]
4-17. Eagle Mt., Eagle, 1900 [winter view; buildings, foreground].
4-18. Eagle, 1900 [winter overview].
4-19. Yukon Valley across the river. Eagle, 1900 [scattered snow covered log cabins].
4-20. [Judge Wickersham with 3 men in horse-drawn sleigh of B.S. Downing Eagle & Dawson Stage Line at base of cliff; winter view.]
4-21. Eagle City "sassiety" [group of men and women with heart-shaped cushion, left; interior view].
4-22. Chief Alexander of Tolovana, Chief William of Tanana, Chief Thomas of Nenana, Paul Williams, Tanana; Chief Evan of Koschakat [Coskaket], Chief Charlie of Mintu [Minto], Chief Alexander William of Tanana. [Group portrait of seven Athabaskan men seated, 6 in beaded and fringed coats, named (l to r)]
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4-23. [Young bear standing on hind legs at edge of river. 1911.] K. L. Hoyt. Blurred view
4-24. [Two young bears wrestling on hind legs on riverbank.] Blurred view
4-25. [Snow covered yard and trees.]
4-26. [Native man sitting in canoe at river's edge.]
4-27. [Couple and child with dog team and sled by log cabins; winter view.]
4-28. Howard & friends, 1900 [three boys sitting on log near water]. Blurred view
4-29. Howard, 1900 [wearing fur cap and standing in snow].
4-30. [Log cabin; winter view] Poor view
4-31. Howard & Yukon, 1900 [boy and dog near snow covered log cabin].
4-32. Only bridge ever built on 70 Mile Creek near Eagle...Erected in...1903. Faded
4-33. Debbie & Howard [left], Mrs. Myers, Florence Heilig [right; sitting outside log cabin]. Faded
4-34. Fort Egbert...[2-story log building with artillery]. Low contrast
4-35. [3/4 length view of old man wearing cap and neckerchief by log building.]
4-36. [11 women and boy standing in front of a log building.]
4-37. [Six girls in white costumes and holding jack-o-lanterns; interior view.] Blurred cyanotype
4-38. [Head to waist view of 4 men and 2 women; mountain in background.] Cropped cyanotype
4-39. [Group of 11 women and boy in front of log building.] Cropped cyanotype
4-40. [Close view of a dog.] Cyanotype
4-41. [Group of 7 men, including federal officials, and Mrs. Crane in front of riverboat SARAH, Circle City, 1899; individuals identified on verso.] Howard Turner
4-42. [6 "ghosts" wearing jack-o-lanterns on their heads.]
4-43. At Dawson - Klondike, July 1900 [Wickersham and Heilig family members and G. A. Jeffery in front of a log cabin].
4-44. [Distant view of man behind dog sled and team.]
4-45. [View of snowfield and forest.]
4-46. [View across snowfield to mountain.]
4-47. [Close-up of two sled dogs pulling.]
4-48. Ed. Crouch's(?) Dog Team, 1900 [distant view of man with dog team and sled on snowfield].
4-49. [Log cabin.]
4-50. Howard, 1900 [standing in front of log cabin].
4-51. Ben Downing and his dog team. Carrying mail on the Yukon River, 1900 [winter view].
4-52. Game coming to market, Eagle, 1900 [group with rifles and animal carcasses; winter view].
4-53. Ed Crouch's(?) dog team [distant view of man with dog team and sled on snowfield].
4-54. [Two adults with 8 native children in front of log building].
4-55. [View along snow covered trail through forest.]
4-56. Steel Creek Roadhouse, 1900 [distant view of buildings and corral at foot of hills; winter view].
4-57. Glacier Mt., Granite Ridge [winter view].
4-58. American Creek. Eagle, 1900 [snow covered creek and hillside].
4-59. Hunting Camp back of Eagle [two men in forest camp with log racks and snowshoes; winter view].
4-60. Fairbanks Moose - in deep snow [distant view].
4-61. [Moose walking through deep snow].
4-62. Wounded moose [two men pointing rifles at moose in snow]. Faded view
4-63. Where the moose fell [two men with snowshoes standing on ice with dead moose].
4-64. Hunting Camp - 1900 [6 men posed with rifles in front of racks of dead caribou].
4-65. [Distant view of four caribou(?) swimming in river.]
4-66. [Closer view of four caribou(?) swimming in river.]
4-67. Cariboo (sic) herd [distant winter view with mountains].
4-68. Ben Downing's Eagle-Dawson Stage: traveling on the Yukon River ice trail...Feb. 12, 1903 [horse-drawn sleigh with 7 passengers].
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4-69. [Distant view of five caribou(?) in river.]

4-70. Our hunting camp back of Eagle, 1900 [three men with rifles sitting by rack of hanging caribou; winter view].

4-71. Hunting for Ft. Egbert. Eagle, 1900 [racks of dead caribou in snowy forest].

4-72. The Caribou Sleep [similar to PCA 277-4-67].

4-73. [Distant view of four caribou(?) swimming in river.]

4-74. [Narrow log bridge over creek.] Faded view

4-75. Hess on Mission Dome, 1900 [man in parka standing with 2 dogs next to rock cairn topped with caribou antler].

4-76. Circle City, Alaska, 1900 [distant panorama; winter scene].

4-77. Circle City, Alaska, 1900 [panoramic view of buildings in snow].

4-78. Circle, 1900 [bird's eye view over log cabins in winter].

4-79. Circle [men with dog team and loaded sled in front of Northern Commercial Co. and other log buildings].

4-80. Circle City, 1901 [couple and dogs in front of U.S. Deputy Marshal office].

4-81. Circle City Indians, 1900 [two women and three children, in western clothing, standing by log cabin; full length view].

4-82. Joseph's family, Circle City, 1900 [Indian couple seated with four children, in western clothing; log cabins in background].

4-83. U.S. Mail Carrier Downing leaving Fort Yukon for Dawson, 1900 [two men with dog team and loaded sled in front of N.A.T.&T. Co. office].

4-84. Wiseman on the Koyukuk River [panoramic view].

4-85. Rampart, 1903 [panoramic view across water].

4-86. Moose shot swimming the Yukon below Ft. Yukon [view of moose hanging from side of boat].

4-87. [Man and woman standing on porch of wood cabin.]

4-88. The Yukon at Nulato [boat with tent and flying two American flags, tied to riverbank].

4-89. On the slope of Mt. McKinley [two men in parkas with staffs standing in snow] [*Charlie McGonagall and Tom Lloyd of the All Alaskan Sourdough Expedition... at their 15,000-foot level camp on Mt. McKinley* per Jane Haigh's *Denali Early Photographs of Our National Parks*]

4-90. [Panoramic view of Ft. Gibbon(?)) compound.] F. H. Nowell
4-91. McGinnis Solomon, native of Chandellar (sic) River, c. 1905 [young Indian man in western clothing by log cabin]. Dobbs (no. 200)

4-92. [Man standing in large fenced vegetable garden.] Faded view

4-93. Circle City Garden. Cyanotype

4-94. Midnight Sun, Circle [over small log cabins].

4-95. Chief Roderick, Circle City, Chief Issac, Dawson (sic), Chief Charlie, Forty Mile [seated by river, in western clothing].

4-96. Circle City, 1900 [two Indian adults and five children in western clothing on riverbank].

4-97. Medicine Man, wife & daughters, 1900 [Indian man and three women in western clothing, seated near log cabins].

4-98. Dikeman, Alaska [street scene]. Lomen


4-100. Ruby City, Alaska. Taken from Lower Hill, Oct. 6, 1911 [bird's eye view; river, left]. Clemons

4-101. Iditarod, Alaska [overview; river, foreground]. Lomen

4-102. Iditarod, Alaska [row of businesses on street]. Lomen

4-103. Ophir, Alaska [man standing on log structure near creek and log cabins]. T. Boardman (no. 2910)

4-104. McGillis Collins & Russian. Tamarac Cr., Ruby Gold Mining Dist., Alaska, June 10, 1915 [three men standing by ditch and tram]. B. Clemons

4-105. Iditarod River [riverboat and barge along forested shore]. Lomen

4-106. Anotochtailon, the Indian Hunting Camp of the Munchumina Indians, at the mouth of the Bearpaw or Chitsia River, May 1903.


4-108. The crowd that met us in Iditarod, Alaska, 1911. Clemons Photo

4-109. The Arctic Brotherhood Banquet-Smoker, Dec. 1913...Iditarod, Alaska [men seated at dining tables in gymnasium; small American flags on walls]. Clemons & Koon Photo

4-110. IDITAROD PIONEER office [two men standing with newspaper printing equipment]. Clemons & Koon Photo

4-111. Ruby, Alaska, 1911 [eleven men standing on steps of The Paystreak Saloon]. Clemons
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4-112. The home of "the RUBY CITIZEN," Ruby, Alaska, 1911 [three men standing on porch of log building]. Clemons


4-114. Ruby, Alaska, Oct. 1911 [similar to 4-100, with riverboat SARAH and barges in river]. Clemons (no. 1)

4-115. First Ave., Ruby, Alaska, 1912 [street scene; men lined up on boardwalk]. Clemons Photo


4-117. Celebrating the prosperity of the Loyal Order of Moose No. 1428 at Long, Alaska, Jan. 1916 [view of people seated on benches and balcony in hall]. Basil Clemons Photo

4-118. Lower view: Alaska School Children at Ruby - After the Christmas Tree, 1916...[22 children on decorated stage; dog sled and two dogs in foreground]. Basil Clemons Photo

4-119. Upper view: A Pose in "Mother Goose" by School Children at the Christmas Tree Entertainment, Ruby, Alaska, 1916...Basil Clemons Photo

4-120. Fraternal and Godspeed Farewell Party to Representative C. K. Snow in Ruby, Alaska, Jan. 16, 1914...[large group in decorated hall]. Basil Clemons Photographer

4-121. Third Annual Moose Ball, Ruby, Alaska, Thanksgiving Eve, 1916...[interior view; group under flags and moose antlers]. Basil Clemons Photo

4-122. Ground sluicing. Bear Pup. Ruby Gold Mining Dist., Alaska, 1912 [four men standing above flume and pool]. Clemons

4-123. Spruce Creek Folks and Friends Being Entertained...at Poorman, Alaska, Jan. 14, 1917 [interior view of large group]. Basil Clemons Photo


4-125. The First Class Initiated into the L.O.O.M. A.B. Hall, Flat, Iditarod, Alaska, March 11, 1914 [large group of men with lodge poster in decorated room]. Clemons & Koon (no. 4)

4-126. Dedicating the New Moose Hall at Poorman, Ruby District, Alaska, Dec. 11, 1915 [men and women under lodge poster, two American flags and decorations]. Basil Clemons Photographer

4-127. The Court at Iditarod, Alaska, 1914 [view toward front; men seated on benches]. Clemons & Koon Photo
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4-128. Oration Flat, Alaska, July Fourth, 1914 [large group seated in front of a speaker near log cabin and tent]. Clemons & Koon

4-129. [Street scene; large crowd and riverboats in background.]

4-130. [Street scene, same site as PCA 277-4-129; man on boardwalk in foreground.]

4-131. [Horse-drawn sleigh with passengers in front of Summit Road House & Saloon; winter view.]

4-132. [Street scene with debris in foreground.]

4-133. Willow St., Iditarod, Alaska, July 1911 [row of businesses with street improvement]. Lomen Bros.

4-134. Second Ave., Iditarod, Alaska, July 1911 [five men on boardwalk on rough street]. Lomen Bros.

4-135. [Three men, two children and dog standing around "Wickersham Headquarters" sign on front of Lomen Bros. store; Fred Bentin(?), left.]

4-136. The Iditarod Fire, April 4, 1911 [two men by wood piles under smoke-filled sky].

4-137. [Group of men with two dog teams and loaded sleds on street; winter scene.]

4-138. Mining on Flat Creek, Alaska [flume and rock pile]. Lomen Bros.

4-139. Flat City, Alaska. Oct. 1910 [overall view]. Clemons

4-140. [Couple standing in garden; vegetable plant in foreground.]

4-141. Chechacoes landing in Idicarod (sic), July 26, '10 [boats and log rafts tied to shore; tent city in background].

4-142. Beautiful One Month Old Iditarod, July 5, 1910 [distant overview]. Clemons

4-143. Iditarod, Als. 1910 [tents and cabins on riverbend].

4-144. [Man with woman in long skirt at side of log cabin.]

4-145. "Poney" Express Co's. Packtrain leaving...for new strike...Kuskokwim(?). Sept. [in street amongst piles of wood].

4-146. Discovery City, Otter Creek, Iditarod Country, Alaska, Oct. 1,1910 [tents and cabins at foot of mountain].

4-147. Willow St., Iditarod, Alaska [view down wide street under construction; riverboat, SAMSON, background]. Lomen

4-148. Water front - Iditarod, Alaska [ships along riverbanks]. Lomen

4-149. Flat City, Alaska [street scene with Arcade Restaurant banner overhead]. Lomen

4-150. Henderson, Larson and Rippa. Fox Claim, Flat Creek, Alaska [men working under tram bucket in excavation]. Lomen

4-151. Mining on Flat Creek, Alaska [tram claim and shed with tall smokestack].

4-152. Mining on Flat Creek, Alaska [overall view]. Lomen Bros.

4-153. Mining on the Iditarod. Flat [men in excavation below tram and flume]. Lomen

4-154. McKenzie, Williams - Wild Cat Assn., Flat Creek, Alaska [men in excavation, foreground, under tramway].
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4-155. Hensley, Humo and Peterson. Otter Creek, Alaska [overview of mining operation]. Lomen

4-156. Flat City, Alaska [overall view of area]. Lomen
PCA 277: Wickersham State Historic Site Collection of Alaska Photographs, 1882-1930s

5-1. Chilkat-Klukwan-Copper masks-knives-spoons, etc. [display of artifacts].

5-2. Tlingit Baskets - Alaska [display]. Merrill


5-3a. Auk Indian doctor, Alaska [head to waist view of man wearing fur blanket, ermine headdress, carved wood necklace and holding carved rattle]. Winter & Pond (no. 437).


5-5. Skan-Doo, a cunning, foxy old medicene (sic) man, Kak-von-ton clan of the Chilkats. The last of the notorious Indian sha-man, c. 1907 [old man in fringed apron holding rattles and standing on fur blanket]. Case & Draper

5-6. Mrs. Stene-tu and son (Ravens) in potlatch dancing custome (sic). c. 1906 [tattooed woman in horned headdress and boy holding painted wood crescent; studio portrait]. Case & Draper

5-7. Hoonah natives [sitting in cabin; older man in beaded shirt holding wood paddle and woman weaving basket]. Case & Draper (no. 785)

5-8. Klen-nak-gah. Yakutat native in full potlatch custome (sic), c. 1906 [man in Chilkat blanket and headdress; head to waist studio portrait]. Case & Draper

5-9. Native basket weaver, c. 1906 [woman weaving basket and child sitting among baskets on fur blanket; studio portrait]. Case & Draper

5-10. Chief Nah-kane at home [seated woman in button blanket and man with ring in nose wearing carved wooden hat and holding rattle]. Case & Draper (no. 784)


5-14. Cow-dik-ney, a Chimsyan native in full potlatch-dancing custome (sic), c. 1906 [full length studio portrait of man in wooden hat and holding painted wood crescent]. Case & Draper
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5-15. Japonski Is. where the potlatchers were met and feasted by Sitka natives [view across water to canoes pulled up on beach in front of tents]. Case & Draper


5-17. House totem of Chief Annihootz, Sitka, Alaska [twin totem panels in front of building]. Case & Draper

5-18. Totems at Sitka, Alaska [one tall and one short totem at edge of trees]. Case & Draper (no. 802)

5-19. Hoonah, Alaska [view down curving beach toward houses]. Case & Draper

5-20. Indian town at Hoonah, Alaska [houses lined up along beach, boats, left]. Case & Draper (no. 790)

5-21. Kaw-claa, native girl from Chilkat, c. 1906 [full length studio portrait of tattooed woman with ring in nose wearing Chilkat blanket and potlatch hat]. Case & Draper

5-22. Indian town, Killisnoo, Alaska [view over water toward houses on hill]. Case & Draper (no. 682)

5-23. Old native grave, Klawak (sic), Alaska [mossy log structure]. Case & Draper (no. 71-N)


5-25. Chilkat Indian Dancers at Potlatch, Alaska, c. 1895 [Klukwan; large group in front of white house of Kowshte; man kneeling, center foreground, holds two knives across his chest]. Winter & Pond (no. 190)


5-27. Street scene. Sitka, Alaska [Indian women seated under trees at side of road with baskets, etc.]. Case & Draper (no. 453)

5-28. Indian town, Sitka, Alaska [view across water of small boats and houses along shore]. Case & Draper (no. 681)

5-29. Native village, Kla-wak, Alaska [view across water of three wood buildings and several totem poles]. Case & Draper

5-30. Old totems near How-kan, Alaska [three leaning totems in brush above beach]. Case & Draper

5-31. Chief Ka-ann's totem pole, Ketchikan, Alaska, c. 1905 [houses on either side]. Case & Draper

5-32. Grave totem. Ketchikan, Alaska [close-up of carved animal figure]. Case & Draper
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5-33. Chiefs Toskone & Tooktoelth. Kake, Alaska [two native men in headdresses, Chilkat blanket and embroidered shirt standing near totem poles; Caucasian man standing at base of totem, background]. Case & Draper

5-34. Native school girls, Kake, Alaska [nine girls in dresses sitting on beach]. Case & Draper

5-35. Kake, Alaska. April 11th, 1905 [view of buildings from beach]. Case & Draper

5-36. Friends mission group, Kake, Alaska. April 8th, 1905 [two rows of native women in western clothing and three Caucasians along fence]. Case & Draper

5-37. Old totems, Kas-an, Alaska [totems and gravehouses; overturned canoe, right]. Case & Draper (no. 82-N)

5-38. Thlinget camp at eulachon fishing ground, Chilkat River, Alaska [overall view of camp with canoes pulled up on beach]. Case & Draper (no. 84-N)

5-39. Native women weaving baskets, Alaska. Sitka. Mrs. Jim Jacobs [center], Mrs. Billy Williams [right; three women seated next to fence with child in cradleboard, far right]. Winter & Pond (no. 372)

5-40. Chilkat Indians in dancing costumes, Alaska [five adults with rings in nose and two children standing in front of building]. Winter & Pond (no. 182)

5-41. Chilkat Indian potlatch dancers [Klukwan, 1895; group in ceremonial dress around bear hide, center; in front of community house]. Winter & Pond (no. 194)


5-43. Interior of chief's house, Chilkat, Alaska. Chief "Ko-do-wat" [man in beaver design shirt standing in front of rainwall screen and carved house posts among Chilkat blankets, bentwood boxes, fur garments, etc.; boy standing behind him in hole in panel]. Winter & Pond (no. 191)

5-44. Chilkat Indians gathering for Potlach (sic) at Kalth-wal-too, on Chilkat River [view from water of large crowd of natives on beach and in canoes gathering for potlatch; wood buildings and forested hills, background]. Winter & Pond

5-45. Takou Indian doctor, Alaska. Jad-k-t [portrait of old Indian man with shoulder-length hair]. Winter & Pond (no. 255)

5-46. Takou Indian doctor, Alaska [head and shoulders portrait of man with necklace of blade-like pendants and wearing blanket cape with bells]. Winter & Pond (no. 436)
5-47. Native women selling curios, Alaska. Marmot Skin Robe, Eider Duck Feather Robe [two women in robes seated behind baskets and carved utensils, ca. 1900]. Winter & Pond (no. 250)

5-48. Old Thlingit (sic) women, Alaska [two women with labrets, wearing scarves and western clothing, sitting on doorstep with cat]. Winter & Pond (no. 251)

5-49. Thlingit (sic) Indian woman, Alaska. Auk [older woman with lib labret and cedar bark hat; head and shoulders portrait, ca. 1900]. Winter & Pond (no. 217)


5-51. Chief Kahl-teen's totem, Fort Wrangle (sic), Alaska [top portion of totem pole near building]. Winter & Pond (no. 113)

5-52. Chief Kat-a-shan's house, Fort Wrangle (sic), Alaska [two totem poles in front of two-story wood house]. Winter & Pond (no. 120)

5-53. Chief Shake's totems, Fort Wrangle (sic), Alaska [man sitting between two totem poles, Bear-up-the-Mountain and Gona-ka-dot, near corner of Shake's house, ca. 1895].

5-54. Indian totems and graves, Fort Wrangle (sic), Alaska [three men in cemetery around totem and grave marker reading "In memory of Kauk-ish, died 1897..."]. Winter & Pond (no. ?87)

5-55. Old totem poles in Chief's house, Chilkat [interior of Klini's House, the Frog House of Klukwan; child in button blanket sitting in front of house poles. 1895]. Winter & Pond (no. 202)

5-56. Image on chief's grave, Chilkat [grave house with frog totem. 1895]. Winter & Pond (no. 207)

5-57. Indian doctor's graves, Howkan, Alaska [totems in cemetery, ca. 1897]. Winter & Pond (no. 456)

5-58. Indian totem poles, Kake, Alaska [three totem poles and tall Russian Orthodox cross in cemetery, ca. 1900]. Winter & Pond (no. 287)

5-59. Images on doctor's graves, Chilkat [three carved human figures and two paddle-like objects; 1895]. Winter & Pond (no. 187)

5-60. Chief Shake's totem, Fort Wrangle (sic), Alaska [raven totem pole near frame house, ca. 1895]. Winter & Pond (no. 388)

5-61. Indian doctors graves, Howkan, Alaska [two totem poles and bear totem figure in brush, ca. 1897]. Winter & Pond (no. 433)

5-62. Indian doctor, Alaska. "Skun-doo-oo" [full length view of man wearing necklace, leather fringed apron and headdress, holding two carved rattles; painted drum?, left]. Winter & Pond (no. 239)

5-64. Chilkat Indian and Blanket, Alaska [man draped with Chilkat blanket; full length studio portrait]. Winter & Pond

5-65. Notice the Swastika on her arm - tatoed (sic) [close-up of forearm].

5-66. Indian doctor healing...Schwatka [man in headdress and ceremonial dress kneeling with rattle over man lying under blanket]. Winter & Pond

5-67. Basket weaver, Howkan, Alaska [Haida woman splitting cedar bark using teeth, sitting on mat among baskets and bark strips]. Winter & Pond (no. 458)

5-68. Indian dancers at potlatch, Chilkat [Klukwan; group posed in ceremonial dress before white house. Several hold masks and feather fans, 1895]. Winter & Pond (no. 203)

5-69. Potlatch dance on Chilkat River [1895; large group of natives on gravel bar with five canoes; two American flags flying overhead]. Winter & Pond (no. 211)

5-70. Chilkat Village, Alaska, c. 1895 [Klukwan; winter view from the water]. Winter & Pond (no. 198)

5-71. Indian Graves, Chilkat, Alaska, c. 1895 [Klukwan cemetery with eight grave houses; winter view]. Winter & Pond (no. 195)

5-72. Klin-quan (sic), Indian village, Alaska [view along beach of eight houses with totem poles and canoes pulled up in front]. Winter & Pond (no. 381)

5-73. Potlatch dancers, Klinquon (sic), Alaska [nine Haida Indians in ceremonial dress (for identification see listing, PCA 87-317)]. Winter & Pond (no. 457)

5-74. Totems at Old Tuxekan, Alaska [totems in cemetery at edge of forest; one gravehouse, right]. W.H. Case (no. 164-N)

5-75. Totems at Old Tuxekan Villege (sic) [looking up at seven totem poles]. W.H. Case (no. 176-N)

5-76. Bear totem, Kling-wan (sic), Alaska [close-up of carved bear figure to right of building]. W.H. Case (no. 173-N)

5-77. Old deserted native village, Kasaan, Alaska, 1908 [view from water; seven people on rocky beach near old buildings and totem poles]. W.H. Case (no. 18-N, 323)

5-78. Old Community (sic) House, Old Kasaan, Alaska, 1908 [interior view towards open end of building with totemic designs on side posts]. W.H. Case (no. 6-N, 326)

5-79. Old native houses and totems at Wrangell, Alaska [view from water of buildings and totem poles on beach]. W.H. Case (no. 143-N, 241)
5-80. Totem poles at Haida Indian village of Howkan, S.E. Alaska [side view of totems and buildings on beach].

5-81. Interiors (sic) of house of Haida Indian chief, Old Kasaan, Alaska [fireplace, foreground; wooden boxes and carved totemic posts on platform in background].

5-82. Grave totem, Ketchikan, Alaska [close-up of bear figure]. Case & Draper (no. 39-N)

5-83. Totems at Old Kling-wan (sic) [view of houses and totems at edge of beach; white church on hill in background]. W.H. Case (no. 166-N)

5-84. Grave of fire-eating medicine man (Skah-owa), Tuxekan Passage, Alaska [grave on rocky shore; two totemic figures at ends of boards reading "Dr. Skah-owa"]/]. W.H. Case (no. 171-N)


5-86. Old Kasaan, Alaska, 1908 [view along beach with totem poles and buildings at edge]. W.H. Case (no. 16-N, 327)

5-87. Totems of Tongass Chiefs, Tongass Id., Alaska [on beach fringe; Lincoln Totem, right]. H.A. Ives, Hyder (no. 159)

5-88. Tongass Indian Lincoln Totem, Tongass Id., Alaska...1923 [four totem poles at edge of forest]. H.A. Ives (no. 169)

5-89. Grave totems, Ketchikan, Alaska [winged totem in front of small house; smaller totem on right]. W.H. Case (no. 150-N)


5-91. Old Wrangell totems [two totem poles in front of low buildings]. W.H. Case (no. 159) Retouched

5-92. Totems at Old Kasaan, Alaska, 1908 [eight Caucasian people on steps between two totem poles in front of large building]. W.H. Case (no. 17-N, 325)
6-1.  "A $200,000,000 North Pole Railroad?,” THE SATURDAY BLADE (Chicago), Jan. 17, 1914 [news clipping color cartoon and commentary].

6-2a.  "One Horrible Example,” THE VALDEZ MINER [n.d.; newspaper article criticizing CHICAGO SATURDAY BLADE].

6-2b.  [Photocopy of telegram dated May 14, 1913, of L. V. Ray, priest, Alaska Senate, to "Hon. Key Pittman, Chairman Territories Wash. D.C. Concerns Alaskans opposed to government ownership of railroads."]


6-4.  [Photograph of a relief map of Alaska showing transportation routes.]  P. S. Hunt (no. H174)


6-6a.  The Great Seal of the State of Tennessee.

6-6b.  Hon. W. C. Houston of Tenn. Chairman, House Com. on the Territories who favorably reported the Alaska Rd. [Railroad] Bill and managed it through Congress [head & shoulders portrait]. Edmondston, Wash. D.C.

6-7.  Nov. 12th, 1915 [winter view of bridge under construction from one end]. (A.E.C. no. 34) S. Laurence


6-10.  Nov. 12th, 1915 [group of men viewing unfinished bridge].  (A.E.C. no. 33) S. Laurence


6-12.  Fourth Street, Anchorage.  Feb. 14th, 1916 [winter view; flagpole, right].  S. Laurence


6-17.  Anchorage.  Oct. 14, 1915 [view over rooftops to tents and cabins at edge of forest].  McCain (no. 1)


6-19.  [Cropped version of PCA 277-6-33.]


6-21.  Logging on the Alaska Central Railroad near Seward [ten men posed with horse-drawn sledge loaded high with logs].  Evans
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6-22. 4th St., Anchorage [series of 3 views taken at same location in July, August and September, 1915, showing development of businesses].  S. Laurence

6-24. The Crossing Matanuska. Sept. 28th, 1915. View looking south, showing line crossing of Matanuska River [view across river to distant forest and tents; snowy mountains in background]. (A.E.C. no. 15)  S. Laurence

6-25. The Village at Matanuska. Sept. 28th [1915]. The Tent Village on North Bank of the Matanuska River, called "Matanuska Landing," just below line crossing [row of 8 tents]. (A.E.C. no. 21)  S. Laurence


6-27. The Flats at "Old Knik." Sept. 28th, 1915. View showing the Level Flats between Upper Knik Arm and the Railroad Line near Old Knik [flooded channel next to raised dirt roadbed, right]. (A.E.C. no. 20)  S. Laurence


6-29. Head of Knik Arm [view over water to flat, eroded bank, right, at base of snowy mountains]. (A.E.C. no. 18)  S. Laurence


6-31. 4th St., Anchorage. Looking East [view down dirt street and row of businesses with smoking brush piles].  S. Laurence

6-32. 4th St., Anchorage, Looking East [men gathered on boardwalk in front of Montana Poolroom, etc; brush piles and wagon in foreground].  S. Laurence

6-33. 4th St., Anchorage, Looking West. General Post Office on Right [men and wagons on rough dirt road; tents, buildings and stacks of brush in background].

6-34. Material Yards at Anchorage, Sept. 1st, 1915. [wide view of lumberyard with railroad tracks and heavy equipment]. (A.E.C. nos. 11-12)  S. Laurence

6-35. Carnation Milk. The "Alaska Cow." Unloading Carnation Milk at Anchorage [lifting crates from barge to dock by crane].  S. Laurence

6-36. A.E.C. Dock. Unloading Carnation Milk at Anchorage [crane lowering crates onto dock].  S. Laurence

6-37. The Vanguard. Laying track [distant view of men laying railroad track on raised bed cut through dense forest].  S. Laurence

6-38. Stretch of grade [curving roadbed on side of hill above forest].


6-40. Eagle River Bridge - looking north [early stage of construction extending across river to hill].

6-41. Eagle River Bridge - north end [side view of embankment and scaffolding under construction].
6-44. Eagle River Bridge - north end [view of scaffolding under construction with workmen].


6-46. Looking towards Anchorage Townsite from A.E.C. Dock [crane and dock, center, on mudflats; railroad tracks in foreground]. (A.E.C. no. 6) S. Laurence

6-47. Anchorage Terminal. Looking East from Dock [railroad tracks across mudflats, foreground, leading to tents and buildings]. (A.E.C. No. 5) S. Laurence

6-48. At Last. The First Locomotive. Taken at Anchorage. S. Laurence

6-49. Anchorage Terminal. Looking North from Town [wide view across water to tents and buildings on distant shores]. (A.E.C. nos. 9-10)


6-51. Main Street, Seward, Alaska [view down street; tall flagpole at center]. P. S. Hunt (no. G4246)

6-52. Wharf at Seward, Alaska [train terminus at shore with mountain in background]. P. S. Hunt (G4240)

6-53. [Alaska Central Ry. Co. engine on ship at dock; dog at center.]

6-54. [Alaska Central Railway Co. engine on ship, side view.]

6-55. [Alaska Central Railway Co. engine on ship at dock.]

6-56. Panoram (sic) of Turnagain Arm, Alaska [Bird Point, left; Kearn Creek and 4 buildings at Mile 71, A.N.Ry. terminus, center; head of arm, right]. P. S. Hunt (no. G4178-4184)

6-57. Portage Bay from the trail [view over river and head of bay from hill]. P. S. Hunt (no. G4195)

6-58. Head of Portage Bay from center of bay. Top of Portage Glacier showing through cut(?) [view of rocky mountains from boat]. P. S. Hunt (no. G4233)

6-59. Entrance to Portage Bay, Alaska from up Port Wells [ship's bow in foreground]. P. S. Hunt (no. G4228)

6-60. Landing horses at Portage Bay, Alaska from S.S. DORA [men pulling two horses to shore on makeshift raft of boards set across two skiffs]. P. S. Hunt (no. G1346)


6-63. [Eight men in heavy coats standing in the snow: (l to r) unidentified, Smith, Needham, Maxwell, Warner, Wick, Campbell, Cap Lathrop.] S. Laurence

6-64. [Same as 6-10].

6-65. Nov. 12, 1915 [14 men standing on snow covered flatcars]. (A.E.C. no. 32) S. Laurence
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6-68. Pionee (sic) Hotel Garden, Knik, Alaska [log cabins and pond in background]. P. S. Hunt (no. G4152?)
6-70. North Third Ave., Seward, Alaska [row of houses and boardwalk with mountains in background]
6-71. Panoram (sic) of Ship Creek, Alaska [view across grassy flats; buildings to left, water to right]. P. S. Hunt (nos. G4162-4164)
6-71a. Panoram (sic) of Ship Creek, Alaska. S.S.'s MARIPOSA, BERTHA and EXPLORER [on open water, left; view across grassy flats to scattered buildings at edge of forest]. P. S. Hunt (nos. G4159-4161)
6-72. Ship Creek, Alaska [five men standing in front of a 2-story building; tents and water tank in background]. P. S. Hunt (no. G4167)
6-72a. Ship Creek, Alaska [three men in front of canvas draped log cabin; smaller cabin and canvas draped pile to right]. P. S. Hunt (no. G4169)
6-75. Railway and brush are on solid ice, including the hill on right [rear view of small train on embankment; open water to left]. P. S. Hunt (no. G4276)
6-76. Bear Creek Flats, looking east [wide view of rocky flats and ice capped mountain; edge of Portage Glacier to right]. P. S. Hunt (nos. 4190-4191)
6-77. "The Canyon." West End Portage Glacier [glacier face and stream at foot of mountain; canoeist to left]. P. S. Hunt (no. G4187)
6-78. Panoram (sic) Bartlett Glacier Valley. Miles 47 to 51, Alaska Northern Ry. showing the Double Loop [Spencer Glacier at right]. P. S. Hunt (nos. G4216-4220)
6-80. [Winter view of train, right, at end of unfinished bridge.]
6-81. [Distant view of train with steam cloud, at unfinished bridge.]
6-82. 4th Ave. North, Seward, Alaska [empty street scene].
6-83. Seward, Alaska [view of dock leading into town; mountains in background].
6-84. Northbound Special. A.C.R.R. Sept. 1900(?) [front view of approaching train; two women on platform at left]. Evans
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7-1. Valdez, Alaska [view of town from dock over water]. P.E. Kern, Skagway & Valdez (no. 22)


7-3. [Street scene; group of men with horses and loaded wagon.]

7-4. Officials of the U.S. District "Floating Court" at Unga, Alaska. Hon. F.M. Brown, Judge; 8/19/14 [group of nine men standing on steps of building; most identified below photograph].

7-5. The Valdez Court-House, erected in 1904 [three people on porch]. P.S. Hunt (no. G1562)

7-6. Railroad mass meeting in McKinley Hall at Valdez, Alaska, Aug. 10, '07 [interior view from front of room]. P.S. Hunt (no. G1533)


7-9a. Glacier stream flooding (sic) Front St. on the reservation [looking over floodwaters toward buildings]. P.S. Hunt (no. G1544)

7-10. Dam along glacier stream on the reservation. P.S. Hunt (no. G1546)


7-12. Tasnuna Divide [rear view of 2 men with loaded horse drawn sleds in snowfield]. Canwell (sic)

7-13. The Northern Lights Photographed By Moonlight. c. 1909 [winter view; two log cabins below mountain]. Cantwell, Valdez (no. 136)

7-14. Reflections - Valdez Bay [scenic view; snowy mountains reflected in water]. Cantwell (no. 38)

7-15. Copper River natives [full length view; one man and two women in western clothing].

7-16. Copper River Indian boys [studio portrait; two standing and one sitting cross-legged, in western clothing and hats].
7-17. [Distant view of two men sitting by cookfire on forest road.]

7-18. Bessie - Copper River squaw [native woman in western clothing sitting in front of canvas tent with baby in her lap]. Faded

7-19. [Athabascan] natives from Copper River, Alaska [two girls and one boy in western clothing standing in snow near buildings]. Case & Draper


7-21. Copper River natives. Athapascans - the blood brothers of the Navajo and Apaches of the South (Valdes, Alaska [sic]) [group standing with sleds in snow; man in center holds coin and wears powderhorn at waist]. Case & Draper

7-22. Yukon natives, Ft. Selkirk [small group of natives in western clothing with Caucasian man and child, among canvas tents]. Case & Draper

7-23. Kenai natives, Seldovia, Alaska [group (mostly natives in western clothing) near thatched wood buildings]. Case & Draper

7-24. Tatetlik from the bay, June 14,'02. Copper Mountain on the right [panoramic view]. P.S. Hunt (no. A63)

7-25. Tatetlik mission and school, June 14-02. P.S. Hunt (no. A60)

7-26. Elemar, Alaska (sic) from hill at head of Virgin Bay, Apr. 17,'05 [overall view with patches of snow]. P.S. Hunt (no. G210)

7-27. Elemar Mining Co.'s hoisting drums, Elemar, Alaska (sic) [interior view; man standing beside machinery]. P.S. Hunt (no. G213)


7-29. Valdez, Alaska from Port Valdez [scenic view over grassy flats toward snow-topped mountains]. P.S. Hunt (no. G3672)

7-30. Fort Liscum, Alaska from hill east of post, June 12,'05 [bird's eye view]. P.S. Hunt (no. G304)


7-32. Ft. Liscum [row of five buildings in snow]. Faded view

7-33. [Snow covered mountains reflected in water.]


7-36. Evening. Valdez Bay [looking across bay to snowy mountains]. Cantwell

7-37. [Scenic view over water to snowy mountains.] Cantwell

7-38. Along the Alaskan coast [scenic view of mountains from between rocky islands(?)]. Cantwell

7-39. [Same as PCA 277-7-14].
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7-40. "Moonlight," Valdez Bay [light reflections on beach]. Cantwell
7-41. Solomans Gulch (sic) - Valdez, Alaska [cascades in rocky gorge]. Cantwell
7-42. Copper Mountain from lower end of Landlock Bay Narrows. Apr. 18,'05. P.S. Hunt (no. G215)
7-43. Valdez Bay, Valdez Narrows, Prince William Sound and Montague Island. From an elevation of 4,300 ft. P.S. Hunt (no. G3458)
7-44. Fort Liscum, Alaska, July 23,'05. From Str. DORA's masthead [view across water]. P.S. Hunt (no. G354)
7-48. Valdez from Sugarloaf Mt. [view across water to distant town]. Cantwell
7-49. Valdez, Alaska [winter view from dock over water].
7-50. Bird's eye view of Valdez, looking toward the glacier; Oct. 20, '02(?). P.S. Hunt (no. A85). Dark view
7-51. Broadway and McKinley St., Valdez, Alaska, Aug. 21,'02 [panoramic view]. P.S. Hunt (no. A80)
7-56. Valdez and Lowe River Valleys...1910 [panoramic view; Valdez, center, on delta at edge of inlet]. P.S. Hunt (no. G3443-44-45-46)
7-57. Valdez by moonlight [bird's eye view over town and surrounding area]. P.S. Hunt (no. G3456)
7-58. [Man standing in field of grain.]
7-59. [Church in deep snow below mountains.]
7-60. Valdes, Alaska (sic)-'06 [view of town across tidal flats]. Cantwell
7-61. The snowclad mountains of Valdez, Alaska [2 pedestrians, left, and buildings in deep snow, center]. Cantwell
7-63. Looking east on McKinley St., Valdez, Alaska. c. 1910 [in deep snow; two men standing in road, center]. P.S. Hunt (no. G2616)
7-64. Valdez. Fire Department. July 4, '08. The 10th year of the city's existence (sic) [firemen with two horse drawn fire wagons and cart]. P.S. Hunt (no. G1896)

7-65. Wilson's pack train on wagon road near Stewart Creek Divide, Saina River, Alaska [view up Tsina River; pack train, left]. P.S. Hunt (no. G2392)

7-66. Lettuce, onion and parsnep (sic) beds, Mrs. E.R. Davis' garden, Valdez, Alaska, Aug. '05. P.S. Hunt (no. G411)

7-67. John McCrory's garden, Copper Center, Alaska [overview of garden and fields along river]. P.S. Hunt (no. G2450)

7-68. Garden at Teikhell Road House, Valdez-Fairbanks wagon road [tent, left]. P.S. Hunt (no. G2399)


7-73. California poppy bed in Mrs. Davis' garden, Valdez, Alaska, Aug. '05. P.S. Hunt (no. G409)

7-74. Cabbage, carrots, white radishes and red radishes from Mrs. J.C. Dieringer's garden, Valdez, Alaska [vegetable display]. P.S. Hunt (no. 1997)

7-75. Shirley and paeony (sic) poppy and pansy bed. Mrs. E.R. Davis's garden, Valdez, Alaska, Aug. '05 [near shed]. P.S. Hunt (no. G410)

7-76. Potatoes from Valdez dairy and poultry farm. James Fish Sr., mgr. [close-up of two potatoes on a plate]. P.S. Hunt (no. G1999)


7-78. Mr. Frank Rice's garden, Valdez, Alaska. P.S. Hunt (no. G1956)

7-79. [Hospital of the Good Samaritan, building dated 1903; man and two women standing on porch.] P.S. Hunt (no. G20)

7-80. Fort Liscum vs. Valdez, June 22, '09 [baseball game in field]. P.S. Hunt (no. G2264)


7-82. Halibut and red snappers, Valdez, Alaska [5 fish hanging from rod]. P.S. Hunt (no. G2882)

7-83. 1-1/2 hours' catch, Valdez, Alaska [two men standing on boardwalk behind two rows of fish on makeshift rack]. P.S. Hunt (no. G2257)

7-84. A string of trout. Valdez, Alaska [hung from leafy tree]. P.S. Hunt (no. G2883)

7-85. [Wider version of PCA 277-7-57.]

7-86. [Room with pillars and American flags, palm plants, piano, left].
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7-87. [Interior view of room partitioned by curtains and decorated with cushions and furs.]

7-88. [Man sitting behind desk under stars and stripes.] Cantwell

7-89. Officials (sic) and Members of Valdez Bar - Court House. Feb. 16, '08 [25 men standing on steps of building]. Cantwell

7-90. [Large mixed group in pillared hall decorated with strings of light bulbs and palm plants.]

7-91. [Empty street with wooden buildings.]

7-92. [Empty street with raised boardwalks.]

7-93. [Wood building in snow.]

7-94. [Same building, opposite view.]

7-95. Drier Bay - Knights Id., Alaska [snowy mountains and reflection; boat, in foreground]. Cantwell

7-96. Valdez-Fairbanks Auto Trans. Co's first white steame (sic) at foot of Valdez Glacier with excursion party, July 11, '09. P.S. Hunt (no. G2293)

7-97. [Edge of glacier against cliff with stream flowing out from underneath.]

7-98. [Similar view.]

7-99. [Similar view, closer.]

7-100. [View of edge of glacier against bedrock.]


7-102. Congressman F.W. Cushman and wife, Valdez. 1903 [full length; in fur parkas with sled].

7-103. F.W. Cushman & wife. Valdez, 1903 [in fur parkas with dog team and fur draped sled].

7-104. [The Cushmans, in fur parkas, on sled behind dog team.]

7-105. [Three people sitting at edge of snow "cave" with dog team.]

7-106. [Leafless tree in snowfield.]

7-107. [James Wickersham seated at desk with law books; left profile.]

7-108. Valdez (sic), Nov. 1903 [group in front of building includes Andrew F. Burleigh, Senator Heyburn, Volney Hoggatt, Frank Cushman].

7-109. "Valdez." the first white child born there. Ethel Egan - Mrs. Oscar Olson, Anchorage [head to waist view of girl with white frilled cap].

7-110. Looking down McKinley St., Valdez, Alaska, Aug. 21, '02 [street scene]. (no. A81)

7-111. [Man standing in snow near house.]

7-112. [Edge of glacier; similar to PCA 277-7-97.]

7-113. View of Valdez, Alaska from the Bay. Valdez Glacier 4 miles back.
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7-116. Valdez Glacier [view from atop glacier across river valley; man standing on the ice, left]. Cantwell

7-117. Mountains Near Valdez, Alaska [winter view of two cabins in scattered trees below mountains].

7-118. A Summer's Day, Valdez, Alaska [scenic view of mountains beyond rocky river bed]. Cantwell Photo

7-119. Valdez Glacier, Alaska [scenic of glacier below snowy mountains]. Cantwell

7-120. View From The Winter Trail, Valdez, Alaska [view across snowfield to mountains]. Cantwell

7-121. Alaska Ptarmigan [seven white birds on snowfield]. Cantwell

7-122. Breaking Trail, Valdez, Alaska [four men with dog team and empty sled on flat snowfield]. Cantwell


7-125. Near view of Northwestern Ry. Co's. grade, marshal's tent and barricade from which the Home Ry. men were shot, Sept. 25, '07 [two men standing near road]. P.S. Hunt (no. G1633)


7-127. Rear view of marshal's tent and barricade...positions of men indicated on photograph]. P.S. Hunt (no. G1634)


7-130. Looking down south side of Thomson Pass, showing Dutch Flats and wagon road. P.S. Hunt (no. G2350)


7-132. Northwestern Ry. Co's "cut" in which the Home Ry. men were shot, showing the marshal's tent and barricade. Sept. 25, '07. P.S. Hunt (no. G1632)


7-136. Entrance to Keystone Canon [with 3 men on dogsled behind dog team]. Cantwell

7-137. Looking down Keystone Canyon from a point just above the falls. Valdez-Fairbanks Trail [winter view]. P.S. Hunt (no. G184)
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7-138. Valdez-Fairbanks stage at Icy Point, Thomson Pass Grade [people and small sledge on narrow trail in steep bank; winter view]. P.S. Hunt (no. G600)

7-139. Hazlet-Meals (sic) Expedition, 1897, to interior from Valdez [four men standing with loaded ox-drawn sleds in snowfield].

7-140. [Two men loading an ox near piles of supplies; another man standing, left].

7-141. [Distant view of winter camp with tents and stacks of supplies; two horse drawn sleds, foreground.]

7-142. [Train of loaded horse-drawn sleds in snowfield.]

7-143. Freighting supplies (sic) to construction camps on A.C. Ry. [train of horse-drawn sledges in snowy hills]. Case & Draper

7-144. [Governor Brady (with shovel) and two other men in front of church.] Blurred view


7-146. [Bill Holmes, Judge Wickersham, Jim Fish (?) and unidentified man standing on street with child in stroller.]


7-149. Approaching the summit of Thomson Pass [distant view of train of horses pulling loaded sleds]. P.S. Hunt (no. G603)

7-150. V.T. Co's. teams breaking trail on Tasnuna Divide [men with horse teams in deep snow]. P.S. Hunt (no. G1114)

7-151. Valdez Transportation Co's. team breaking trail on Tasnuna Divide, Jan. 15, '07. P.S. Hunt (no. G1113)

7-152. Central portion of third bench. Val. Gl. [panoramic view of seven men with dog teams and loaded sleds on snowfield]. P.S. Hunt (no. A2)

7-153. Summit of Valdez Glacier [panoramic view; tent camp and dog teams, left background]. P.S. Hunt (no. 833)

7-154. Looking up Dutch Flats from old trail showing wagon road and old trail [view up river canyon]. P.S. Hunt (no. G2344)

7-155. Ptarmigan Drop Road House, Valdez-Fairbanks Wagon Road [horses tied near wood buildings in river valley]. P.S. Hunt (no. G2364)

7-156. Valdez-Fairbanks wagon road from point near Saina Tel. Sta. Ptarmigan Drop Road House in distance [rough road along riverbank]. P.S. Hunt (no. G2366)

7-157. Willow Creek Road House, showing hay and grain fields. Valdez-Fairbanks wagon road. P.S. Hunt (no. G2421)

7-158. Teikel, C.R. & N.Y. Ry., c. 1910 [winter view of tent community near mountains].

7-159. Tiekhill [Tiekel] Rd. House. 1904 [winter view; building in background behind trees].

7-160. Potatoes grown in the Copper River Valley, Alaska [small pile in a field].

7-161. Turnips grown at Teikel, Alaska [small pile in garden].

7-163. [Railroad tracks curving along hill with snowy mountain in background.]

7-164. Cottonwoods, Mile 97 [curving railroad tracks cutting through forested hill]. Ives. Tinted view

7-165. Mile 55 - Lower end Aberombie Canyon (sic), C.R.R. [several buildings above waterway]. Tinted view


7-168. Looking up Saina [Tsina] River, showing Road Commission camp...[wagon road, right]. P.S. Hunt (no. G2380)


7-170. [Same as PCA 277-7-130].


7-172. Mrs. Helen Roberts, road house, south side of Summet Gov., trail (sic) [woman near tent cabin in cleared area]. P.S. Hunt (no. A42)

7-173. Tonsena Village (sic) from end of bridge [panoramic view; two women standing near log cabins, center]. P.S. Hunt (no. A37)


7-175. [Haystacks in field and log buildings under eroding mountainside.]

7-176. Mt. Drum, Alaska from Copper Center - Copper River [scenic view; dwellings near river, foreground].

7-177. Lower end of Copper Center, Mar. 1901 [panoramic view of people in front of Hotel Holman]. P.S. Hunt (no. 816)

7-178. Sunset, Copper Center, Alaska [buildings silhouetted, foreground]. P.S. Hunt


7-180. Mounts Drum and Wrangel (sic) from Copper Center, Alaska, in the evening [peaks partly visible beyond low hill and buildings]. P.S. Hunt (no. G2440)

7-181. John McCrary's oat field, Copper Center, Alaska [two men standing in field behind fence]. P.S. Hunt (no. G2451)

7-182. Grown at U.S. Tel. Sta., Copper Center, Alaska [three men holding plants; vegetables arranged at their feet]. P.S. Hunt (no. G2444)

7-183. U.S. Gov. Experimental Sta. and McCrary Road House, Copper Center, Alaska. P.S. Hunt (G2447)

7-184. Copper Center, Alaska, looking across Klutena River...near Valdez-Fairbanks wagon road. Copper River in dist. P.S. Hunt (no. G2426)

7-185. Hotel Holman and Copper Center Club, Copper Center, Alaska. P.S. Hunt (no. G2427)
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7-186. Office, Hotel Holman, Copper Center, Alaska [three men sitting in low room]. P.S. Hunt (no. G2430)


7-188. Copper Center Club [interior view of bar room; man standing near door, right]. P.S. Hunt (no. G2436)

7-189. Dining room, Hotel Holman, Copper Center, Alaska [long table laid for meal and man seated, left]. P.S. Hunt (no. G2433)

7-190. Tonsina Road House (Hotel), Valdez-Fairbanks wagon road [six people standing in front]. P.S. Hunt (no. G2410)

7-191. Mt. Sanford and gov. camp from the Copper above Taslena R. [view across snowfield to camp and loaded sleds]. P.S. Hunt (no. A20)

7-192. Mts. Sanford, Wrangle (sic) and Drum. From below the Chestochena River (sic) [view across flat snowfield toward distant forest]. P.S. Hunt (no. A23)


7-195. Dog Teams near Gokona R. [panoramic view of four dog teams and sleds on flat snowfield]. P.S. Hunt (no. 809)
8-1. Interior Greek Church (sic), Unalaska [altar area with icons]. Dobbs (no. 141)


8-4. Unalaska [photo of engraving of village below mountain; ship and kayakers in bay].

8-5. [Veniaminov in robe, holding staff.  3/4 length view.]

8-6. Kodiak, Alaska [view over the town and bays]. Dobbs (no. 112)

8-7. Kodiak after the Katmai (sic) eruption [view of houses on ash covered shore and ships in bay]. E. A. Hegg (no. 574)

8-8. Kodiak Harbor looking toward the ocean after Katmai (sic) eruption [four boys standing near building on ashy slope]. E. A. Hegg (no. 570)

8-9. The place from which the government men were taking samples of ashes, Kodiak, Alaska, June 23-12...c. 1912. P. S. Hunt (no. G3840)

8-10. [Volcano erupting in the sea.]

8-11. [Snow covered volcano with plume rising.]


8-13. Harbor, Seldovia, Alaska [two boats anchored near shore]. Case & Draper

8-14. Perry Id. [Island]. Recently thrown up in Behring Sea [steaming rocky hillside]. P. S. Hunt (no. G3029)

8-15. Shipping the livestock (sic) on the SAMPSON from Weachtcher Ranch, Raspberry Island, after Katmai (sic) eruption [horses and crates on small boat]. E. A. Hegg (no. 573)


8-18. Russian Church, Kodiak, Alaska. After a 16 in. fall of ashes from Katmai Volcano. June 23-12. Taken from same spot as [no.] G1301... c. 1912. P. S. Hunt (no. G3834)


8-20. "Russia Church" (sic), Kodiak. Ground covered with volcanic ash after Katmia (sic) eruption. E. A. Hegg (no. 569)


8-25. [Sailing ship at dock; winter scene.]
8-26. [Sailing ship in water with skiff; snowy mountain, background.]
8-27. Greek church on Attu Island, the furtherest (sic) point west [two men in front of rough wood building with bell structure].
8-28. [Group of native people and Revenue Cutter Service personnel in front of a building.]
8-29. [Close-up of native woman and three children, two smoking cigarettes, in front of sod-covered hut.]
8-30. Falls-Unalaska [waterfall on rocky cliff].
8-31. [Four Eskimo women and three children standing on beach; two uniformed men, background.]
8-32. [Six native boys wrestling.]
8-33. [Mineral springs.]
8-34. [Breakers at beach.]
8-35. [Boy next to sod dwelling.]
8-36. [Two Aleut men in gut parkas, 3/4 length view.]
8-37. Entrance to Kodiak, Alaska [view across grassy slope to bay].
8-39. Widow's home in Kodiak ruined by eruption [old woman standing in front of house].
8-40. Entrance to Kodiak Harbor, Aug. 6, 1912, showing ashes [ash-covered boat on beach].
8-41. Graveyard in Kodiak two months after eruption [covered in ash].
8-42. Dutch Harbor [mountains in background; winter scene].
8-43. [Altar of unidentified church.]
8-44. Russian Catholic Church, Nushagak, Alaska [altar decorated with garlands]. P. S. Hunt (?)
8-46. Petropaulosk(?), Kamchatka [photograph of engraving; thatched log cabins and cone-shaped slitted structures on narrow spit].
8-47. Unalaska, Alaska. From the Ferry Hill [panorama of village on shoreline]. P. S. Hunt (no. G1366)
8-49. [Native couple, three children and dog in front of a barabara.]
8-52. [Large white sailing ship in distance beyond rocky cliff.]
8-53. [View across a grassy field to houses.]
8-54. Russian Greek Church, Unalaska; winter view.
8-55. [Native children seated in classroom with three women]
8-56. [Distant view of a community on shoreline under snowy mountains.]
8-57. [Altar of unidentified church.]
8-58. [Baptist Kodiak Orphanage on Wood Island; two buildings and reflection.]
8-59. Bark GENL. FAIRCHILD [side view of ship at dock].
8-61. Unga Fish Canery (sic) [or Karluk? Buildings and boats on narrow spit]. F. H. Nowell (no. 2089)
8-62. Kodiak, Alaska [overview].
8-63. Bird's eye view of Karluk [view across town and up river].
8-64. An 80,000 haul. Double seine. Karluk [boats and net pulled up to beach; another seine in background].
8-65. An 80,000 haul. Karluk, 1901 [boats and seine pulled up to the beach].
8-67. [Unalaska; cropped version of PCA 277-9-8.]
8-68. Klemschmidt - Arctic [man in fur parka with rifle standing over dead polar bear].
8-71. Pete Larson [Larsen], hunter & guide. Unga, Alaska [six bear hunting views around central view of small sailing ship].
8-75. Mr. A.A. Anders(?) and his 10'6" brown bear shot at Bales City(?)... [men displaying bear hide]. (P. S. Hunt (no. G1326)
8-77. Castle Rock Island, 1779; Perry Id. Recently Thrown Up in Behring Sea, 1906; Fire Island, 1803 [view of 3 islands]. P. S. Hunt (no. G3030)
8-78.  Salmon Canery (sic), Nushagak, Alaska.  Northwest Fisheries Co. [view over buildings to water].  P. S. Hunt (no. G1402)


8-81.  Looking across head of Orca Bay from hill above D. A. McKinzie's cabin [toward mountains].  P. S. Hunt (no. G4256)

8-82.  Looking down Orca Bay from Nelson Townsite, showing Shepard Point.  P. S. Hunt (no. G4257)


8-84.  Nelson Townsite from D. A. McKinzie's cabin [bird's eye view over flats; mountains, background].  P. S. Hunt (no. G4255)

8-86. Freeding-Tripp-Tanner-Millard-L. V. Ray-Bruner-Roden [seven men hung in effigy above snowy street].

8-87. Cordova Coal Party - throwing foreign coal into the Bay [crowd of men on dock littered with rocks].

8-88. Cordova Coal Party - throwing foreign coal into the Bay. May 11, 1911 [men on dock with railcar and piles of rocks].

8-89. [Same as PCA 8-87.]

8-90. [Same as PCA 8-86.]

8-91. The Seven Slippery Senators [seven men hung in effigy above snowy street].

8-92. Childs Glacier. Photocraft, Cordova (no. 258)

8-93. Cordova, Alaska from the air. (no. 154)

8-94. Celebrating in Cordova the passage of the Alaska Railroad Bill by Senate, Jan. 24, 1914 [night view of band and crowd on snowy street]. E. A. Hegg

8-95. Moonlight on Cordova Bay [scenic view]. Kennedy Photo

8-96. Eyak Lake, Cordova, Alaska.

8-97. Bird's eye view of Cordova [overall view].

8-98. Forestry Office, Cordova, Alaska [exterior view; three men in front].

8-99. 1st St., Cordova, Alaska [businesses under construction].

8-100. Lower End of Placer River Canyon and Glacier Along Line of A.C. Ry.


8-102. The Pothole of McCarthy, Alaska [turbulence near shore].

8-103. First boy and girl in McCarthy [standing beside ruins of log building].

8-104. Columbia Glacier, Alaska. Photocraft, Cordova (no. 159)

8-105. Kenai natives in bydarky (sic) [three men in 3-hole baidarka]. Case & Draper

8-106. C.R. & N.W. Ry. Alaska [tracks, left, running along base of mountain above river]. E. A. Hegg (no. 543)


8-110. Copper River & Northwestern Railway, Alaska, Mile 103 [curving track under rocky cliff; snow-capped peaks beyond]. E. A. Hegg (no. 435)

8-111. C.R. & N.W. Ry. Mile 100, Alaska [tracks, center, leading to small tunnel on shoreline]. E. A. Hegg (no. 404)


8-113. Miles Glacier Bridge and Mt. O'Neal. C.R. & N.W. Ry., Alaska [glacier at left, behind bridge]. E. A. Hegg (no. 560)

8-114. Flag Point Bridge, C.R. & N.W. Ry., Alaska [view across railroad bridge]. E. A. Hegg (no. 530)

8-115. First span of Miles Glacier Bridge completed April 18, 1910 [side view; glacier in background]. E. A. Hegg (no. 365)

8-116. Scene on Copper River & Northwestern Railway, Mile 103 [scenic view of river with tunnel to right]. E. A. Hegg (no. 438)


8-118. Bridge #27A, C.R. & N.W. Ry., showing section washed out [fourth span from left is missing]. P. S. Hunt (no. G4261)

8-119. Trestle at Upper End Bridge at Mile 34, C.R. & N.W. Ry. [train, left, crossing approach to bridge]. P. S. Hunt (no. G4267)

8-120. Baird Canyon, Copper River, Alaska. E. A. Hegg (no. 540)

8-121. C.R. & N.W. Ry., Alaska [tracks, left, curving between rocky cliff and river]. E. A. Hegg (no. 539)


8-126. Childs Glacier, Copper River, Alaska [glacier face from river bank]. E. A. Hegg (no. 295)

8-127. Miles Glacier, Copper River, Alaska [small riverboat at face of glacier near icebergs]. E. A. Hegg (no. 296)

8-128. Baird Glacier with brush growing on top of the ice...C.R.& N.W. Ry. grade about Mile 59. P. S. Hunt (no. G4275)


8-132. Bird's eye view of Gakona [cultivated land and buildings, center].

8-133. Childs Glacier on Copper River [glacier face, right, across from rocky shore].
8-134. Childs Glacier [men in small boat at glacier’s face].
8-135. [View through rocky arch to mountains and water.]
8-136. [View through low rocky arch to Childs(? Glacier and icebergs.]
8-138. Temporary bridge across the Copper [River], looking toward Chitina Town [engine, left]. P.S. Hunt (no. G4282)
8-139. Chitina, Alaska. Looking up the Wagon Road Valley [town and mountains with reflection]. P.S. Hunt (no. G4277)
8-140. Temporary bridge across the Copper River, from Chitina side. P.S. Hunt (no. G4281)
8-141. [Overall view of the Kennecott Copper Mine buildings below snowy mountains]. E.A. Hegg
8-143. Abercrombie Canyon, 1927 [building, extreme left, on bank of river]. H.W. Steward
8-144. "Keystone Canyon Tours." Million Dollar Bridge Across the Copper River, 1926 [view of bridge from bank; glacier beyond]. H.W. Steward
9-1. Wegaruk. c. 1905 [left profile head and shoulders view of Eskimo woman carrying sleeping child on back]. B.B. Dobbs (no. 346)

9-2. [Eskimo man with 2 labrets, woman and child in fur parkas. Man is seated with small drum and model boat.] c. 1903. B.B. Dobbs (no. 184)

9-3. [Head to waist portrait of Eskimo woman with long, unbraided hair.] c. 1903. B.B. Dobbs (no. 144)

9-4. [Full length portrait of small Eskimo child wearing fur parka and belt with bells.] Dobbs

9-5. [3/4 length portrait of Eskimo woman in fur parka carrying baby on back.] Nome. Dobbs

9-6. [Head to waist portrait of Eskimo man in reversed fur garment with fur collar.] c. 1903. B.B. Dobbs (no. 131)

9-7. [Head and shoulder portrait of Eskimo woman wearing cloth parka with fur collar.] c. 1903. B.B. Dobbs (no. 123)

9-8. Unalaska [panoramic overview; light snow.] Dobbs

9-9. [The OHIO, side view, in an ice pack with passengers on deck.] Dobbs (no. 153)

9-10. S.S. SENATOR in the ice pack near Nome, June 19th, '09 [side view]. Henry Photo

9-11. Str. CORWIN & HELLEN JONNSON (sic) unloading 5 miles from Nome, 1910 [men and dogs standing alongside on ice].

9-12. S.S. VICTORIA near Nome [side view]. Dobbs

9-13. Passengers arriving at Nome from S.S. VICT (sic) [crowd of men on barge at waterfront]. Dobbs (no. 933)

9-14. The Midnight Sun [scenic view across water].


9-16. Indipendence Day (sic), Nome, '09 [men riding horses past grandstand on crowded street]. Dobbs

9-17. Front Street, Nome [winter street scene]. Dobbs

9-18. Front Street, Nome, Alaska [snowy street; 2 horse-drawn wagons in center]. (no. 1052)


9-20. Nome, Alaska, in the wintertime [bird's eye view over roofs]. Dobbs (no. 1018)

9-21. Looking west from Snake River, Nome, Alaska [winter scene; leaning utility poles along edge of housing]. (no. 1029)

9-22. Nome from Behring Sea [view of buildings beyond ice mounds]. Dobbs (no. 1028)

9-23. $25,000 worth furs from Siberia landed Nome, July '09 [group of men standing with bales of furs and animal tusks]. Dobbs

9-24. Shriners and ladies at a $75,000 clean up, Pioneer Co’s. mine, Nome, Aug. 3rd, '09 [large group around wagon bed and rock pile]. Dobbs
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9-25.  Arrival of the first mail in Nome by Str. CORWIN. May 30th '06(?)[5 men and a boy on beach around large pile of sacks; boats in background]. Dobbs (no. 880 or 8807?)

9-26.  Mining with long toms on Nome Beach, 1908 [men panning and working sluices on beach below buildings].

9-27.  Sport Smith bringing first mail ashore from S.S. CORWIN 5 miles out on Bering Sea, Nome. June 2d, 1907 [8 men on ice with camera, loaded sleds and dog team]. Dobbs (no. 997)


9-29.  Front Street from grand stand starting of the dog teams, All Alaska Sweepstakes race, Nome to Candle & return, 412 miles, Apr. 1, '08. Dobbs

9-30.  Nome from Behring Sea [winter view of town behind large ice block]. Dobbs (no. 1025)

9-31.  Bird's eye view of Nome from Lane's Derick (sic), 1903. Dobbs (no. 70)


9-33.  Pioneers of Alaska. Igloo No. 1, Nome, Alaska, 1907 [group on a large stage].

9-34.  Sunday School, Nome, Alaska, May 29, 1910 [group of adults and children in front of Pilgrim Congregational Church]. Dobbs


9-39.  ...Seward Peninsula R.R. near Salmon Lake, Alaska [Palace Car No. 1, Nome Arctic R.R. Extension and another car on curving trestle; winter scene]. Dobbs

9-40.  Erick Johnson, U.S. Mail Carrier, Nome-Unalakleet Route [in furs with sled and dog team by ice cliff]. Dobbs

9-41.  Pete Olsen, U.S. Mail Carrier, Nome-Unalakleet Route [with sled and dog team near utility poles]. Dobbs

9-42.  Allen & Darling's racing team, 3rd Annual All-Alaska Sweepstake, Nome, 1910 [man with empty sled and dog team in front of ice mound; lead dog is labelled Baldy of Nome]. Dobbs

9-43.  Winners First Annual All-Alaska Sweepstakes, Nome, Alaska [man in furs with sled and dog team]. Dobbs

9-44.  [Howling dog team in harness; man standing on sled behind seated woman.] Dobbs

9-45.  [Group of five native children in western clothing standing against wall.] c. 1905. B.B. Dobbs (no. 301)

9-46.  [Full length portrait of two native girls in western clothing on boardwalk; girl, right, wears striped crocheted head covering] Dobbs (no. 303, 648-1/2)

9-47.  [Eskimo man and woman standing in front of low canvas shelter.] Dobbs (no. 29)
9-48. Native reindeer herder, Nome, Alaska [man seated on sled harnessed to one white reindeer]. Dobbs (no. 692)
9-49. Walrus heads, Nome, Alaska [row of five heads on ship's rail]. (no. 969)
9-50. Native walrus hunters, Nome, Alaska [four men butchering several walrus]. Dobbs
9-51. [Men working on dredge structure labelled "Floodin No. 1 built by Risdon Iron Works, S.F.," moored at river bank near building.]
9-52. Pioneer Mining Co., Nome [man with two horse team next to sluice and below hydraulic mining on large hill]. Dobbs
9-53. Alaska musher [man in mosquito-netted hat hiking up a grassy hill with tools and backpack]. Dobbs
9-54. Walrus hunters in the arctic [men skinning several walruses on ice floe; boat in foreground]. Dobbs
9-55. Cleaning up on the Bessie Bench [9 men and women at top of sluice by rock piles and scaffold]. (no. 804)
9-56. Eskimo (sic) graves, Sledge Island [coffin, sled frame and piles of rocks on rocky ground].
9-57. Nome Montana #1, Risdon Dredge, Solomon River [two horses, foreground]. Dobbs
9-58. Ptarmigan of northwestern Alaska. A.H. Dunham, Nat. [display of thirteen stuffed birds]. Dobbs (no. 156)
9-59. [Men and kayaks on ice alongside of sailing ship HELEN JOHNSTON.]
9-60. Freighting under difficulties, Nome [man on sledge whipping horse team through deep snow]. Blurred view
9-61. [Eskimo drummers and dancers with spectators on roofs of buildings behind.]
9-62. Eskimo grave, Nome [rifles nailed on boards above snow-covered coffin].
9-63. [Close view of two dead walruses lying on their backs.]
9-64. Walrus, Behring Sea, Alaska [five walruses on ice floe]. Dobbs
9-65. [Men with a dead polar bear hung by its feet over the side of the HELEN JOHNSTON.]
9-66. [Walrus herd leaving ice floe; bow of ship, foreground.]
9-67. Leaving Nome for the outside [barges loaded with men and goods on the beach under an automobile hanging from a crane]. Dobbs
9-68. [Two natives standing behind three rows of walrus heads; large skin boat in background.]
9-69. Nome, 10 PM, June 30th, '09 [sun above Nome, across water]. Dobbs
9-70. The Northern Cross [sun low over the water]. Betteley Photo
9-71. [Eskimo hunters and cook with knives, spears and rifles, posing behind two rows of walrus heads.]
9-72. [View of walruses on and around ice floes.]
9-73. [Walruses lying on ice.]
9-74. [Distant view of swimming walrus herd.]
9-75. St. Michael, Alaska [overview of harbor and buildings on far shore].
9-76. S.S. VICTORIA in the ice near Nome [side view]. Dobbs
9-77. Candle, Alaska [bird's eye view of small community next to river]. Dobbs
9-78. Indian snow shoe race, Yukon River [distant line of racers on snowfield; barge, left].
9-79. [Dead walruses on ice floe off ship; kayaks on deck, right.]
9-80. [Four men posing on ship with polar bear hung upside-down.]
9-81. [Full length portrait of two Eskimo girls in cloth parkas with fur ruffs.]
9-82. Reindeer, Gollovin (sic) Mission [herd on snowfield]. Dobbs
9-83. Col. Ramsey's Racing Teams. 3rd Annual All-Alaska Sweepstakes, Nome [man in furs behind sled and dog team]. Dobbs
9-84. The prospector, Nome [man in striped parka pulling loaded sled on snow].
9-85. Front Street, Nome [men on planked street]. Dobbs
9-86. Nome life saving crew making for disabled sloop GREYHOUND [boats in stormy ocean]. Dobbs
9-87. One week's output of the Pioneer Mining Co., Nome, July 1910 [four men standing behind bench with seated woman and gold bars worth $260,000 at Assay Office]. Dobbs
9-88. $750,000.00 gold. Fairbanks Banking Co., Fairbanks, Alaska [display of gold sacks on table and chairs]. Dobbs (no. 517)
9-89. Eskimo belles, Nome, Alaska, c. 1903 [four women in spotted fur parkas; boats drawn into background]. Dobbs (no. 143)
9-90. Crowd of miners addressed by Delegate Wickersham at Turners Road House, Solomon, Aug. 1, 1910 [large group in front of loaded flatcars]. Dobbs
9-91. [Native woman with baby on back, side view, and child on beach.]
9-93. Boats in winter quarters, Chena, Alaska [three steamers, including DELTA and TANANA, docked together; log cabins, foreground]. Dobbs
9-94. Arrival of Fox Ramsey 3rd Annual All Alaska Sweepstake, Nome [dog team coming through large crowd]. Dobbs
9-95. Church on the Yukon [1-story log building]. Dobbs
9-96. The trail near Old Woman Mountain [snowy tracks in flat area with trees]. Dobbs
9-97. Fort Gibbon, Alaska [men on street in front of Northern Commercial Co. and log buildings, right].
9-98. Rough weather in Bering Sea near Nome [large wave crashing over ship's railing]. Dobbs
9-99. A prospector's camp, Nome [man lying in sleeping bag under open canvas shelter in winter camp]. Faded print. Dobbs
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9-100. Shortest day, Nome, Dec. 21st. Sunrise, 10:25. Set, 1:35 PM [time exposure of sun over Nome]. Dobbs

9-101. A winter camp in Alaska [native man carrying metal box in front of tent in forest].

9-102. [Thirteen native men and boys paddling low, fully loaded boat]. Retouched

9-103. "Mik-a-Nina" - Kow Kow [native woman, seated, nursing baby]. Dobbs

9-104. Yukon River [rear view of steamer DELTA OF ST. MICHAEL approaching riverbank]. Dobbs

9-105. [Old native woman in parka with walking stick; full length, winter view].

9-106. Home's of reindeer herder's (sic), Wales, Alaska [two native children in front of snow-covered houses]. Dobbs

9-107. The church organist, Mary's Igloo, Alaska [native girl seated at outdoor organ]. Dobbs

9-108. A prospector making camp, Nome [man in striped garment standing in snow excavation].

9-109. Hydraulic mining, Nome [overview].

9-110. Eskimo dance, Nome, Alaska [dancers encircled by spectators; interior view]. Dobbs

9-111. Metlakatla, Alaska [view across water toward mountain]. Dobbs

9-112. Lazarus, reindeer apprentice boy [full length view of native man standing in snow near log cabin]. Dobbs

9-113. Wireless (sic) station, Fort Gibbon [building and metal tower]. Dobbs

9-114. Prospectors (sic) in the Koyuk [three men and horse by canvas tent; winter scene].


9-116. No. 14, Ophir Creek [log cabins and mining in grassy hills]. Dobbs (no. 180)

9-117. [Ice cutting operation; men and horse teams near town.] (no. 1053)

9-118. "Felicitations" - Shriners at Nome, Alaska, Aug. 5, '09 [large group on beach, mostly in fur parkas]. Dobbs


9-120. An interesting cleanup, Bessie Bench [small group of men and women examining gold pan over sluice near tents and cabins]. Dobbs (no. 843)

9-121. W.J. Rowe Transfer: moving hopper from centre to 5-1/2 Little Creek, Nome, Apr. 1900 [four men with a horse team and hopper; winter view]. Dobbs

9-122. Surf at Nome, Alaska [person, center, watching men and boat in surf at left]. Dobbs (no. 961)

9-123. Council City [street scene; American flag flying at right]. Dobbs (no. 78)

9-124. Lane's Landing, Kougarok Mng. Dist., Alaska [view across snowy flats to buildings; railroad tracks, right]. Dobbs

9-125. Alaska rookery [rocky cliffs and calm water]. Dobbs
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9-128. 'In the Days of Old, the Days of Gold' - at Nome. July 4, 1901 [newspaper photo; Tex Rickard with "...group of miners and what not in front of The Northern..." gambling hall].

9-129. Eskimo women and Mikanina, Nome, Alaska [head and shoulders portrait of woman with baby in fur ruff on her back]. H. G. Karlsen

9-130. Eagle's St. Patrick Ball. Ruby, Alaska, 1913 [large group posing in decorated hall]. Clemons Photo

9-131. Behring Sea after a storm at Nome. Dobbs (no. 836)

9-132. "The Belle" of Cape Prince of Wales, c. 1903 [full length view of Eskimo woman in fur parka on beach]. A.W. Hall (no. 611)
10-1. Upper view: Storm at Nome, 1900 [view across breakers to ships in bay & damaged Nome waterfront]. (no. 206) Damaged view.

    Lower view: Nome. Post office, 1898-9 [large group of men gathered outside wood building; tents in background]. S. & H. Nome (no. 5)

10-2. Open water at Top-kuk. May 1st, 1901 [rocky cliff leading down to icy beach]. S. & H. (no. 2)


10-5. St. Michael - Old Yukon boats [view across water to ships docked along low hill].

10-6. St. Michael Point [view across point to ship and barges in water; buildings on hill to right].


10-8. ARCTIC - Yukon river boat. St. Michael. 1889 [right, at small dock on rocky shore; houses to left]. (no. 10)


10-10. Shishaldin volcano [view across open water to snow covered mountain].

10-11. Katmai volcano in eruption. c. 1913 M. Mohner (?)

10-12. Pavlof volcano [view across water of peak half hidden by cloud].

10-13. [Same as 10-8].

10-14. St. Michael harbor [view from hill; steamer HANNAH, foreground, buildings on curving bluff, background].

10-15. St. Michael - river steamers abandoned [same as 10-5].


10-17. Eskimo "Oomiak" - Golovin Bay, 1928 [man standing on beach in front of skin boat propped on its side].


10-19. Photographing a white bear [gunman and photographer with tripod at edge of ice; bear's head emerging from the water beyond].

10-20. [Reindeer-drawn sled with seven people in furs]. S. & H. Nome (no. 100)

10-21. [Photograph of an Eskimo pictograph showing ships, animals, human figures.]

10-22. [Photograph of an Eskimo pictograph showing human figures and animals.]

10-23. [Man sitting on small sled harnessed to a reindeer.] Henry

10-24. Nome Laplanders [man with umbrella and woman in traditional and fur clothing].
10-25. [Two native children standing on beach; buildings in background.]
10-26. [Close-up of native child in fur parka standing on rocky beach.]
10-27. [Six native boys lined up on a beach.]
10-28. Mary, of "Mary's Igloo" [head & shoulder portrait of Eskimo woman wearing furs; tattooed chin].
10-29. [Two Eskimo womens in fur parkas; 3/4-length portrait.]
10-30. Miners cradling [cradling] on the beach at Cape Nome, Sept. 22, 1899. Nome sea beach rocking [panorama view of 11 men at beach mining site; tents at right]. & Cleveland (no. 60)
10-31. Entrance into Nome Harbor [from water looking between jetties to waterfront].
10-32. Nome Harbor jetties [view of waterfront from jetty].
10-33. Nome Harbor [waterfront view; DONALDSON OF SEWARD at dock, right].
10-34. Nome Harbor [view across harbor from beach].
10-35. [Flooded Nome street lined with businesses; group on steps, right.]
10-36. Looking west from the "Square" after the Storm - Nome, Alaska, 1913 [damaged and collapsed buildings]. Lomen Bros.
10-39. [Fourteen natives in a large skin boat on open water.]
10-40. E. Front St., Nome, Alaska - after storm, Oct. 6, 1913 [view down a devastated street]. H. G. Kaiser (no. 8?)
10-42. The SEQUOYAH, Nome, Alaska [sailing ship in ice, mirrored in the water].
10-43. Front Street from grand stand (sic) of the dog teams "All Alaska Sweepstake Race, Nome to Candle & return - 412 miles - April 1-08 [large crowd filling narrow street around bunting draped boxes]. Dobbs
10-44. [Young native boy & girl standing in log cabin doorway.]
10-46. Wreakage (sic) along Dry Creek after the Big Storm. Nome, Alaska, 1913. Lomen Bros.
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10-52. [Woman & 2 men with dog sled; row of buildings faintly visible in background.]

10-53. The spring [ship partly visible behind chunks of ice].

10-54. Boats at Nome [partial view of ship behind ice mounds; men on ice nearby].

10-55. Boats at Nome [passengers alighting from ship anchored at edge of ice].

10-56. "Front" St., Nome [narrow street lined with businesses].

10-57. Nome Beach [man in sled hitched to dog team lying in snow; buildings in background].

10-58. Reindeer teams at Nome [men & reindeer with small, loaded sleds].

10-59. Lapland Reindeer herder at Nome [in furs with reindeer on leash]. Henry (no. 71)

10-60. [Rear view of people in furs walking down snowy path.] Dark view

10-61. Reindeer herd near Nome [standing in snow].

10-62. Sunrise over Cape Prince of Wales. Feb. 4(?), 1902 [snowy hill].

10-63. Eskimo family. Cape Prince of Wales [couple and child in furs seated with animal skins].

10-64. Nora. Norwadluck(?) [full length view of three Eskimo women in fur parkas].

10-65. Along the Beach after the Big Storm, Nome, Alaska, 1913 [collapsed buildings]. Lomen Bros.

10-66. The east end after the storm, Nome, Alaska, 1913 [collapsed buildings overhanging street]. Lomen Bros.


10-68. East Cape Siberia, most easterly point of mainland in Asia [part of ship in foreground]. Dobbs. Retouched

10-69. Spisesedel ved Afskedsgildet hos Judge James Wickersham til Aere for Captain J. E. Hansen den 24nd Marts, 1902... [menu in Danish language].

10-70. Nome [priest reading at altar decorated with furs and plants].


10-72. [Five native children standing in snow.] Blurry image

10-73. [Native man wearing parka standing in snow.]

10-74. [Same as PCA 277-91.]

10-75. Siberian bells: Cape Prince of Wales, 1902. A century old [ten hanging metal bells decorated with lettering, and human and animal figures].

10-76. Kingegan. Eskimo village at Cape Prince of Wales. The highland and Cape - "The Cadet" behind the headland [view from hill down to house & wood structures on lowlands next to ocean
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10-77. Cape Prince of Wales [winter view of cemetery].
10-78. The Front Door [winter view of Eskimo burial platform].
10-79. [Multiple exposure of winter sun on horizon across snowy slope.]
10-80. [Eight native people grouped in front of a building.]
11-4. Fairbanks as I first saw it in April 1903, James Wickersham [winter view of log cabins on riverbank].
11-5. Fairbanks, 1903 [winter view of tents and log cabins in forest].
11-6. [Two men whipsawing planks on a log platform.] Faded
11-7. [Rear view of Barnette's store, April 1903 [bird's eye view over log cabins to forest; winter view].
11-8. Soldiers sawing ice - Eagle, 1900 [one man in ice hole and seven men with saws standing around].
11-9. "ZEALANDIAN" (sic) - Spring 1901 [side view of riverboat ZEALANDIAN].
11-10. Mrs. Capt. Farnsworth & Judge Wickersham, Eagle, May 1901. Shows ice on river banks after the spring "break-up" [standing on rocky beach among ice blocks].
11-11. [Newspaper clipping titled "Farnsworths plans (sic) fete, Golden Anniversary Takes General East," with photo of General and Mrs. Charles S. Farnsworth.]
11-12. [Fort Egbert, Alaska calendar of 1902 with photo of buildings on frozen riverbank at top.]
11-13. Eagle. J.B. Howard [standing, left] and J.B. Hudson [sitting, right]. 1899 [two men on riverbank with moose head].
11-14. Soldiers sawing ice: Eagle - 1900 [seven men standing around ice hole with saws; one man lying under ice, left].
11-15. Building a birch bark canoe [three native people seated behind canoe on riverbank].
11-17. Waterfront - Fairbanks, Alaska, Sept. 1, 1903 [bird's eye view of riverboats including KOYUKUK and OTTER (right) docked on riverbank near buildings]. Dr. M.F. Hall
11-18. Fairbanks, Alaska - From Top Wireless Tower, July 10, 1911 [bird's eye view]. Mrs. L.E. Robertson
11-19. Looking up river from St. Mathews Hospital, Fairbanks Alaska [winter view].
11-20. St. Mathews Church & Hospital, Fairbanks, Alaska [man and dogs, left, at fence; hospital, right]. Dobbs
11-21. Dan Sutherland [head and shoulders portrait].
11-22. Bishop Peter Trimble Rowe [head and shoulders portrait].
11-23. Felix Pedro, discoverer of the Fairbanks Mines, 1902 [head and shoulders portrait].
11-24. Gordon C. Bettles, the first printer in the interior of Alaska...[close-up]. Blurred view
11-25. [Two men and two women examining contents of gold pan in front of Dome City Bank. One woman is Belinda Mulrooney Carbonneau.]
11-26. Drifting down the "streets of Fairbanks" during the flood of the summer, 1905...[four people poling past businesses in a canoe].

11-27. An arctic garden, Fairbanks, Alaska [vegetable garden and lawn adjoining two story building]. Manger Photo

11-28. [Transporting auto on planks set over two skiffs; at riverbank.]

11-29. [Ferrying auto by skiff with four men poling on river.]

11-30. [Two men and a woman with loaded automobile in front of The New Piledriver roadhouse(?).]

11-31. [Two men and loaded automobile in front of the Sourdough Roadhouse.]

11-32. [Nine people on two automobiles in grassy area.]

11-33. [Two men and one woman with car stuck in the mud.]

11-34. [Side view of two men and car stuck in the mud.]

11-35. [Men directing automobile onto skiff "ferry" from riverbank.]

11-36. Merry Xmas, Margaret. Clerk in Cleary Creek Bank...1906-10 [portrait of young woman with off-the-shoulder dress, leaning on table – Belinda Mulrooney?].

11-37. Fairbanks, Alaska. Looking north on Cushman Street [[bird's eye view].


11-39. Miss Ella Card, pioneer restaurant keeper in Fairbanks. 1906-12 [head and shoulder portrait].

11-40. [Extremely long shed with chicken pens and flume.] F.H. Nowell (no. 6121)

11-41. [Judge Wickersham standing on porch of house with woman in rocking chair.]

11-42. Wickersham Home, Fairbanks [view from across the street of 1-story frame building with shed.]

11-43. The Judge painting the fence [view of house with Wickersham facing away from the camera].

11-44. Jam formed above the Cushman St. Bridge, Fairbanks, Alaska, July 1st, 1905 [log jam against bridge with crowd of men standing on bank, foreground]. L.E. Robertson (no. 10379)

11-45. July 4th, 1910. High School...Fairbanks, Alaska [women in white dresses and paper crowns holding American flags, in automobile amid crowd of girls in white and young boys].

11-46. Lawn party, Fairbanks, Alaska. 1914 [crowd of women and girl, mostly in white, on front lawn of small house].

11-47. Christmas Tree Entertainment, Fairbanks Public Schools...Dec. 23rd, 1904 [large group of children standing on stage; "Santa Claus," left]. L.E. Robertson

11-48. [Man in fur coat with woman and seven children standing in snow in front of log cabin.]

11-49. Tennis - Fairbanks [bird's eye view of tennis court, Mrs. Jessie Clegg, foreground; riverboat and river in background].

11-50. [Newspaper clipping titled "Jim Russell out first time in 40 years," 1938.]
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11-51. Stage at my reception [decorated with bunting, banner reading "Hail to our chief"].

11-52. Ester Creek, July 8, 1910...[group of men and one woman seated on porch of business]. Wolfe Foto (no. 369)

11-53. Wickersham Rally, Fox City, Alaska, July 20, 1910 [large group of men on street in front of businesses]. Wolfe Foto (no. 372)

11-54. Copper River natives [studio portrait of two young men in western clothing; man on right holds framed photograph].

11-55. [Group of five people in furs sitting in sledge(?).]

11-56. [Man and woman in fur coats standing in snow in front of Wickersham's house in Fairbanks.] Blurred view

11-57. Jack McCord and I had just returned from a trip up the Tolovana River. A chief of the Tolovana tribe and one of his friends welcomed us on our return...[Wickersham and two native men standing on street].

11-58. Celebrating 4th July at Fairbanks, Alaska...Dedication of the first Court House in the great Tanana Valley...[panoramic view over a large crowd in front of court house flying two American flags]. L.E. Robertson

11-59. [Newspaper clipping sketch of a large modern building.]

11-60. Dedication of the first Court House at Fairbanks, Alaska, July 4th, 1904; Judge Wickersham delivering the 4th of July address [bird's eye view over large crowd, mostly men].

11-61. Celebrating 4th July at Fairbanks, Alaska, 1904 [horse-drawn "float" carrying children holding American flags, next to building]. L.E. Robertson


11-63. [Flatbed truck and automobile in deciduous forest; three men and a woman, right].

11-64. Locating Corner Stone (sic), [Agricultural College & School of Mines], Fairbanks Hill [similar to 11-63].

11-65. Laying Corner Stone (sic), A.C. & S. of Mines, July 4, 1915 [close view of crowd, including Mrs. Wickersham, center].

11-66. [Rear view of crowd at ceremony.]


11-68. [Men wearing hats and suits around cornerstone.]

11-69. Laying of cornerstone of the Agricultural College and School of Mines, July 4, 1915 [view over crowd to Wickersham and row of seated women on stage].

11-70. Laying of cornerstone of the Alaska Agricultural College and School of Mines, July 4, 1915 [officials and crowd around cornerstone].

11-71. Fourth of July, Fairbanks, Alaska, 1913 [panoramic view of crowd and footrace finish on street; grandstand, left and finish line, right, center].

11-72. [Three rows of men, including James Wickersham, Thomas Riggs, Jr. and Athapascan Indian chiefs, identified on photo.]

11-73. [Same as PCA 277-11-45.]
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11-74. Heavy-weights, Fairbanks, Alaska, Spring 1916: Tom Lloyd, Dave Petree, Pat Meehan, Tom Raud(?), and *Eva* Smith [studio portrait of five men].

11-75. [Man plowing and woman watering garden.]

11-76. [Close view of baby girl in white dress sitting in chair.]

11-77. [Baby boy in hat seated on ground with bowl.]

11-78. [Man and woman standing chest-high in grain field.]

11-79. [Man in hat standing in field of flowers.]

11-80. Fairbanks: Jim Russell and his fine Alaskan family, 1912 [portrait of couple with 11 children and two newspaper clippings concerning Mr. Russell's trip Outside in 1938].

11-81. Officers of Fairbanks Aerie No. 1037 F.O.E., 1908, Fairbanks, Alaska [group portrait of 17 men, five with fringed collars].

11-82. [Several automobiles loaded with people on a forest road.] Blurred view

11-83. [Similar view.]

11-84. [Four men standing with a moose on a leash.]

11-85. [View across icy water to church and three-story building.]

11-86. [Similar view over free-flowing water.]

11-87. [Fairbanks street scene; church and three-story building in background.]

11-88. [Fairbanks street scene; view of church from farther down the street.]

11-89. Telephone line into Fairbanks from Birch Hill, looking south [overall view across flat lands].

11-90. [Large group of children standing in front of two-story building; winter scene.]

11-91. [Man standing at edge of field near haystack.]

11-92. [Wickersham and group of men wearing hats, identified on photo, posed against wall with two baskets of vegetables.] F.H. Nowell (no. B-6?)

11-93. [Similar view; men without hats.]

11-94. Ben Downing and his dog team. Carrying mail on the Yukon River, 1900 [winter scene].

11-95. [Buildings and vegetable garden behind fence.]

11-96. [Bird's eye view of a town.]

11-97. [Winter view of mountain with two layers of dark rock.]

11-98. P.R. McGuire's Coalfields on the Nenana River, Alaska [winter view of rocky mountain with dark layer midway].
11-99. Smith Bros. plant, Eva Creek. My Eva Creek Claim: James Wickersham [tram bucket emptying onto one of two hills of dirt].

11-100. Golden City, Pedro Creek...mines are directly below gardens. Pedro was first creek upon which gold in economic quantities was discovered in the Tanana Country [panoramic view of large vegetable gardens with log cabins and tents].

11-101. P.R. McGuire's Coal fields on the Nenana River, Alaska [winter view of rocky cliffs with dark layers].


11-103. [Interior view; large produce display.]

11-104. 6th Annual Agricultural Fair, Fairbanks, Alaska [panoramic view of long produce display with log cabin, center, and "The Homestake" mine, right].

11-105. Sunny Side truck farm. C.B. Sweeney [Fairbanks area(?); view of mown hay field]. Hyland Photo

11-106. U.S. Exp. Farm, Fairbanks, Alaska, 1913 [girl, right, standing in hay field with haystacks; 2 buildings, background]. Robertson Photo

11-107. Erickson's farm, Fairbanks, Alaska [panoramic view; three men standing, center, below three log cabins]. Johnson

11-108. Wm.(?) Young's Ranch, Fairbanks, Alaska [view across grain field; four men standing in field, left].


11-111. [Rows of leafy vegetables; buildings, background.]


11-113. [Rows of vegetables next to grain field; forest, background.] Johnson

11-114. Wm. Young's Ranch, Fairbanks, Alaska [mown field with haystacks]. Johnson

11-115. [Vegetable display with sign, John Scharle.]

11-116. [Large produce display table for various gardens with American flag hanging, left and pennants above.]

11-117. Four Leaf Clover Garden, T.A. Watson...Tanana Valley Fair [close view of produce display].

11-118. [Display of potatoes, grains, etc. at fair.]

11-119. [Field of cotton(?)] near forest. Johnson. Blurred view

11-120. Buckwheat Farm [ten people standing in grain field; forest, background]. Johnson

11-121. [Arctic Greenhouse, Charles Blaser, Prop. produce display.]

11-122. [Produce display with flowers in vases, top.]

11-123. Hinckley's Ranch, Fairbanks, Alaska [mown field with haystacks].
11-124. Govt. Farm, 1914 [three men and a woman standing chest deep in grain field; forest, background. Panoramic view]. Johnson

11-125. [Fairbanks Garden produce display, crescent pattern; pennants above.]


11-128. Self Binder in Oats, U.S. Exp. Farm, Fairbanks, Alaska, 1913 [3 horse team and farm equipment in field with bundles of grain]. Robertson

11-129. Hinckley's dairy cows [distant view of cows and buildings]. Johnson

11-130. [Hay stacks and unmown field near forest.] Johnson

11-131. Vegetables, Tanana Valley, Alaska [interior of greenhouse with squash, foreground, one engraved with Caro Hot Springs]. F.H. Nowell


11-133. Fairbanks, Fall 1903 [snow covered compound of buildings]. Dr. Hall photo

11-134. Manley Hot Springs Hotel and Natatorium, Tanana District, Alaska [two large buildings and bridge; five cows and dog, foreground]. F.H. Nowell (no. 6125)

11-135. [Group of people lined up behind fence in front of church; vegetable garden, foreground]. F.H. Nowell (no. 6233)

11-136. [Large cabbages and other produce for sale.]

11-137. [House with curving fence, foreground.]

11-138. Moose crossing stream.]

11-139. Pete Buckholtz, Bill McPhee, Me and the Moose [Wickersham with two men and pet moose.]

11-140. Fairbanks, Alaska [bird's eye view].

11-141. [Street corner; Washington-Alaska Bank.]

11-142. [Street corner; buildings.]


11-144. 62 below Zero! [thermometer hung on corner of log cabin].

11-145. [Panoramic view of river bend and docks, with Tub Baths, center.]

11-146. [Panoramic view over town; river, left.]

11-147. [Panoramic view over town.]

11-148. [Panoramic view over town; river, right.]
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11-149. Chatanika, Alaska, July 4, 1910 [crowd in street and on platforms, right]. Wolfe Foto (no. 352)

11-150. Frank Dinsmore - one time a partner of Bill McPhee at Dawson. He was an early prospector on the Tanana and the Kuskokwim rivers...[portrait with typed obituary from YUKON PRESS, Feb. 28, 1899].

11-151. [Same as PCA 277-11-128.]

11-152. 20 acres of Cordwood, Fairbanks, Alaska.

11-153. Tanana Development Co., Largest mill in Alaska...Fairbanks. Dobbs

11-154. Harwig & Schumacher log team on the Tanana River, Fairbanks, Alaska. "3000 ft. on load" [three men with logs on sled drawn by two horses; on frozen river]. Dobbs

11-155. The 4th July grandstand, Fairbanks, Alaska [panoramic view].

11-156. [Five women and fifteen men, including Wickersham (fourth from left), posed under flume.]

11-157. McGillivray & Ingstrom, Engineer Creek [eighteen men posed on and near mining equipment]. Wolfe Foto (no. 249)

11-158. Benson Bros. & Parker, Engineer Creek [group of men posed in front of wood building]. Wolfe Foto (no. 130)


11-161. No. 4 Below Discovery, Cleary Creek, 1910 [large reinforced hill of dirt under tram line, with two men near top; winter scene, log cabin, right]. Wolfe Photo (no. 69)

11-162. Gold Run [eight men and two horses at mining operation behind flume]. Larss & Duclos Pho. (no. 12)

11-163. Willett Hammer & Voight. 5 Above Discovery, Cleary Ck. 1910 [three men, a woman and two girls in front of cabin at mining operation; winter scene]. Wolfe Photo (no. 54)

11-164. Watson & Co., 13B Cleary Ck. [tram bucket emptying into chute leading to flume]. Johnson

11-165. 11 Below Cleary Creek [four men and two horses on rocks by sluice, center]. Wolfe Foto (no. 395)

11-166. A. Torgersons 15. Gold Stream [two men standing by sluice as tram bucket empties into top; man near log building, right]. Wolfe Foto (no. 318)

11-167. Mining on Fairbanks Creek, Alaska [pile of dirt under tram, right; man turning windlass, left]. Dobbs. Blurred view


11-169. [Four men working sluice box at side of river.]

11-170. "Rubbering" Down a Mining Shaft [view up from within shaft; four men looking down from top].

11-171. Staples & Co. 1 Below Discovery, Gold Stream [two men standing beneath tram and pile of dirt surrounded by log fence]. Wolfe Photo (no. 39)
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11-172. A. Torgerson's. 15 Gold Stream [11 men sitting/standing at a ditch near mining operation and small cabin]. Wolfe Photo (no. 313)

11-173. [Two bearded men with hand tools in front of unfinished cabin; trumpet hanging by window.]

11-174. Whipsawing lumber on Bear Pup, Ruby Dist., Alaska, 1912 [two men at log platform]. Clemons Photos

11-175. McDaniels 11B, Cleary Ck. [eight men at pile of dirt next to sluice]. Johnson

11-176. Hendrickson & Johnson. 10 Below Cleary Creek...[eight men with hand tools and horse around sluice]. Wolfe Foto (no. 189)

11-177. No. 6 Above Fairbanks Creek. 1905 [six men at creek's edge in front of sluice and log structure covered with dirt]. Dobbs

11-178. No. 1 A Discovery Fairbanks Creek, Alaska [hills of dirt around tent building with smokestack; two children with sled, foreground]. Dobbs

11-179. No. 6 Above Fairbanks Creek. 1905 [14 men working hill of dirt into sluice, foreground]. Dobbs

11-180. No. 4 Above Fairbanks Creek [one man standing in and two men next to sluice; log structure with windlass, right]. Dobbs

11-181. Malone & Kelly Bros., 16 Gold Stream [five men in front of building with tall smokestack and machinery in mining operation]. Wolfe Foto (no. 120)

11-182. [Three men next to large winch under canvas-covered framework.] Wolfe Foto (no. 315)

11-183. Union Mining Co., 17 Gold Stream [group of men and one woman gathered under tram tower on empty sluice]. Wolfe Foto (no. 125)

11-184. Wood Hauling on Cleary Creek [man leaning against one of four horses harnessed to loaded sledge in snow; woodlot behind]. Wolfe Photo (no. 83)

11-185. No. 4 Below Fairbanks Creek, Alaska, 1905 [five men with dogs posed on hill of dirt around sluice, center]. Dobbs

11-186. No. 6 Above Fairbanks Creek [eight men around hill of dirt and sluice]. Dobbs

11-187. Teeland & Co. 4 Below Discovery Gold Stream...[woman with shovel and two children, foreground; two men and harnessed horse, background]. Wolfe Photo (no. 133)
PCA 277: Wickersham State Historic Site Collection of Alaska Photographs, 1882-1930s

12-1. Cariboo (sic) at Cold Storage shot near Dawson [two men with game on horse-drawn wagon]. (no. 98R)

12-2. Iditarod River, Alaska [scenic view]. Lomen

12-3. Iditarod River, Alaska [two small barges at riverbank]. Lomen

12-4. On the Iditarod [men loading wood onto the riverboat RELIANCE, with passengers watching from top decks]. Lomen

12-5. Iditarod River [forested riverbank with reflection]. Lomen

12-6. Red Wing, Alaska - Aug. 8, 1911 [group standing in trees in front of tent cabins, including King Salmon Hotel]. Huey Foto

12-7. Dikeman, Alaska [street scene; rough road with log buildings and boardwalk]. Lomen

12-8. Farm and church, Holy Cross, Alaska [beyond vegetable garden]. Huey Foto

12-9. [Half Way Road House on riverbank; people on bank and in boats in front.] Lomen

12-10. [Low boat with sail carrying horse across river.]

12-11. On the Yukon [steamer MONARCH pushing two covered barges]. Lomen

12-12. Iditarod River, Alaska [view down river with smoke rising on distant ridge]. Lomen


12-16. First Ave. Iditarod, Alaska, July 1911 [nine men on boardwalk at street corner, left]. Lomen

12-17. First Ave., Iditirod, Alaska, July 1911 [view down row of businesses; woodpile, right]. Lomen

12-18. First Ave., Iditarod, Alaska [row of businesses at side of street; people on boardwalk]. Lomen


12-20. A winter camp in Alaska [native man in parka carrying metal box in front of tent]. Dobbs


12-22. From Red. Up First Ave. The Iditarod Fire, April 4, 1911 [view across smoky street to buildings; men watching, foreground].

12-23. [Two men working in underground excavation with wheelbarrow, etc.] Huey Foto

12-24. McDonald and McKinnon - Flat Creek, Alaska [scaffolding and flume at mining operation]. Lomen

12-25. Hydraulic sluicing on Flat Creek, Alaska [man watching bucket dumping dirt into bin]. Lomen Bros.

12-26. [Overall view of hydraulic mining operation and dredge on flat land.]

12-27. Mining on Flat Creek, Alaska [view of mining operation]. Lomen Bros.
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12-29. Friend and James Open Cut on Flat Creek [row of tents and cabins at base of hill alongside mining excavation, foreground]. Huey Foto


12-31. Carroll and Thorn, Flat Creek, Alaska [overview of mining operation; flume, center, angling into distance]. Lomen

12-32. McKay and Hotts - Alymer Fraction - Flat Creek, Alaska [flume and shed behind long excavation; men in pit, left, below bucket and dragline]. Lomen

12-33. First Ave., Flat City, Alaska [Peck Trading Co., left and row of businesses on muddy street]. Lomen

12-34. Flat City, Alaska, Aug. 1, 1911 [street scene; businesses on either side and canvas covered freight, left]. Lomen

12-35. Flat City, Alaska [street scene; people standing in front of businesses on boardwalks on both sides]. Lomen

12-36. Gold Ave., Flat City, Alaska [street scene; four men on boardwalk, left and woman with horse pulling sled, center]. Lomen

12-37. [Same as PCA 277-4-149.]

12-38. Flat City, Alaska - Aug. 1, 1911 [street scene, opposite direction of PCA 277-12-34].

12-39. Stampeders - Off for Ruby [small group of men, women and furniture in flat boat on river; mining operation in background]. Lomen

12-40. Riverfront at Iditarod, Alaska?, Aug. 1911 [bird's eye view over river and boats]. Clemons

12-41. Bittel, Ellis, Liston and Klepser. Otter Creek, Alaska [overall view of large mining excavation]. Lomen


12-43. Hensley, Humo and Peterson. Otter Creek, Alaska [men digging in ditch, foreground; tram and flume, background]. Lomen

12-44. Mining on Otter Creek, Alaska [overview of mining operation; flume in foreground]. Lomen

12-45. Discovery City, Otter Creek, Alaska [narrow street scene with log buildings; two women standing on boardwalk, right foreground]. Lomen

12-46. Discovery City, Otter Creek, Alaska [view down narrow street lined with log buildings; four men on boardwalk, right]. Lomen

12-47. [Manley] Hot Springs, Alaska [view across stream to large buildings; two men near bridge, right]. Huey Foto


12-48b. [Clouds over buildings on riverbank.] Dark view

12-49. [Three reindeer harnessed to small sleds; one man stands at front and a man is sitting on one of the sleds.]
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12-50. [Full length view of five native children in western clothing, standing against wooden wall.] c. 1905. B.B. Dobbs (no. 301)


12-52. Muchler Bros., Freighters, Iditarod, Alaska [five men with large horse team hauling a metal tank]. Huey Foto

12-53. Glen Association, Flat Cr., Alaska, 1911 [two men in mosquito-net hats working rocker].

12-54. [Same as PCA 277-11-173.]

12-55. [Two cabins nearly buried in snowdrifts; dogsled frame, center.] Dobbs


12-57. [Paddlewheel boat ROUGH RIDER pushing low boat on a wide river.] Dobbs

12-58. [Clouds over forest and river.] Dark view


12-60. [Scenic view similar to PCA 277-12-58.]

12-61. Elizabeth Filz' cabin - Council. LADY SOURDOUGH book written here [winter scene; canvas-roofed log cabin with small log outbuilding, left].

12-62. Eskimo Fish Caches at the Mouth of Neukluk (sic) River, Alaska [three log caches on stilts with rows of fish hanging underneath]. Lomen Bros., Nome


12-64. Pack Train. Leaving Idiatord for Ruby City, City (sic), Alaska. Aug. 29, 1911 [men with loaded horses and mules near buildings]. Lomen

12-65. Yukon River [DELTA OF ST. MICHAEL, riverboat, rear view]. Dobbs

12-66. [Close view of dog sitting in high grass.]

12-67. Alaska cotton [view across field; water in background]. Dobbs (no. 185)

12-68. [Dog team and man standing behind empty sled, left.] Dobbs

12-69. [Two dog teams and sleds on snowfield; forested hill in background.]

12-70. On the trail [three men with two dog teams and loaded sleds]. Lomen Bros. Blurred view

12-71. [Dog team and man, right, standing behind empty sled.] c. 1909. Dobbs. Retouched

12-72. [Man, right, standing behind dog team and empty sled.] Dobbs

12-73. [Man standing on snowshoes near birch tree.]

12-74. Along the U.S. Mail Route near Unalakleet, Alaska [winter view of open forest and mountains].
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12-75. [View along path dug in snowdrift to building.]

12-76. [Man with fur hat and snowshoes standing near forest.]
13-1. [Interior of Whale House of Chief Klart-Reech, Klukean; man in ceremonial dress standing before rainwall screen with boy in hole, behind; Chilkat blanket, bentwood boxes, furs, etc. in foreground]. [Winter & Pond]

13-2. "Skak-ish-tin," Native, over 100 years old, Wrangell, Alaska [head and shoulders view of woman with long, graying hear and lip labret]. Worden Retouched

13-3. Three brothers, old head-man of the Kak-von-tongs of the Chilkat Tribe. Ka-sh-ak, the Monkey-Man; Skan-doo, notorious old medicine-man; Ind-a-yanek (Swatka) (sic) the famous Indian guide...[in traditional dress]. [Case & Draper (no. 11-N)]

13-4. At Old Tuxekan native village, Alaska [view across water to the boat SEWARD, offshore from village]. W.H. Case (no. 163-N)


13-6. Yakutat [3/4 length view of native man wearing beaded sash and bib; feathers on his head and in his nose].

13-7. [Two native men in coats decorated with beaded strips and fringe; close 3/4 length view.]

13-8. Yakutat Feast [group of native men and boy in ceremonial dress, standing in front of building; close full length view].

13-9. Yakutat [young native boy in ceremonial dress, standing in snow near building; 3/4 length]. Faded view

13-10. [Native man in button blanket and wearing painted wood hat with ermine pelt; head to waist view.]

13-11. Yakutat [close view of three native men sitting on ground; man in center wears feather through his nose].

13-12. Yakutat Feast [close view of group of natives in ceremonial dress standing in front of building].

13-13. [Close view of native women and children sitting on ground; woman, left center, wears button blanket.]


13-15. Native village, Sitkoh Bay, Alaska [view across calm water to forest and houses on stilts along beach; boats pulled up in front]. W.H. Case (no. 158-?)
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13-18. Ind-a-yanek (Swatka) (sic). The best known native guide in Alaska, c. 1907 [man in parka and one glove, holding staff and snowshoes; full length studio portrait]. Case & Draper, Skagway [no. 63-N]

13-19. Native basket weaver [woman in button blanket seated on floor weaving; unfinished basket on chest to her right]. Case & Draper (no. 783)

13-20. The Snow-shoe girl (Sla-gun), c. 1906 [studio portrait; young woman with ring in nose seated in fringed dress and bear claw necklace, and holding snowshoes]. Case & Draper

13-21. Old Chief Kow-dik-ney, c. 1906 [man in Chilkat blanket and potlatch hat, seated beside carvings and another blanket; studio portrait]. Case & Draper [no. 59-N]

13-22. Kaw-claa, a Thlinget maiden from Chilkat, c. 1906 [bare-breasted woman with beaded necklaces and draped in furs; studio portrait]. Case & Draper

13-23. Dou-Ja. Hoonah woman in potlatch dancing costume, c. 1907 [head to waist view of woman in beaded bib and Chilkat blanket, with feathered cap]. Case & Draper [no. 122N]


13-25. Ka-sh-ak (The Monkey Man), a Chilkat. One of three noted brothers known as John, Skan-doo & Swatka (sic), c. 1907 [man, seated facing right, in Chilkat blanket and bird headdress, holding rattle?]. Case & Draper [no. 57-N]

13-26. Native witch doctor (shaman) healing a sick woman, c. 1906 [man holding a bone over woman lying under furs; Chilkat blanket, left, and small totem poles, right]. Case & Draper. Retouched

13-27. Chief Cow-Dik-Ney in potlatch dancing costume, c. 1906 [head and shoulders view of man with horn headdress and bear claw collar and wearing ring in nose]. Case & Draper

13-28. Type of Chilkat beauty, c. 1906 [bare breasted woman with long hair wearing bead necklaces and ring in nose; head to waist studio portrait, facing slightly left]. Case & Draper [no. 26-N]

13-29. Tootch-wu-wu. Lucy, native girl from Hoonah, c. 1907 [head to waist portrait of woman with shoulder-length hair, wrapped in furs; facing slightly right]. Case & Draper

13-30. Jaorge-sha-wut, c. 1906 [head and shoulders view of long haired woman with hands clasped behind head; studio portrait, facing slightly right]. Case & Draper

13-31. Thlinget woman from Hoonah, c. 1906 [studio portrait of bare breasted woman wearing bead necklaces; left hand held to cheek, and facing slightly right]. Case & Draper

13-32. Reverie of a Stickene (sic) maiden, c. 1906 [woman with hands clasped behind head and looking down; bare breasted under bead necklaces and furs]. Case & Draper

13-33. Sha-e-dah-kla. Type of Stickene (sic) clutch, c. 1906 [head to waist view of bare breasted woman turned toward right, in beaded necklaces and furs]. Case & Draper

13-34. Native sha-man and head man of the Frog Clan, c. 1906 [studio portrait of man seated in ceremonial dress; Chilkat blanket, left and small totems on each side]. Case & Draper

13-35. Porcupine Mary, c. 1907 [head to waist portrait of woman draped in Chilkat blanket, turned slightly to her left]. Case & Draper [no. 78-N]

13-36. Chief Cow-dik-ney in full potlatch dancing costume, c. 1906 [head to waist view of man looking slightly to left; decorated paddle on right shoulder]. Case & Draper
PCA 277: Wickersham State Historic Site Collection of Alaska Photographs, 1882-1930s

13-37. Good type of a Thlinget girl, c. 1906 [full face studio portrait; bare breasted woman in necklace and fur, holding carved figurine]. Case & Draper. Retouched

13-38. Native grave, Killisnoo [close view of wood grave marker with cross and verse]. Case & Draper [no. 41-N]


13-40. Yakutat potlatch dancers [full length view of three natives in ceremonial dress near buildings; person on left holds rifle, woman on right holds rifle-like object]. Case & Draper [no. 48-N]. Retouched

13-41. Chilkats in dancing customs (sic) at Sitka potlatch, c. Dec. 23, 1904 [group of natives, most in ceremonial dress, standing on steps and in front of building with totem panel over door; boat, foreground]. Case & Draper

13-42. Thlinget natives in potlatch dancing customs (sic), c. 1906 [head to waist view of man and a woman standing behind painted wood crescent; studio portrait]. Case & Draper [no. 32-N]

13-43. Native curios [arrangement of carved and painted paddles, masks, figures, boxes, etc. with baskets and beadwork; Chilkat blanket, center]. Case & Draper (no. 808)

13-44. Thlinget baskets [3-tiered arrangement on fur; beaded panel, center]. Case & Draper (no. 807)

13-45. Thlinget grave totem [close view of carvings: large eagle head, crouching figure and totemic design panel in snow; totem poles and buildings in background]. Case & Draper


13-47. Indian village, Howkan, Alaska [boats on beach, left, and totem poles in front of row of buildings; four boys near eagle figure and totem pole, right foreground]. Winter & Pond (no. 452)

13-48. [Chilkat blanket; central bear? figure with three claws on each paw.]

13-49. Group of Kake Indians, Alaska [a couple with five children seated around a log in beach grass]. Winter & Pond (no. 253)

13-50. Native women, Juneau, Alaska [four women in scarves and blankets seated behind carved spoons and basketry, etc.; studio portrait]. Winter & Pond (no. 226)

13-51. [Chilkat chiefs in dancing costume, Alaska, 1895; Chiefs Coudahwot and Yehlh-gouhu of Con-nuh-ta-di at Klukwan, standing next to building]. [Winter & Pond (no. 181)]
PCA 277: Wickersham State Historic Site Collection of Alaska Photographs, 1882-1930s  ASL


14-2. Looking north from Valdez fire bell tower, Aug. ’08 [bird’s eye view over houses and yards; three cows in field by stream, foreground]. P.S. Hunt (no. G1960)

14-3. Looking north east, from Valdez fire bell tower, Aug. 1908 [bird’s eye view over houses and wide street, right; glacier partly visible in background]. P.S. Hunt (no. G1961)


14-6. A bit of the Keystone Canyon drive via Valdez Transfer Co. [view down narrow dirt road through trees and brush]. H.W. Steward


14-9. [Row of houses with fences and boardwalk from across street corner.] P.S. Hunt (no. G2938)


14-14. [Interior of dining room with patterned rug and ceiling, china closet, left, row of plates on far wall above sideboard; table in center of room]. P.S. Hunt (no. 2063?)

14-15. [Interior view looking through doorways of three adjoining rooms; wood stove and piano, foreground; fringed swag above doorway]. P.S. Hunt (no. G2060)

14-16. Episcopal rectory [interior of two adjoining rooms divided by drawn curtain; desk, chess game and wood stove, foreground]. P.S. Hunt (no. G2109)

14-17. Valdez. Fire Department, July 4, ’08. The 10th year of the city’s existence [row of horse drawn fire wagons and groups of firemen lined up on street; church, left]. P.S. Hunt (no. G1896)


14-19. [View of log buildings, sheds and pens; flock of chickens, left.] P.S. Hunt (no. G1924)

14-20. Grand stand, Valdez B.B. Grounds

14-21. [Same as PCA 277-7-81.]
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14-23. [Same as PCA 277-7-83.]


14-28. Valdez Transportation Co.'s. packtrain preparing to leav for the trail, July 8?, '05 [men and loaded horses in front of barn; wagon bed, left]. P.S. Hunt

14-29. Chas. Kraemer, Sam Taylor and Geo. Davison arriving in Valdez with $60,000.00 is gold dust, Sept. 2, '05 [group of men and horses in front of the Bank of Valdez, left]. P.S. Hunt (no. G442?)


14-32. [Same as PCA 277-]

14-33. Alaska Water Light & Telephone Co.'s. flume. Soloman Gulch, Valdez Bay [view over rushing stream to rocky, brushy hillside and flume; log footbridge, foreground]. P.S. Hunt (no. G2303)

14-34. A section of government wagon road along Dutch Flats, from head of Keystone Canyon [rocky road cut into base of steep, brushy hillside; shallow river, right]. P.S. Hunt (no. G2051)

14-35. [Same as PCA 277-7-72.]

14-36. Mrs. Davis' Garden, Valdez, Alaska [view of vegetable garden around neat house; woman sitting in doorway; bottles line beds]. P.S. Hunt (no. G1962)


14-39. Gathering vegetables for our dinner at Camp Comfort Road House, 12 miles from Valdez, Sept. 5, '05 [four women and two men holding different vegetables, in garden]. P.S. Hunt (no. G46?)

14-40. A bit of the Keystone Canyon via Valdez Transfer Co. [view down bit of road toward water and mountain framed by the hillsides]. H.W. Steward

14-41. Keystone Canyon Trail - via Valdez Transportation Co. [view of automobile sitting on road below Worthington Glacier].
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14-43. Tonsina River - Richardson Hwy. Made for Valdez Transp. Co. by E.L. Fisher [view down dirt road at base of steep forested hill; river, left, and large mountains in distance]. Fisher Studio, Ketchikan

14-44. Richardson Hwy. near Valdez. Made for Valdez Transp. Co. by E.L. Fisher [view of mountain beyond trees and brush; auto partly visible on curve in road, center]. Fisher Studio, Ketchikan


14-46. [Same as PCA 277-]

14-47. Lowe River on "The Keystone Canyon Trail" via Valdez Transportation Co. [scenic overview of wide forested river valley and mountains]. H.W. Steward


14-51. Judge R.A. Gunnison driving the first (a copper) spike in laying the first rails of the Valdez-Yukon Ry., Aug. 16, '06 [large crowd packed onto railroad tracks built over water; two men in center hold mallets]. P.S. Hunt (no. G947?)


14-54. [View across to steep rocky mountainside with mining building and rock dump next to stream at bottom; "Vesuvius" is marked at top and location of tunnel diagrammed on photo]. P.S. Hunt (no. G1680) Retouched

14-55. [View of rocky mountainside with various mine? and tunnel locations marked.]

14-56. Camp at mine [view across steep hillside to mountains and lake?; scattered log cabins in forest, left].

14-57. The prospector [man and dog, both wearing packs, on brushy trail; full length view, facing right; man has pipe in mouth]. Alaska Shop
15-1. [Five Eskimo women with babies on backs and in summer parkas, standing next to building; full length view.] Blurred

15-2. [Similar to previous photo but sharper.]

15-3. U.S. Eskimo School [two Eskimo boys in fur parkas seated with open books and small globe, looking at teacher partly visible at left].

15-4. [Close view of three rows of seated Eskimo children.]

15-5. [Five young Eskimo girls with parka hoods up, sitting on beach; close view.]

15-6. Eskimo Grave [two raised log and pole structures].

15-7. Tomcod Cache [bunches of small fish hanging on wood rack]. Faded view

15-8. Ancient Pit [view of lichen-covered rocks].

15-9. [Two Eskimos, left, behind graves covered with snow.]

15-9a. [Dome-shaped hide shelter.]

15-9b. Shooting Ptarmigan [side view of native man in reversed fur parka, crouching with partly drawn bow].

15-10. Eskimo Dance [two Eskimo boys in furs standing with an arm raised; four children sitting on bench, right].

15-11. In the Kozaa [six Eskimo children in parkas sitting on high ledge in room; one boy standing at right].

15-12. Trained Deer [partial side view of caribou on leash, standing in snow].


15-14. Wales-Teller mail team [man sitting on empty sled, right, harnessed to caribou].

15-15. Deer and Fawns [small herd of caribou in snowy grass].

15-16. Sledge Deer [side view of caribou on leash, standing in snow].

15-17. Superstitious ceremony [group of Eskimos standing around a man crouching with a pole in the snow].

15-18. Whalebone [part of jaw with baleen].

15-19. Whale Jaw [baleen in foreground; man and skin boat behind]. Faded view

15-20. Whale in sections [natives standing around behind parts of whale]. Cropped

15-21. Cutting the whale [four men around carcass (man at left is lying on top); two men in skin boat, background].

15-22. Standing in the Whale [two men waist-deep in whale carcass].

15-23. Hauling in the Whale [group of natives pulling on rope on icy shore].

15-24. Whale hunting [approximately ten Eskimos paddling away in skin boat; ice in background].

15-25. Launching skin boat [view down length of boat on the ice with Eskimos standing around].
15-26. [3/4 length view of Eskimo woman in summer parka holding bowl and with baby peeking over her right shoulder.]

15-27. Enuhgunia(?) [full length view of Eskimo woman with baby over left shoulder].

15-28. [Two Eskimo boys (one on right wearing oversized coat), standing on a plank on the beach.]

15-29. U.S. Gov't. School [six young Eskimos sitting at desks in classroom, reading; American flag, right. May 6th, 1903?].

15-30. Great Seal [Eskimo holding lines attached to dead seal]. Faded view

15-31. Walrus skin [Eskimo woman seated in front of sled frame, working on walrus skin].

15-32. Eskimo Nurse [young woman standing on beach with baby on back; full length view, turned slightly left].

15-33. [Eskimo woman holding two sticks, standing in snow with baby over left shoulder.]

15-34. Norwadlook, Norah. Cousins [two Eskimo girls in spotted fur parkas; full length view in snow. Girl on left has baby over right shoulder].

15-35. School children [group of young Eskimo children standing against a building; full length view].

15-36. [Close full length view of Eskimo child in fur parka and hood.] Faded

15-37. Steam Whaler [view of ship with sails, behind ice].

15-38. Fawns [two adult and three young caribou on snow].

15-39. Sleeping Fawn [two-tone caribou calf curled up on grass].

15-40. Omiak [five men in skin boat on open water; distant view].

15-41. [Same as PCA 277-15-35.] Faded view

15-42. Herder and family [Eskimo man, right, holding baby; Eskimo woman, left; head to waist view].

15-43. [Rear view of person in cape kneeling at grassy bank.]

15-44. [Three Eskimo people building a snow wall.]

15-45. Happy family [smiling Eskimo boy sitting in doorway holding a cat; dog and four pups sitting to the right].

15-46. Norah [Eskimo girl with long braids in fur parka; full length view].

15-47. [Head to waist view looking up at Eskimo woman with long, unbraided hair and beads on top of head.]

15-48. [View of an Eskimo woman leaning on the shoulder of a seated Eskimo woman; interior view.]

15-49. [Photograph of 25¢ trade token for Willis & Welch, Chatanika, Alaska with view of native woman nursing two babies.]
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16-1. Capt. Cook's Voyages [photograph of engraving showing men in boat with rifles aimed at walrus herd.]
16-2. [View over wide beach and small community.]
16-3. [Smiling Eskimo child in fur hood sitting among rocks; head to waist view.]
16-4. [Looking up at five Eskimo children hiding behind rocks.]
16-5. [Distant view of three Eskimo children sitting among rocks.]
16-6. [Distant view of four Eskimo children hiding behind rocks.] Faded view
16-7. [Person in parka standing on burial platform; sled frame in snow underneath.]
16-8. [Burial platform with sled and kayak frames on top, and sled frame hanging underneath; winter view.]
16-9. Norah and her sister [view of two Eskimo women in spotted fur parkas; 3/4 length view].
16-10. Narwadlook [full length view of Eskimo woman with long braids in fur parka and with baby over right shoulder].
16-11. [Smiling Eskimo girl with summer dress and fur ruff, seated on a box.]
16-12. [Eskimo man, woman and three boys seated among furs.]
16-13. [Interior view; two Eskimo men and two children sitting on floor against a wall. Man, center, holds wood pole; boy next to him holds a mask over his face.]
16-14. [Two shirtless Eskimo men standing with arms raised; row of Eskimo drummers seated behind.]
16-15. [T-shaped racks of drying fish on gravel.] Blurred view
16-16. [Eskimo man in parka standing on snow with dead seal.]
16-17. [Frame of a skin boat near burial platforms; winter view.]
16-18. [Woman at wood rack with stretched animal hide and inflated intestines; inflated sealskin, left, on grass.]
16-19. [Three men on and two men next to skin boat propped(?) with poles on snow.]
16-20. [Three men in skin boat alongside men on ice.] Faded view
16-21. [Group of Eskimos, mostly women and children, in the snow near buildings.]
16-22. [Two Eskimos, one sitting on a loaded sled, with dog team in snow.]
16-23. [Three caribou calves lying near herd in snow.] Faded view
16-24. [Caribou standing sideways in front of a Caucasian woman in fur ruff and three other caribou.]
16-25. [Edge of a herd of caribou on grass; center animal is white.]
16-26. [Edge of a tightly packed caribou herd.]
16-27. [Eskimo woman in fur parka and hood standing with reindeer on a leash; 3/4 length view in snow.]
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16-28. [Group portrait of ten Eskimo adults and children in fur parkas lined up in snow with two reindeer.]
16-29. [Seven people in skin boat approaching edge of ice; side view.]  
16-30. [Distant view of six people in skin boat heading out over breakers.]  
16-31. [Three Eskimo men in front of sod shelter, holding large curved tusk.]  
16-32. [Group of people standing behind dog team and loaded sled in snow; house roof partly visible, background.]  
16-33. [Boat with triangular sail and five passengers silhouetted offshore.]  
16-34. [View of four skiffs lying on beach at low tide, below bluff.]  
16-35. [Side view of white sailing ship with three men in skin boat(? ) alongside, center.]  
16-36. [Group portrait of nine Eskimo adults and three children standing on beach; full length view.]  
16-37. [Two Eskimo adults and three children standing in front of a small log shed(?); the two men wear jackets.]  
16-38. [Eskimo couple with three boys on grassy hill; boy, right, holds a bow and arrow.]  
16-39. [Eskimo man in jacket standing between two Eskimo girls in the snow; full length view.]  
16-40. [Three young Eskimo men in fur parkas standing in the snow; full length view.]  
16-41. [Eskimo woman carrying baby, standing with four Eskimo children behind sled frame; buildings in background.]  
16-42. [Eskimo woman standing in snow with four children in parkas; full length view.]  
16-43. [Eskimo woman in fur parka with ruff, standing in snow behind small child.]  
16-44. [Four Eskimo girls standing in the snow with dog; full length view.]  
16-45. [Head and shoulders view of Eskimo woman with baby on her back.]  
16-46. [Group portrait of three Eskimo adults and three children; head to waist view.]  
16-47. [Four Eskimo and a Caucasian child standing in snow with a dog; full length view.]  
16-48. [Three Eskimo children with fur ruffs standing in the snow; full length view.]  
16-49. [Full length view of an Eskimo man standing in the snow.]  
16-50. [Full length view of an Eskimo man in parka and cap, standing in snow.]  
16-51. [Full length view of a man in tunic and fez, holding a pole; gun and holster at waist.]  
16-52. [Full length view of an Eskimo man standing in the snow.]  
16-53. [Full length view of an Eskimo couple in fur parkas; the woman holds a small baby in her arms.]  
16-54. [Full length view of young Eskimo man in fur parka.]  
16-55. [3/4 length view of an Eskimo boy and girl.]
16-56. [Eskimo woman with three small children, in western clothing, standing on grassy slope near ocean.]
16-57. [Two Eskimo girls sitting in the snow near a building; head to waist view.]
16-58. [Eskimo woman, two children and man holding a child, standing on grassy slope.]
16-59. [Group of Eskimo adults and many children, lined up on a snowy beach.]
16-60. [Seven Eskimo boys in parkas and jackets; head to waist view.]
16-61. [Full length view of Eskimo man in parka standing in the snow.]
16-62. [Eskimo man and woman holding child, standing in the snow.]
16-63. [Eskimo man holding cap; full length view.]
16-64. [Side view of Eskimo girl with child in knit cap on her back; head and shoulders view.]
16-65. [Two Eskimo girls in fur parkas in snow near building; head to waist view.]
16-66. [An Eskimo girl and boy standing in the snow.]
16-67. [Eskimo girl in dress and head scarf with child on her right shoulder.]
16-68. [Eskimo girl with looped braids and baby over right shoulder; head and chest view.]
16-69. [Eskimo woman holding a child in fur ruff; head and shoulders view.]
16-70. [Two Eskimo children in parkas standing with heads together; head to waist view.]
16-71. [Eskimo woman with braids, holding baby in knit cap; head and shoulders view.]
16-72. [Eskimo woman in fur parka and hood, standing in the snow; building in background.]
16-73. [Eskimo woman in fur parka and hood standing on the beach.]
16-74. [Eskimo girl wearing large bow in her hair, standing in the snow; full length view.]
16-75. [Eskimo girl in oversize dress and with bow in hair; full length view.]
16-76. [Eskimo girl in oversized checked dress with belt and baby on her back; full length view.]
16-77. [Eskimo woman sitting on small sled, ice fishing; small piles of fish on either side.]
16-78. [Woman ladling fish into a bag on the ice; sled, left.]
16-79. [Man wearing knit cap with pompom, standing with legs astride in grass; knife in sheath at his waist.]
16-80. [Interior view of five men sitting in small room, with raised cups.]
16-81. [Woman standing in background, outside Kotzebue Post Office.]
16-82. [Baby seal on rocky beach.]
16-83. [Baby seal at edge of water.]
17-1. Ed. Schiefflin [Schieffelin].  1882- [head and shoulders portrait; facing slightly right].

17-2. Steamer "NEW RACKET" at the wharf of St. Michael, two hours before its departure for the Yukon River [group of people standing on deck].

17-3. The white men of St. Michael and the Yukon River, 1885 [group portrait of thirteen men (identified beneath photo) around two cannons].

17-4. San Michael (sic) [overall view of curving beach with buildings at far point].

17-5. Wharf and rear of San Michael (sic). Indian Camping grounds [right], while they are waiting the arrival of Steamer "ST. PAUL," to assist unloading. June, 1884 [buildings and dock, background].

17-6. Rear view of San Michael (sic) [Fred Mercier, left, and Moses Lorenz, right, with camera and tripod on hill above tents on beach].

17-7. Upper Yukon Indians [left]. Esquimaux [row of men and two native children standing on beach in front of tents and berm].

17-8. The oldest Chammon [shaman], or Medicine Man, in Northern sound [native man in leather shirt and holding long pointed pole; full length view with background partly removed].

17-9. Nuchigak chief. Eskimo [three native men standing next to a tent; full length view].

17-10. Mission Indians. Eskimo? [full length view of two native men and a child leaning against a cannon; water in background].

17-11. Tananah Indian squaw returning from a hunt [woman with long hair wearing furs holding rifle and with hare hanging from belt; full length view, facing slightly right].

17-12. Keokuck Chammon (sic) or Medicine Man. "Red Shirt" - Koyukuk name (Russian?) Krashnearabasca [native man in decorated and fringed shirt sitting on cannon, facing slightly right; water in background].

17-13. Ivan, Chief of the Tananah Indians. - Cosna. A great Indian Orator [in checked shirt and striped pants, beaded necklace and earrings(?); 3/4 length view with background removed].

17-14. Nuklakahyet Chief known as Sport; arm broken by a fall on the ice. John Minook's father-in-law [in western clothing, cradling left arm in sling; 3/4 length view, background removed].

17-15. The Black Showman of the Tananah...[shaman in western clothing; 3/4 length view with right leg crossed over left; background removed].

17-16. Sinate, Chief of Fort Yukon Indians. Mrs. Mayo's father [full length view of three native men in western clothing standing near tents and leafy pole structure].

17-17. Indians cutting firewood for steamer, two miles from Fort Yukon [in brushy area with branchless dead trees].


17-19. Charlie [center]. Chief of what is known as Charlie's Band; 1600 miles up the Yukon River [three native men in hats and western clothing; 3/4 length view, background partly removed].

17-20. Tananah Indians. Nabesnatanas - Kheeltat, his son, and Deshaddy [in western clothing with beaded accessories, standing at river's edge]. Retouched
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17-21. Rev. Dr. Sims preaching to the Indians at Fort Reliance, Aug. 18, 1883 [at center of small group of Indians near thatched log buildings].

17-22. First appearance of Winter - short days...[Nuklukayet; view across ice to NEW RACKET and S.S. YUKON on riverbank below buildings].

17-23. First appearance of Winter - short days...[St. James Mission or Nuklukayet. Similar to previous photo; three natives standing on the ice, right].


17-25. Ed. Schieffelin starting on a prospecting tour [Nuklukayet, winter view; three men with two dog sleds and teams below buildings].

17-26. Winter, Nuklakahyet [Nuklukayet; distant view of nine people standing with dogsled and dogs near beached NEW RACKET].

17-27. Winter, Nuklakahyet [Nuklukayet; two boats on beach by frozen river, background; two children standing near racks, center].

17-28. Winter fish trap on the Yukon [three men standing around rectangular fishing hole with logs jutting from the ice; conical net, center].

17-29. House constructed by the Schieffelin party at Nuklakayt [Nuklukayet], 950 miles above the mouth of the Yukon River [winter view; group standing outside log cabin and cache, with dog sled and teams].

17-30. Indian cemetery. Indians on snow shoes [three native women and four children standing in snowfield].

17-31. Steamer YUKON in a slough while the ice is passing down the river [with NEW RACKET; side view].

17-32. Spring. Steamers ST. MICHAEL, NEW RACKET, YUKON [l to r; boats at river's edge near tents and piles of logs].

17-33. Tananah Indians in Canoes, as seen from a distance, coming down to trade at Nuklakahyet [Nuklukayet] in the Spring.

17-34. Five minutes later [a line of canoes approaching bank; from same site].

17-35. Indians landed [same site; three Indians standing among logs and canoes pulled up on beach].

17-36. Steam launch built by Chas. O. Farciot, 1000 miles above the mouth of the Yukon [small boat with smoke stack at near bank of slough off the river, left; log cabins on opposite bank].

17-37. Nuklakahyet [Nuklukayet] trading station. [Fred Mercier's family and others, mostly native, on porch of log building].

17-38. Fort Yukon Indians [standing in a row on a low bank near tents].

17-39. Island of St. Paul [overall view of community on low hill above water, left].

17-40. In Winter quarters after a trip of 2500 miles in Bydarkee (sic), or Indian skin boat [man, right, standing in front of dog team harnessed to a sled carrying a 37-hole kayak].

17-41. Portage of 150 miles, from the Behring Sea across the mountains, to the Yukon River. Started from the Signal Service Office at San Michael (sic), Feb. 3...[two men, left, standing with loaded sled and dog team in snowy hills].

17-42. Traveling with Dogs, without Snow-shoes [two men standing hip-deep in snow next to loaded sled and dog team lying down; crouching man, background, below hill].
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17-43. Fifty degrees below zero. The only photo ever taken on a trip of this kind [two natives, left, standing next to dog team lying down and Caucasian man sitting on loaded sled; background partly removed].

17-44. Antwick Trading Station [Anvik, winter scene; two Caucasian men and native women and children in front of log cabins with harnessed dog team].

17-45. House almost buried in the snow, only the roof appearing; the home of four families. Looking down the Yukon from the village of Antwick [Anvik; three men and two children on snowfield].
Note: Photos 1 through 25 are stereopticon views.

18-1. "Midst polar snows the hunter goes, To beard Old Ursus in his den." c. 1902 [view inside ice cave with two figures and dog]. International Stereograph Co. (no. 10414) Retouched


18-3. Gold Miners at work in the Klondike country, Yukon District, Canada. c. 1901 [men near sluice; sign reads "T.J. Donoghue, Hunker 20 B"]. Underwood & Underwood (no. 72)

18-4. Bound for the Klondike Gold Fields, Chilkoot Pass, Alaska [line of men packing up steep snowfield; two men pulling sled between freight piles, foreground]. Keystone View Company (no. 9191)

18-5. Bound for the Klondike Gold Fields, Chilkoot Pass, Alaska, c. 1898 [similar to previous view, with horse in foreground]. Keystone View Company (no. 9191)


18-8. Our Party en route to the Klondike, Sheep Camp, Alaska, c. 1898 [man on horse leading pack train from building]. Keystone View Company (no. 9202)

18-9. Going up the Yukon River by Moonlight to Dawson City, Alaska, c. 1898 [boat pulling men and freight on two rafts]. Keystone View Company (no. 9357)

18-10. Gold Miners and Dog Team North of Arctic Circle, Alaska [three men standing with dog team and loaded sled in snowy camp]. Keystone View Company (no. 11530)

18-11. Big Ice on the Allenkaket River, Alaska, c. 1899 [man with hat lying on top of ice and looking down on man between ice blocks]. Keystone View Company (no. 11561)

18-12. Whalers Cruising in the Arctic - Dexterity Harbor and Baffin Land [two ships with tall masts in icy waters]. Keystone View Company (no. V27198 T)


18-15. Street Scene, Dawson City, Klondike [man sitting in wooden cart harnessed to two dogs, foreground, under banner of Pond & Co.]. col.

18-16. Looking up Lincoln Street, Sitka, Alaska [four men walking down street near blanketed figures sitting under trees, right]. (no. 253) col.

18-17. Our Alaskan Sisters Up in the Klondike Country. c. 1898 by T.W. Ingersoll [three Eskimo women in furs, one with child on her shoulders, standing in snow near forest]. (no. 258). col.
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18-24. "Last Discovery," Dominion Creek, the Klondike, Alaska [view over curving stream with boy sitting at bank, right; buildings, background]. (no. 1330). col.


18-26. Jane & Debbie, 1926 [wives of Darrell Wickersham and Judge Wickersham, respectively, standing in yard].

18-27. Debbie. 1926 [wife of Judge Wickersham standing in yard; Jane Wickersham, left background].


18-29. Debbie, 1926 [Mrs. Wickersham standing in front of house].

18-30. [Grace Wickersham in beaded dress; head to waist studio portrait, turned slightly right]. Harris & Ewing

18-31. [Russian blockhouse, partly hidden behind spruce tree.]

18-32. Scenic View of Russian Church, Unalaska [view across field and water]. (no. P1387)


18-34. Old Russian Church, Kenai, Alaska [wood building with turret].

18-35. [Eagle. Court house, 1912?] Hawkins Ng (?)

18-36. Harry Wickersham [brother of James Wickersham, in striped suit; head to waist studio portrait, facing slightly left].

18-37. [View into a gold pan partly filled with gold nuggets.]

18-38. Cordova Coal Party dumping foreign coal into the bay. Repetition of Boston Tea Party [similar to PCA 277-8-89].

18-39. [Solomon Derby (dog sled race) scoreboard, February 22, 1912.]


18-41. The One Mile Race. 4th of July, 1911, Iditarod, Alaska [crowd around decorated grandstand on street]. Clemons Photo

18-42. [Five men standing on PRINCE OF WALES (boat?) near log raft.]

Note: Photos 43-77 were taken by Wickersham on his Mt. McKinley expedition in 1903. The views lacked identification and quality of views is generally poor.

18-43. [James Wickersham in mosquito net hat standing on riverbank; full length view.]
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18-44. [Sternwheeler TANANA CHIEF OF ST. MICHAELS at edge of Tanana River.]
18-45. [Group posing in tent camp.]
18-46. [View of tent camp from across river.]
18-47. [Grave markers and fence in snow.]
18-48. [Native woman carrying girl, in front of low log cabin.]
18-49. [Log cabin in snow.]
18-50. [Man holding large curved tusk on snowy riverbank.]
18-51. [Fort Egbert; winter view of building with dog and cannons.]
18-52. [Eagle?; log cabin in snow.]
18-53. [Log church and cabin in snow.]
18-54. [Man, partly visible, propping portion of horned skull in snow by log cabin.]
18-55. [Small group of natives in front of low log cabin.]
18-56. [Two girls wearing furs standing in snow near log cabins.]
18-57 & 58. [Cow moose lying in grass.]
18-59 & 60 [View of broad river through trees]
18-61 through 65 [River views]
18-66 [Close view of McKinley Fork of the Kantishna River emerging from Hanna Glacier, Mt. McKinley.]
18-67 through 77. [Mountain views.]
JUNEAU

18-78. [Juneau; large group of men posed in front of the Franklin Hotel.] Winter Photo Co. (no. 100)

18-79. U.S.S. MANZANITA Officers at Juneau [seven men seated on deck of ship, including Capt. Carroll (fifth from left)]. Winter & Brown

18-80. Miners embarking for Skagway & the Yukon, 1887 [Juneau?; crowd of men on rocky beach around Indian canoes]. Winter & Brown (no. 110)

18-81. Pioneer Association, 1886. Pioneer Home(?) ... [group posed on porch. Men identified:] Silas Gibson, Jack Timmins (standing), Slim Jim Winn [or Charles Goldstein?; seated, center], Big Hart, Frank Berry, C.W. Young [seated, right], Frank Young [behind C.W.]. [Women identified, presumably from left to right]: unknown, Mrs. S.J.W. (Sally), Mrs. Frank Berry, Mrs. Frank Denisman, Mrs. Frank Bay, Mrs. C.W. Young. Partridge (no. 7440)

18-82. Geo. Wheelock (owner of Hotel), center, seated & dance hall squaws. Juneau, Alaska, 1888 [posed on dock; three men standing behind]. Winter Photo Company (no. 223)


18-84. Chief Kow-ee, with cane, and tribe, Juneau, 1887 [group on beach in front of shacks; bear skin in foreground]. Winter & Brown (no. 109)


18-86. Pocahontas of the North. The Slave's Lament [young Indian girl with dark face sitting on beach]. Winter & Brown (no. 111)


18-89. Juneau, Alaska, 1887 [view of downtown district from the hillside, looking west. Some buildings identified, including the Court House and some hotels]. Winter & Brown (no. 95)

18-90. Front St., Juneau, Alaska, 1889 [looking east from Seward Street]. Winter & Brown


18-92. [Group in front of the Juneau City Hotel.] Winter Photo Company (no. 140)


18-94. ANCON at Juneau - 2 O'clock A M [looking past rocky bank toward ship at dock]. Winter & Brown (no. 159)

SITKA

18-95. U.S.R.C. CORWIN. Sitka, Alaska. de Groff (no. 100)


18-97. P.C.S.S. Co's. Str. ANCON, Sitka, Alaska [side view], deGroff (no. 101)
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18-98. Str. IDAHO [at Sitka, side view]. Winter & Brown (no. 19)
18-99. Sitka, Alaska, 1887. Russian Castle on the hill [view across water]. Albertstone (no. 36A)
18-100. Greek Church, Sitka, 1887. Winter & Brown (no. 16)
18-101. [Main Street, Sitka,)looking towards St. Michael's Cathedral.] Albertstone (no. 42)

TAKU INLET
18-104. In Takou Inlet, Alaska [people on large iceberg, boat at right]. Winter & Brown (no. 229) Blurred view

WRANGLER
18-105. Totem Poles, Fort Wrangel. Winter & Brown (no. 44)
18-106. Wolf and Whale, Wrangel [totems near houses on beach]. Winter & Brown (no. 40)

"POTLATCH PICTURES, MUD BAY, 1892"
18-107. Potlach (sic) house from beach.
18-108. Potlach (sic) house from beach.
18-109. Potlach (sic) house from beach.
18-112. Across the canoes at Potlach [similar to 111].
18-113. Canoe on cross sticks repairing bottom.
18-114. Canoes at Potlach grounds.
18-115. Background of Potlach camp [canoes on beach].
18-117. "Water boat" at Potlach [canoes at potlatch house].
18-118. Down the beach in front of Potlach House [people and canoes on beach].
18-119. Indian Tents, Mud Bay: Chehalis Indians, 1892.
18-120. Indian Camp.
18-121. Departure [overall view of canoes on beach]. Blurred
18-122. Indian camp, Potlach.
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18-123. Potlach Camp.
18-124a. Indian camp, Potlach.
18-124c. Setting feast on Potlach grounds.
18-125. Visitors at Potlach (Caucasian women on bench outdoors).
18-126. "Oleman Siwash" [Indian men seated on outdoor bench].
18-127. Indian boys [young men posed in group]. Dark
18-128. Civilized Indians [Indians in western dress].
18-129. Potlach camp.
18-130. Squaw & Pappoose. "Kloochman & tenas Kloochman" [(sic) woman with baby on her back near others].
18-131. Camp, Potlach, Canoes [Indians on beach].
18-133. Klootchmen digging clams on beach at Potlach. Blurred view
18-134. "Queen Victoria" digging clams. Blurred view
18-135. Pappoose from Quillayute [man holding baby among group of Indians].
18-137. Camp: Potlach: Kloochman Tenas Kloochman (sic) [Indians at tents].
18-139. Drying clams at Potlach campfire [view of racks].
18-140. Drying clams. Indian camp, Potlach [overall view].
18-141. Drying clams on potlach grounds [several Indians around clam racks].
18-142. Camp fire, Potlach [two Indians seated next to clam rack on shore].
18-143. Money potlach [Indian men gathered around blanket].
18-144. The cook at potlach [inside potlach house].
18-146. Visitors [Caucasian guests sitting at center of potlatch house].
18-147. Inside of Potlach House.
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18-151. Patsy & Sally & son at Chickamin Potlach. Money in piles [group around blanket in potlatch house].
18-152. "Snohomish Jim" or "Di-da-quah" giving away Patsy's money. "Chickamin Potlach."
18-153. Patsy & Sally discussing Chickamin potlach (usual result) [group inside potlatch house].
18-155. Louis Yowaluch & tilacums (sic), Mud Bay Indians, 1892 [three men standing in front of shack].
18-156. Louis Yowaluch & "Kettle," Mud Bay Indians, 1892 [three men standing in front of shack].
18-158. [Young Indian man in front of house.] Faded view
18-159. Loaded Canoes. At beach.
18-160. Dry Dock.

WASHINGTON SCENICS, ETC.

18-161. [Two men and two horses on raft.]
18-162. [Snowy mountain scene.]
18-164. [Forest and stream.]
18-165. [Hikers in snowy forest.]
18-166 to 170. [Snowy mountain scenes.]
18-171. [Same as 165.]
18-172. Canoes at Port Hadlock [in front of buildings].
18-173. Indian canoes at Port Hadlock [similar to 172.]
18-174. House of Mud Bay Indians, 1892.
18-175. Small(?) house, shed and baskets. Mud Bay Indians, 1892.

INDIANS (MAINLY WASHINGTON STATE)

18-177. "Pat Kanim," Chief of Snohomish Indians in the war of 1854 [photograph of watercolor in black and white].
18-178. Puyallup Indian. Seattle [man with staff seated on ground]. Mitchell, Puyallup

18-179. George Leschi [1/2 length studio portrait of Indian man in suit] M.F. Kelly, Tacoma

18-180. Mike Leschi - grandson of Quiemulth. Son of George Leschi who is a son of Quiemulth, the war chief of the Nusquallys. Died 1895 (facial studio portrait). Mitchell, Puyallup

18-181. "Salix," mother of Johnnie Williams from South Bay. Nusqually Indian tribe, 1892 [studio portrait of two boys and old woman (right)].

18-182. Nika Anhcutty Tilacum. John Hiaton [or Healon]. Puyallup, Nusqually Brave [studio portrait; wearing leather blanket or tunic and holding feathers]. M.F. Kelly, Tacoma

18-183. Seated: John Hiaton & wife [two men standing behind them; studio portrait]. M.F. Kelly, Tacoma

18-184. Kittitas Courtship [Indian man leaning on horse and woman in opening of shed]. Mitchell, Puyallup

18-185. Klickitat [(sic) studio portrait of man with braided hair, wearing blanket]. Mitchell, Puyallup

18-186. Klickitat twins [(sic) [two babies strapped into cradleboards; studio portrait]. Mitchell, Puyallup

18-187. "John Slocum" - "Squ-sach-tun"(?) [left started the Shaker Church after going into trance. (Right) "Mud Bay Louis" or "Louis" Yowaluch [head of the Shaker Church or "Slocumites"]. Squaxin Indians (sic) ... Oct. 31st, 1892 [seated in studio with raised hands. Information on church on verso].

18-188. Jack Simmons & wife. Squaxin Indians, Mud Bay, 1892 [full length studio portrait]. Roberts & Brimer, Seattle

18-189. Garry - Spokane Chief. Taken 1892. A friend of the white people during the wars [portrait]. Bailey, Spokane

18-190. Spokane [Indian man in blanket clothing; full length studio portrait]. Mitchell, Puyallup

18-191. Umatilla Indian from Columbia River, Oregon. Yet me a witz, son in law of Howich Wampo [full length studio portrait; wearing blanket and ammunition belt]. Mitchell, Puyallup

18-192. Warm Spring, Or. [young Indian man in blanket and feathers; studio portrait]. Mitchell, Puyallup

18-193. Wa-hoo-lit or "Yelm Jim" [standing on beach holding salmon]. Mitchell. Puyallup


18-195. (Head and chest portrait of Indian man.] Wagness, Tacoma

18-196. [Two Indian women seated in cloth dresses; studio portrait]. Mitchell, Puyallup

18-197. "Le-chescha," We-Kob [Makah Indians, 1897 [one standing, one sitting outside building].


18-199. [Same painting as seen from farther down on beach.] Faded view

18-200. (Distant view of mortuary painting and nearby buildings.)

18-201 & 202. [Possibly a rear view of mortuary painting showing items piled behind.] Faded view
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"WASHINGTON TERRITORIAL & STATE LEGISLATORS, ETC."

18-204. John Beverly. I. G. Davidson, Tacoma
18-205. James A. Burk. Thwaites, Portland
18-207. W. B. Daniels. Tacoma, Wash. Elite, Tacoma
18-209. Trusten P. Dyer, State Senator, 27th District. Son, Braven Dyer, sports writer for LOS ANGELES TIMES. Wagness, Tacoma
18-211. J. T. Eshelman, Member, Washington Legislature. E. J. Hamacher, N. Yakima, Wash.
18-212. M. M. Godman. Member, Wash. State Legislature. Rogers, Olympia
18-213. D. B. Hannah, 1893. French, Tacoma
18-215. Yours Truly, Gwin Hicks. Printer at Olympia. Rogers, Olympia
18-216. *George D. Lawson. II Editor, NEWS, 1885. Chinese Agitator. W. P. Jackson, Tacoma
18-221. B. F. Shaw. Rogers, Olympia
18-222. ...Watson Squire [U.S. Senator; note transmitting photograph is glued to verso, dated "Feby 28th, 1892"]. C. M. Bell, Washington, D.C.
18-224. R. Jacob Weisbach. Mayor, Tacoma, 1885-'86. W. P. Jackson, Tacoma
18-225. [Unidentified man.] 0. M. Hofsteater, Vancouver, W.T.
18-227. [Unidentified man.] Ryan, Springfield & Shelbyville, Ill.
18-228.  [Unidentified group of five adults.] R. Hansen & Son, Tacoma

"1ST TERRITORIAL (WA.) CAPITAL BLDG, 1854," ETC.


18-232.  [Side view of Masonic Temple, where the 1854 Washington legislature met.]

18-233 & 234.  [Looking down dirt alley between wood buildings.]

18-235.  View from back porch out on Commencement Bay; showing U.S.S. CHARLESTON and Baltimore wharf re (sic), 1892.

18-236.  School drill, Tacoma Stadium. (no. 2)

18-237.  Tacoma Stadium [stage at one end, large crowd]. (no. 3)

18-238.  Washington State Progress Commission, THE WASHINGTON STATE CAPITOL GROUP, ca. 1940's, 23 p. [brochure and postcard of government buildings in Olympia].
WICKERSHAM FAMILY VIEWS

(#1-17 are contained in a small photo album)

19-1. [James Wickersham (in profile) and Darrell at his desk.] Cyanotype
19-2. [Wickersham home in Tacoma, Washington; woman on porch.] Cyanotype
19-3. [Wide view of Tacoma house; woman and boy in front.] Cyanotype
19-4. [Darrell Wickersham in wide brimmed hat; three poses.]
19-5. [Woman and boy on porch of Wickersham's home in Tacoma.] Cyanotype
19-6. [Darrell standing in garden.] Cyanotype
19-7. [Portrait of Darrell in sailor suit.]
19-8. [Darrell; three poses.]
19-9. [Looking out over the garden toward water.] Cyanotype
19-10. [Dog on a lawn.] Cyanotype
19-11. [Ship approaching shore, distant view.] Cyanotype
19-12. [Ship in harbor.] Cyanotype
19-13. [Looking out over harbor from house.] Cyanotype
19-14. [Interior view; woman seated at table.] Cyanotype, dark
19-15. [James Wickersham with Darrell at the desk.] Cyanotype
19-16. [Ship approaching warehouse.] Cyanotype
19-17. [Dog in garden, Darrell(?) at left.] Cyanotype
19-18. [Photograph of photo case with portrait of James Wickersham at 23 years of age, 1880.]


19-19. [Wickersham's office.]
19-20. [Wickersham at desk holding law book. Same as PCA 277-7-107.]
19-22. [Mr. and Mrs. Wickersham (right) and woman friend in front of the Eagle cabin.]
19-23. [Interior of the Eagle cabin.]
19-24. [Wickersham seated at desk.]
19-25. [The Eagle log cabin in winter.]
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19-26. Howard [studio portrait; standing in double-breasted suit with white collar].
19-27. [Studio portrait of Howard, seated, white collar.]
19-28. [Two-story house with stone wall.]
19-29. [Photograph of Wickersham in a notebook with caption, "Vote for James Wickersham, Alaska's True Friend." ]
19-31. [James Wickersham, head to waist portrait.]
19-33. Frank Wickersham [head to waist portrait].
19-34. [James Wickersham seated in wicker chair, interior view.]
19-35. Uncle Jim at home [Wickersham in leather chair under a lamp].
19-36 thru 38. Elderly James Wickersham standing in snow outside the Juneau home.
19-39. [Wickersham dinner party.]
19-40. [James and Grace Wickersham seen through a glass door.]
19-41. [James and Grace Wickersham in the Juneau home. ] Blurred view
19-41a. [James Wickersham and woman in Juneau home at Christmas.]
19-41b. [Similar to previous view.]
19-42. [Close blurred view of a totemic design spoon.]
19-43. [Portrait of William H. Seward and bookcase in Wickersham house.]
19-44. [Portrait and bookcase.]
19-45. [Portrait and bookcase.]
19-46. [Photograph of a painting of a man.]
19-47 to 19-61. [Interior views of furnishing in Wickersham's Juneau home.]
19-62. [James Wickersham at his desk.] Blurred view
19-63. [Photograph of painting of William H. Seward.]
19-64. [Wickersham's office.]
19-65. [Statue of William Henry Seward in Seattle?]  
19-66. [Similar to PCA 277-19-56.]
19-67. [Blanket and chest in Wickersham's house.]
19-68. [Side entry of Wickersham's house in Juneau.]
19-69. [James Wickersham on the porch, Juneau.]
19-70. [James Wickersham in snow in Juneau.]
19-71. [James Wickersham in suit in the garden.]
19-72. [Grace and James Wickersham sitting in front of the fireplace in their Juneau home.]
19-73. [James Wickersham in front of the fireplace in Juneau.]
19-74. [Similar to PCA 277-19-72.]
19-75. [Grace and James Wickersham in front of the fireplace.]
19-76. [James Wickersham behind his desk.]
19-77. [Chairs and books in the Wickersham home.]
19-78. [Wickersham's desk.]
19-79. [Interior of Wickersham home.]
19-80. [Table and library.]
19-81. [James Wickersham holding his hat in garden.]
19-82. [Wickersham (center) and friends posed in a garden.]
19-83. [James and Grace? Wickersham with two dogs.]
19-84. [James and Grace? Wickersham.] Blurred view
19-85. [Grace Wickersham (third from left), three women and two dogs.]
19-86 to 87. [Two-story house.]
19-88 to 91. Wickersham School.
19-92. [James Wickersham with two boys and a woman at the Juneau home.]
19-93. [James Wickersham and unidentified woman at the Juneau home.]
19-94. [James Wickersham and unidentified woman at the Juneau home.]
19-95. [James Wickersham standing in garden.]
19-96. [James Wickersham at his Juneau home.]
19-97. [James Wickersham and unidentified woman at the Juneau home.]
19-98 to 102. [Snow scenes from Wickersham's Juneau home.]
19-103. [Farmhouse at Patoka, Illinois.]

19-104. [James Wickersham and unidentified man on porch of the house.]

19-105. [Train station at Patoka; Wickersham leaning on a wagon.]

19-106. [Wickersham and unidentified man near house.]

19-107. [Similar to PCA 277-19-103.]

19-108. [Three men near house.]

19-109. [Large wood building.] Low contrast

19-110. [James Wickersham and unidentified man standing near a large house.]

19-111. ["Judge Wickersham takes his seat in Congress," photocopy of article from the FAIRBANKS NEWS, March 17, 1909.]

19-112. [Photograph of a 3-cent stamp design, "Wickersham Centenary, Alaska."


19-118. [Scrapbook page with table of contents to ALASKA LIFE, December 1939, showing article on Judge Wickersham, p. 17.]

19-119. [Close view of a display with model train and Wickersham portrait at left, reading Alaska R.R.]

19-120. [Photo montage with Wickersham's bookplate at left and portrait at right.]

19-121. [Photograph of a page from PCA 277 Album 11 (#75 to 79); views of James Wickersham McCauley as a baby.]


19-123. [Marriage announcement of Cora Hendrick Wheelock and James Wickersham McCauley, October 7, 1941.]


19-125. [James W. McCauley? as a young child, holding an American flag.]


19-127. [Gravestone for James and Deborah Wickersham and two of their sons.]


19-129a-b. [Portraits of a young girl.] Tintype

19-130. [Soapy Smith gang; Soapy stands fourth from right.] Case & Draper

19-131. [Indians with a canoe on the beach; Juneau in the background.] (no. 7853?)

19-133. Camp Nome No. 9, Arctic Brotherhood [composite photograph; James Wickersham is slightly above center, starred]. photographer: H.E. Hammond

19-134. [Receipt for charter membership in Camp Fairbanks, No. 16, Arctic Brotherhood for James Wickersham, dated December 4, 1907.]

19-135. The Clime Family of Rampart...[couple with two boys].

19-136. Splicing the shore end with the deep sea cable. The large cable is the shore end. Aboard the Government Cable Ship, "BURNSIDE," Wednesday, August 24, 1904, for the official splicing of the Two Sections of the Alaska Cable...P.S. Hunt

19-137 to 141. [Speakers and attendees at an outdoor Fairbanks event, ca. 1950's.]

19-142. [Unidentified woman, seated.]

Some missing info.
19-143. [Same woman in dark gown with lace collar; full length portrait.]

19-144. [Man lying in a snowy sled.]

19-145. To my Friend, James Wickersham, Stephen Birch. '09 [portrait, 1909]. Gansford?

19-146. [Letter of Stephen Birch, Valdez, dated February 1, 1906. Says, "...we will do up that Swede..." and expresses friendship.]

19-147. [Indian man and woman, seated; head to waist.]


PLACES

19-149. Whaler "ALEXANDER" at Cape Prince of Wales. May 21st, '03 [visible above the ice].

19-150. First herd brot [brought] into Fairbanks [distant view of bison]. Blurred view

19-151. [James Wickersham breaking ground for the Eielson Memorial Building at Fairbanks.]

19-152. The Col. Carl Ben Eielson Building. Alaska Agricultural College & School of Mines, College, Alaska...Mrs. Wickersham [drawing].

19-153 to 154. [Ground breaking ceremony for the Eielson Building, Fairbanks.]


19-156. [Plaque of Wickersham Hall, University of Alaska.]

19-157. [Similar to previous photo.]

19-158. [Interior view of a large room.]

19-159. [Interior view of dormitory?]

19-160. [Wickersham Hall.] color

19-161. [Wickersham Hall.] color

19-162. [Wickersham Hall.]

19-163. [Two students leaving Wickersham Hall.]

19-164. [Three story building.]

19-165. [Building under construction with ramp.]

19-166. "New Dorm to be Named Wickersham" [news clipping from THE INDEPENDENT, May 26, 1957].

19-167. 1940 [Alaska Agricultural College & School of Mines, aerial view].

19-168. [University of Alaska, Fairbanks, 1965; aerial view.]

19-169. [Monument to Joe Crosson, Pioneer Alaska Aviator, 1903-1949, at Fairbanks.]
19-170.  [Motel? at Fairbanks, ca. 1960.] color
19-171.  [Motel sign, Fairbanks.] color
19-172.  Pioneer Home.  Sitka, Alaska.  1934.  The Photo Shop Studio (no. 80)
19-173.  Chilcoot.  April 22nd, 1898 [the Scales and staging area on the Chilkoot Trail].  E.A. Hegg

MISCELLANEOUS

19-174.  An ideal cross section of Bering Strait...[drawing compares depth with the Washington Monument and a Seattle building].
19-175a-c.  [Indian baskets.]
19-176.  [Similar to PCA 277-11-92; Part of a view of pioneers.]
19-177.  "Couple Wed 'Informally'" and "Woman Took Role in Politics During Early Era" [news clippings].
19-179.  [James Wickersham's bookplate.]
19-180.  Andreafski Eskimo mask from Sheldon Jackson Museum [postcard with line drawing.]
19-181.  "Dedication of Women's Wing Open House, Alaska Pioneers Home, October 18, 1956...[program].
19-182.  [Map of Alaska from a magazine.]

NON-ALASKA VIEWS

19-183.  The Buckley School, 1889 - where the Wickersham School now stands, 1939 [students and adults posed in front]. W.S. Walbridge, Slaughter, WA.
19-185.  Indian Camp.  Yakima [horses].
19-186.  Yakima Indian Camp.  1890 [horses].
19-187 to 19-211.  [Indians and horses, probably Yakima Indian camp scenes (several but not all are labeled)]. Many faded
19-212.  [Yakima Indians at State Fair, 1896]
19-213.  Yakima Indians at State Fair, 1896.
19-214.  Shell heap.  Puget Sound.  Low contrast
19-215.  Yakima Valley - 1890.  Faded
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Miscellaneous Views added after publishing the first edition:

20-01 Scene in Fairbanks Alaska – Aug. 3rd 1904. [panoramic view of Fairbanks, Alaska, showing the Hotel Northern, Pioneer Saloon, N. C. Co., and Downing & Gardner Freighting...] L. E. Robertson Photo (2 copies)

20-02 A Group of Sourdoughs, Fairbanks. 1910. [same as #20-03]


New material was received from the House of Wickersham in December 2004 when the House was inventoried by Mary Pat Wyatt. These were placed in Album 21.

21-1 [Grace(? seated at vanity, with hand mirror, bedroom, House of Wickersham]

21-2 [James W. and woman seated by Christmas tree, House of Wickersham. Similar to 277-19-41a&b]

21-3 to 21-4 [Views of library, House of Wickersham]

21-05 [James Wickersham in wicker chair, House of Wickersham]

21-06 [desk and table by library shelves]

21-07 to 21-11 [Wickersham posed outside House of Wickersham]

21-12 to 21-14 [woman outside House of Wickersham]

21-15 [woman posed beside totem]

21-16 to 21-19 [exterior views around and of the House of Wickersham]

21-20 [two women at water’s edge – possibly at Mendenhall Glacier]

21-21 to 21-22 [Wickersham outside with hat, coat and cane outside House of Wickersham]

21-23 [log cabin eaves, bicycle]

21-24 [house]

Folder 22 These photos were originally in MS 107, Box 76, folder 13.

22-1 to 22-2 Some of the baskets in the collection. [color]

22-3 to 22-4 The entryway off 7th Street. [bw]
There are Russian items including trunks and Samovars. [color]

The collection includes items of ivory, bone, wood, bead, leather and skin. [color]

The living room [bw] [James and Grace seated therein]
Verso 22-7 c. 2: Christmas 1935 Juneau, Alaska James & Grace Wickersham

The Judge kept a daily diary from 1900-1939. The collection also includes numerous books, manuscripts, incoming and outgoing correspondence, newspaper clippings and photographs [color]

There are items of silver, crystal, china & glass [color]

The parlor [bw]

Oriental carpets once covered most of the floors. [color]

The collection also includes Wickersham memorabilia, pictures, paintings, photographs. [color]

2nd floor library [bw] [Charles Fairbanks and Seward paintings]

Much original furniture 2nd furnishings remain in the collection. The old photographs will aid in recreating the 1930’s décor.

2nd floor bedroom  Verso: Master Bedroom. This one large room was originally two rooms. [bw]

Parlor, House of Wickersham [bw]

[view of Wickersham portrait and shelves] [color]

[Grace and another women outside House of Wickersham] [color]

Folder 23 Negatives and glass plates from backlog

From Negatives (#1-30)

On the way to Alaska 1907 [Two small children standing on deck of ship, three adults sitting on rail in background]

Case & Draper Photographers, Okitsu Tailor Cleaning & Repair [Skagway buildings]

C W Ash & Sons Grocers, Vienna Bakery [Skagway buildings]

School building, man and child on horse

Public Reading Room - Mining Information - Alaska Maps - Latest Periodicals - Walk In [Sign on building, woman with child in stroller and dogs standing outside near entrance to Public Reading Room]

[Similar to 23-5, photograph out of focus]
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23-8 [House with fenced yard]
23-9 [House]
23-10 [Three men with shovels doing road work]
23-11 ED S. Orr & Co. – Valdez-Fairbanks – Winter Stage [Building sign; Men with shovels in street doing road work]
23-12 [Three men with shovels in street doing road work]
23-13 ED S. Orr & Co. – Valdez-Fairbanks – Winter Stage [Building sign; Men with shovels in street doing road work]
23-14 [Bear standing on hind legs outside of building]
23-15 to Unprinted negatives (Damon scanned for reference, Sept. 2014): Most negatives damaged or out of focus [Scenic views, Chatham Point Lighthouse in British Columbia, house, school]

From Glass Plates (#31-36)
23-31 [Portrait of Nisqually Chief Leschi (1808-1858), watercolor created 1894 by Raphael Coombs]
23-33 [Portrait of Native man dressed in fringed buckskin jacket]
23-34 [Decorated paddle-like object, string attached to handle]
23-35 [Railroad tracks through flat area, people lining track on both sides]
23-36 [Railroad tracks through flat area, trees to sides in background]

First edition’s pp. 108-146 (end) is missing from this document
INVENTORY OF ORIGINAL NEGATIVES
Negatives stored in freezer in Vault

2 Boxes
Box 1:
#277-4-48, 53, 106
#277-18-43 through 277-18-77

Box 2:
#277-19-184 through 277-19-189, 191, 192, 194-197, 199-210, 212, 213, 215, one neg. no print
#277-23-1 through 277-23-30

INVENTORY OF GLASS PLATE NEGATIVES
Stored in Metal Cabinet in Vault

1 Box
6 glass plates (5x7):
#277-23-31 to 277-23-36